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(Abstract) 

(Junnat al-&bir-in al-Abrar, Wa Jannat al-Mutawakkirin al-Akhydr) 

A valuable manuscript written on 266 pages by Imam 'Abd al-'Az-iz b. 'All b. al-'Izz 
al-Baghdad7i al-Bakr-i al-Uanball al-Maqdis! (770-846 AH / 1369-1443 CE) Chief 
Justice of Holy Jerusalem. The original manuscript is available at the Arab Academy 
of Knowledge, Damascus and a copy at Jum'ah Al-Majid Centre for Culture and 
Heritage, Dubai. 

The author gathered all verses of patience and trust in Allah and explained them. He 
derived evidence from the Prophet's tradition, companions, and successors. He cited 
incidents of the Prophet's biography underlining the value of patience and trust in 
Allah as an ethical tenet which all heavenly doctrines preach and which the 
magnanimous Islamic doctrine has adopted as a basic principle of its mission. The 
book could be classified as an objective exegesis and represents a comprehensive and 
unprecedented study. 

This research is divided into two sections: Study and Revision. The study contains an 
introduction, two chapters, and a conclusion. In the introduction I discuss the 
subject's importance, selection motive, objectives, former studies, and difficulties 
encountered. The first chapter is specified for the author's biography: His time and 
life. The second chapter contains the description, study, and manuscript criticism; 
divided into two topics: Study of the book and my work in the revision. The 
conclusion sums up the results, proposals, and recommendations. Selected samples of 
manuscript sheets are appended. 

The revision section was accurately completed using an objective scholarly method to 
regulate the text, supply punctuation marks, number pages, rewrite text in accordance 
with modem rules of dictation, locate suras and verses, refer Had-iths to their sources, 
explain vague utterances, conform Qur'anic texts to Uthmani scripture, define idioms, 
verify jurisprudence issues, correct grammatical mistakes, and describe eminent 
persons and places. The revision is concluded with general technical indexes. 
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In The Name Of Alldh, The Most Compassionate, The Most Merciful 

All Praise is due to Allah, Cherisher and Sustainer of all the Worlds 

Allah, The Most High said: 
'Those who persevere in patience, and repose their trust in their Lord and Cherisher'. 

Prophet Mobammad (p. b. u. h) said: 
2 'The truest persevering patience is that which is shown at the first stroke' . 

He also said: 
'Tether it (i. e., the she-camel) and then repose your trust in Alldh -) .3 

A poet said: 
'Patience is as bitter as aloes in taste, but its consequences are sweeter than honey' 

Ab-a Shamah said: 
'If we repose our trust in Him, He will defend us against evil; so, let us say: 

99ý "Alldh is satisfactory for all we need; He is the Most Dependable to trust in 

1 Al-'Ankabfit: 59. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 1169. 
2 Related by al-Shaykhdn. Sahil 

*1 al-BukhaCi, Hadlith No: 1283. & Sahill Muslim, Hadilth No: 926. 
3 Related by al-Tirmidhi. Sunan al-Tirmidhi, Had-ith No: 2517. 
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lives to Him and from their firm belief in Him. 
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Transliteration Methods: 

All transliterated words (except proper names) are printed in italics. 

Consonants: 

1/1) Z/z j Q/q 

B/b S/s K/k 

T/t Sh/sh L/I 

Th/th $/s M/m 

J/j P/d N/n 

Jo T/t -A H/h 

Kh/kh J& Z/z W/W 

D/d Y/y 

Dh/dh Gh/gh Final form 

RIr F/f 

Vowels: 
Short Long Doubled 

Short Long Doubled lyya 

Ya A/a I A/d Ls 

U/U J- Aw 

: sI TA Ay 
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The Rules of Application 

Arabic letters, which may be romanised in different ways depending on their context: 

1. As indicated in the table. The letters (j) and (cs) may represent: 

(a) The consonants Romanised (W/w) and (Yly) respectively: 

Wad' 

'Iwad 

Dalw 

Yad 

Ijiyal 

Tahy 

(b) The long vowel Romanised (U) and (I) respectively: 

S-ftrah 

Dha 

Tman 

ua' 
F! 

(c) Diphthongs Romanised (A Wlaw) and (A Ylay) respectively: 

Awj 

Nawm 

Khawf 

Shayh 

'Aynay 

Aysar 
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2. When used as orthographic sign without phonetic are not represent in romanisation, 

such as words: 
llýxl Fa'alU-, ýAlýt 

3. When a noun or objective ending in (S) (ta' marbfita) is Romanised (h) for 

example: ýý = Maktabah, = Mir'dh, A4 = Junnah. 

4. When a noun or objective ending in ýý (ta maft-abah or mabsfitah) is Romanised 

(T). for example: ý: Jtý = Janndt, ý: JUII = Aydt. 

5. Each Arabic word is Romanised based on its phonetic before vocalisation. For 

example: . w' )ý = 'Abd Alldh (not 'Abdullah or 'Abdalldh or 'Abdilldh). 

6. When used (1-ý, >%2 JI) (Al) (al-Ta'r-if) is used for both: (Lam Shamsiyydh) and 

(Lam Qamariyydh) For example: ->41ý1 - we use both like (Ldm Qamariyydh) 

= al-Shams, and al-Qamar. 

7. At stopping on the end of 'Arabic letters, we use the silent letter (Ijarf sdkin) =(). 

L>4 ('A'fidh bi Allah min al-Shaytdn al- For example: J 1-ý 

Rajim). 

8. The term IBN (meaning son) is used in a number of different ways. When it 

appears between two pronouns it should be written in the shortened form of 'b. '; 

when it appears at the beginning and is separate, it should be written in the complete 

form of 'IBN'. 
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Part One: 

A Study of the Author and his Work 
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Introduction: 

I. Research Methodology: 

The aim of this thesis is to critically examine and revise the manuscript text of Imdm 

'Abd al-'AzU b. 'All b. al-'Izz al-Baghdad7i al-BakCi al- Ijanbal! al-Maqdisi's Junnat 
Al-ýdbir7n Al-Abrdr, Wa Jannat Al-Mutawakkil-in Al-Akhyar ('The Shield of the 
Piously Patient and the Garden of the Trustful Elite'). An objective, scientific 

approach is absolutely essential. It is vital that we establish a critical, systematic and 

accurate text. 

In order to properly understand lmdm al-Maqdis! and his work, this thesis has been 

divided into two major sections: 

1. Historical and Literary Background 

This first part aims to place Imam al-Maqdis! in his proper historical context. We 

wilL therefore, examine the history of the Egypt and Syria lands (The Middle East 

now) prior to his birth, as well as his early life and studies. We will then turn to 

examine the textual and manuscript history of the document itself. This is vital if 

we are to arrive at a complete and accurate modem edition. 

2. Manuscript Examination and Revision 

This second part will attempt a thorough edition of the manuscript itself. This will 

involve a systematic analysis of the text. Such an examination is necessary for a 

full understanding of the book and its author. An in-depth commentary 

accompanies this edition, as well as critical notes and discussions where 

appropriate. 

IT The Importance of the Subject: 

Patience and trust in Alldh are two of the most central tenets of Islam. No Muslim 

can afford to forego these qualities in his life, which is replete with trials and 

afflictions. A Muslim's life is subject to both ease and hardship; he is constantly 
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exposed to the decisions of Alldh, who alone knows the mysteries of Heaven and 
Earth. Humanity is powerless before the deeds of Alldh, which range between 

blessing and wrath. 

At any rate, patience is an essential measure of a person's faith; patience in adversity 
is an indication of true faith. Trust in Alldh is another hallmark of a believer's faith; it 

is practical evidence of his utter dependence on Alldh, the All-High, and a means by 

which he can gauge the level of his connection with the Divine. 

A consideration of the following points draws out the significance of our topic still 
further. 

The Ethical Value of Patience and Trust in Alldh: 

An ethical outlook enables a person to positively affect his own life. By viewing all 

of a life challenges in an ethical manner, a person can become more beneficial to 

himself, his peers and his wider society. The more a person is ready to endure 

hardship, the more he will be able to contribute to the development of his own nation. 

The soul is a person's true mirror, reflecting his inner desires. It is the seat of all 

words and deeds, whether good or bad. Accordingly, if man's soul is tranquil and if 

man reposes all his hopes in Allah, then nothing will cause him to stray from 

righteous action. On the other hand, nothing will prevent him from seeking after his 

good, since he is quite aware of the natural law of cause and effect (i. e. that nothing 

will happen in the world without a reason) and of the fact that law is creation of Allah 

made at the service of man and that man is instructed to make use of it; but whenever 

that law does not realise what man aspires to, that will be owing to predestination of 

Allah. 

The believer steadfastly directs himself towards Alldh, looking upward towards 

Heaven, the fountainhead of revelation. The Qurdn affirms that this world is a place 

of test and trial. Islam therefore enjoins its followers to patiently persevere in the face 

of adversity. The Quran gives encouragement in this regard: 
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'And give glad tidings to those who show persevering patience and who say, 

when afflicted with calamity: To Alldh we belong, and to him is our return. 
They are those on whom (Desend) blessings from their Lord, And Mercy. And 

they are the ones that receive guidance'. 4 

Role of nurturers in upholding that ethical value: 
Humanity's path through life is beset with pain and weariness from its very 
beginning. As soon as he is detached from the umbilical cord, man greets his new 

world with loud cries; it is as if he is instinctively announcing the commencement of 
his journey through hardship and fatigue. So it is, that food never comes without 

effort and success never comes without work. Life's numerous tests cannot be faced 

and overcome without patience and trust in Alldh. In this regard, we should recall the 

translation of the words of Luqmdn the Wise, stated in the Qurdn: 

'And bear with patient constancy whatever betide thee; for this is firmness (of 

purpose) in (the conduct of) affairs'. 5 

It is important to note that development cannot be obtained without patience, since the 

more one shows patience, the more one will achieve his true ambisious. The Qurdn, 

in describing the meeting of Moses (Musd) and al-Khidr, clearly illustrates this 

notion. Al-Khidr remarks: 

'And how canst thou have patience about things which are beyond your 

knowledge? ' Moses said, 'Thou wilt find me, if Alldh so wills, (Truly) patient: 

nor shall I disobey thee in aught'. 6 

Moses thus linked his promise firmly with Allah's will, understanding the cardinal 

point that all people fall short of the mark on occasions. Therefore, anyone wanting 

to develop himself should remove despair from his heart and make patience his 

' Al-Baqarah: 155-157. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 63 

5 Luqmdn: 17. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 1215. 

6 Al-Kahf. 68-69. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 840. 
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central characteristic. Without such qualities, any attempt towards spiritual growth is 

doomed to failure. The Qurdn states: 'And for this let those aspire, who have 

aspirations'. 7 

Patience and Trust in Allah as a Practical Guide: 

According to Islam, the Qurdn is the inimitable word of Alldh, revealed to Prophet 
Muhammad. It contains a complete code of ethics and behaviour, with the aim of 
ensuring true happiness in this world and the next through obedience to Alldh. 
Muslims therefore believe that every instruction in the Qurdn, whether clear or not, 
contains benefit. The Qurdn states this clearly: 'Should He not know, he that created? 

And he is The Subtle The Aware'. 8 

Thus all Islamic ideals should emanate directly from Qur'anic teachings. In order to 
follow its guidance, we have to comply with and apply its provisions. It is important 

to realise that any shortcomings stem, in reality, from lack of faith. The Qurdn states: 
'Nothing have we omitted from the Book. And they (all) shall be gathered to their 

Lord in the end'. 9 

Thus, nothing has been omitted from the Qurdn, whether in guidance, direction, 

legislation, teaching, or any other matter that helps rectify human conduct. The Qurdn 

should be the true criterion in Islamic spirituality and self-growth; all of our ideas 

should be compared against these benchmarks and concepts alien to it should be 

discarded. Our second source should also be the authentic traditions of Prophet 

Mubammad. In this way, we can comply strictly with Islamic principles, as well as 

benefiting from other ideologies where appropriate. 

Al-Mutaffif-In: 26. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 1919. 

Al-Mulk: 14. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 1785. 

9 Al-An'dm: 38. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 348. 
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The Transmission of Cultural Heritage: 

A society's cultural heritage is one of its most precious possessions; it constitutes the 

major source from which its key concepts and ideas flow. Indeed, any community 
detached from its roots experiences a profound loss of identity. 

Cultural heritage has two major components; a tangible material structure and an 
intangible rational and spiritual force. In other words, values in the soul and science 
in the mind. A comparison of these two aspects reveals that the latter should precede 
the former. A thorough understanding of science, coupled with a living spiritual 

connection, is a necessary element in real material advancement. 

Accordingly, honesty requires that we extol our past, taking full advantage of the 
lessons offered by History's most influential figures. Their lives provide examples 
for us to follow; their humanely balanced scientific and spiritual quests for knowledge 

and wisdom, rooted in the Qurdn and authentic traditions, have left us with a firmly 

established tradition to emulate. 

Every nation has the right to pride itself upon the great figures of its past. The 

number of educational institutes named after famous people throughout the world is 

but one example of such regard. Given this, it is important that we examine the lives 

and achievements of Islam's leading figures. It is hoped that this humble effort will 

help illuminate the life, thought and work of Imam 'Abd al-'Az-lz b. 'Al-1 b. al-'Izz al- 

Baghddd-i al-Bakri- al-Ijanbal! al-Maqdisi. It is also hoped that the present author 

will also receive a small portion of the dignity these luminaries have received from 

Alldh. 

III. Reasonsfor the Present Study: 

This study has been inspired by two key considerations. First, there is a need to 

conduct research into Islamic manuscripts. Despite the efforts of many dedicated 

researchers, there remain vast numbers of unedited texts. Indeed, it has been estimated 

that this unexplored corpus contains several million documents. This work becomes 

all the more urgent when it is realised that, due to the ravages of time, many of these 
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manuscripts are in danger of being lost. These texts and the teaching they contain, are 
a vital part of Islamic and world heritage. 

The second factor is closely connected to this particular work. During the initial 

stages of research, methodological considerations came to the fore. In particular, it 

was difficult to establish an acceptable balance between pure research and revision. 
After examining many manuscripts dealing with Qur'anic exegesis, it soon became 

clear that, despite the worthiness of the topic, there were already many works on the 

subject. Moreover, many of these works had either been studied exhaustively already 

or else were of very limited appeal, being very specialised works of a rather narrow 

currency. Furthermore, the manuscript of this present work is completely unrevised. 
To date, there has been no modem study of this important text. 

Moreover, Junnat al-ýabiriin has relevance on many different levels. Not only is it an 

extremely interesting piece from an academic perspective, it also has a significant 

practical application; the inter-related areas of patience and trust in Allah are valuable 

themes in a Muslim's life. By cultivating such qualities, a Muslim can hope to draw 

upon the rich cultural heritage of Islam and hence draw closer to Alldh. IM10 himself 

highlights the importance of patience and trust in Allah in his introduction. He 

remarks that he was inspired to write his book by a series of personal crises. 

The idea that one should patiently turn to Alldh during times of crisis has also struck a 

chord with the present author. In this modem age, where disaster has grown whilst 

faith has diminished, the need to trust in Alldh is all the greater. Moreover, the 

temptations of materialism have generally prevailed; spiritual notions have become 

detached from the reality of most Muslims. IM's work, written in response to 

personal hardship, has thus held this author's attention; his focus on the Qurdn's 

exhortations to patience and reliance on Alldh, as well as on its descriptions of the 

delights of paradise, have made Junnat al-ýdbifin a work of immense value. 

10 IM: is shortcut for lmdm and is used in all thesis. 
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The book's approach and presentation have filled the present author with admiration 
and has convinced him that a new edition of this book will add a distinguished 

scientific achievement to the Islamic library. 

IV. Research Objectives: 

There are several key objectives in this present research project. They are 
surnmarised below: 

1. The first major aim is to help share Imam 'Abd al-'Azlz b. 'All b. al-'Izz al- 
Baghddd7i al-Bakf-1 al-Hanbal! al-Maqdisi's" important work with the wider 

world. Today, my objective is to give to this six century old manuscript a new 
form to be available to academic and scholars all over the world as we have, 

however, in order for IM's work to have its full impact, a new edition, 

subjected to modem scientific techniques, is necessary. Thus the first 

objective in this thesis is to analyse, edit and to revise the text of the original 

manuscript itself 

2. The second objective of this research is to analyse the text of Junnat al- 

, Pbir7n in a scientific manner. An orderly review, aiming at the removal of 

any ambiguities, will therefore be attempted. This will be in accordance with 

modem textual critical analysis. It is regrettable that many contemporary 

attempts at manuscript revision suffer from lack of professionalism. It is the 

avowed aim of this project to correct this failing by presenting a clear, 

systematically organised text for the future use of the wider academic 

community. 

3. Our third main aim is to explore the ethical values of patience and trust in 

Alldh. This has two different dimensions. The first is academic. By 

examining the text of IM's work we can gain a clearer understanding of 

Muslim devotional thought and practice. The second aspect is of a more 

11 Henceforth refered to as IM. 
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concrete nature. By looking at Junnat al-ýdbirln a practical awareness of 
Islamic spiritual teaching can be acquired. 

4. This present work aims to help both Muslims and non-Muslims to benefit 
from Islamic teachings by making the histories of prophets, messengers and 
the early Muslim generations more widely available. By looking at Junnat al- 

, PbOn's use of these stories, from the Qurdn and prophetic traditions, it is 
hoped that the ideas of patience and trust in Allah can be more widely 
publicised. It is hoped that a new edition of this valuable text will assist those 

seeking to develop these virtues in their own lives. 

V. Previous Studies: 

Patience and trust in Alldh are key virtues in Islam. In order to overcome the tests of 
life, Islam teaches that a Muslim must patiently persevere in good deeds and must 
place all his trust in Alldh. Given the centrality of these ideas, it is perhaps not 
surprising that there have been many works dealing with patience and trust in Alldh. 

The works of such leading Islamic thinkers as Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah, Ibn Ab! al- 
Dunyd, lmdm Ab! 1jdmid al-GhazdI! and Imdm Ab! al-Qdsim 'Abd al-Kaffm al- 
Qushayr-1 al-Naysabat-1 are all notable examples. 

Despite this, however, during the initial stages of research, it quickly became clear 
that there had been little work dealing jointly with these inter-connected themes; Ibn 

al-'Izz al-Baghdad-i's is an exception to this, although he limits himself to citing and 
discussing the relevant verses of the Qurdn. By contrast, Junnat al-ýdbiriin seems to 

be the only work offering a full discussion of patience and reliance on Alldh. It is 

clear, therefore, that this subject provides an excellent opportunity for original 

research. The fact that there has been no previous revision makes the manuscript of 

Junnat al-$dbitlln doubly important. 

A survey of manuscripts dealing separately with patience and trust in Allah reveals 

the originality of our current topic. Whilst this review has been performed as 

comprehensively as possible, it seems likely, given the vast size of the unedited 

Islamic corpus, that there are other works still undiscovered. ' 
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Manuscripts on Patience 

Al-'Izz wa al-Sabr, By Ibn Abi al-Dunyd, (AI-Zdhiriyyah). 

2. Al-Fa4l al-Mub7n ft al-ýabr 'ind Faqd al-bandt wa al-Ban7n, the author is 

unknown. 12 

3. Al-&br wa al-Thawab, the author is unknown. 

4. Al-&fd'fl Rumz7z al-&br wa al-wafd'(Dar al-Kutub al-Migiyyah), the author 
is unknown. 

5. Al-Sayf al-Batir ft yam7n al-$dbir al-Shakir, By Muýarnmad B. Ismd'il al- 
AmIr. 

6. AI-Taw47 bi al4abr wa al-ffaqq, By Muýtafa- al-Bakr-i, (Ddr al-Kutub Al- 

Migiyyah). 

7. Al-Zuhd wa al-, Fabr, the author is unknown. 

8. Man Fabar ý, qfar, By al-Mutawwal, (an abridged version of al- Zdhiriyyah). 

9. Tidhkar al-ni'am wa al-'atdydfl al-shukr 'ald al-ni'mah wa al-ýabr 'ald al- 

faqr wa al-balayd, By Ijusdm al-Din 'All B. Qdd-i Khdn al-Muttaq-1, (Al- 

Zdhiryydh, Damascus). 

10. Tidhkdr al-ni'am wa al-'atdydfi al-shukr 'ald al-niMah wa al-ýabr 'ald al- 

faqr wa al-balayd, By Mubammad B. $alab al-Damanhafi-, (Dar al-Kutub al- 

Migiyyah). 

12 The manuscripts no. s 2,3,5, &7 are among the manuscripts of the Jum'ah al-MdjId Centre for 
Culture and Heritage, Dubai, UAE. 
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Printed Scripts on Patience: 

1. Al-Baldyd wa al-maýd'ib wa fa4l al-ýabr 'alayhd, Afflictions and Calamities 

and the Virtue of Showing Persevering Patience Under Them, By the 
Composition Committee, Ddr al-Tawtid Publishing, Kuwait. 

2. Butfilat wa mawdqiffl al-&br wa al-Taýammul, Heroic Deeds in Patience and 
Tolerance, By Muýarnmad Ijdtim al-Tabsh-i. 

3. FaWil al4abr, Virtues of Patience. The author is unknown. 13 

4. 'Iddah al-Sabir-in wa dhakhirah al-shakirin, By Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah. 

5. Isbir wa Ihtasib, By 'Abd al-Malik B. Muhammad. 

6. Al-Kaldm fl al-ffubb wa al-ýabr, Talk about Love and Patience, By lbrdhim 

'Abd al-Fatt4 Ndfl'. 

7. Kitdb al4abr, A Book in Patience, By Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah. 

Ma'alim al-$abrfl al-Quran, Indications of Patience in the Holy Qurdn, By 

Tantdw-i MOammad Darrdz. 

9. Rawdah al-Sabr, By lbrdh-im 'Abd al-Lat-if. 

10. ýabr al-awliyd'fl mandzil al-ibtilj', By 'Ai'd B. 'Abd Alldh al-Qurani. 

11. Al-, Fabr ft 4au' al-Kitab wa al-Sunnah, Patience in the Light of the Book 

(Quran) and of the Tradition (of the Prophet), By Asmd' 'Umar Ijasan. 

13 Kashf al-7unot7n, 2/1276. 
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12. Al-&br fi al-Qurdn al-Kar-im, Patience in the Holy Qurdn, By Yo-asuf al- 
Qaradawi. 

13. Al-$abr fl ? Wdl al-Qurdn, Patience under the Shades of al-Qurdn, By 
'Ukashah 'Abd al-Mannan al-Tibi. 

14. A 1-ýabr al-Jamail ft dau' al-Kitab wa al-Sunnah, Nice Patience in the Light 

of the Book (Quran) and of the Tradition (of the Prophet), By Ab'd Usdmah 

Sal-im B. 'Abd al-Hilall. 
14 

15. Al-, ýabr al-Jam-11 sayed al-akhldq, Nice Patience is the Master of Ethics, By 

Basim al-ljuýni. 

16. AI-Sabr mati ah al-najah, Patience is the Means to Success, By Mazin 'Abd 
- YY 

al-Qddir al-Mubdrak. 

17. Al-, ýabr wa al-lqddm 'ind al-'Arab, Patience and Intrepidity among Arabs, By 

ljdzim'Abd al-Qahhdr al-Rdw-1. 

18. Al-&br yanfadh, Patience Runs Out, By 'Abd al-'A; dz B. 'Abd al-Rahmdn 

al-TEanydn. 

19. &faýdt min ýabr al-'Ulamd', Incidents of Savants' Patience, By 'Abd al- 

FatO Ab-ft Ghuddah. 

20. Al-Tasall-l wa al-$abr 'ald md Qa4dh Alldh min aýkdm ahl al-tajabbur wa al- 

takabbur, by 'Ali B. 'Abd Allah al-Magbribi. 15 

14 These publications are available from the UAE University, the Central Library, al-Ain, UAE, and at 

the Jum'ah al-Mdjid Centre for Culture and Heritage, Dubai, UAE. 
15 Kashf al--ýunofin, 1/404. 
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Manuscripts on Trust in Allah: 16 

1. Al-, ffath 'ald al-tijdrah wa al-find'ah wa al-'amal, wa al-inkdr 'ald man 
yadda 'i al-tawakkul fi tark al-'amal, wa al-ýujjah 'alayhim fl dhalik, By 
Mmad B. Muýammad B. Hdriln al-Khallal. (Died: 311 CE. ) 

2. Risdlahfl al-tawakkul wa su'al Allah 'azza wajall, By 'Abd al-Ghan! B. 'Abd 

al-Wdýid al-Jamd'iII. (Died: 600 AH. ) 

Printed Scripts on Trust in Alldh: 

1. Al-'Ilm wa al-tawakkul, Science and Trust in Alldh, By Basim al-ljuýnl. 

2. Al-Insdn bayn al-tawakkul wa al-MasaiViyyah, Man Between reposing trust 
in Alldh and responsibility, By the Writing committee. Ddr al-Tawtid, 
Kuwait. 

3. Kitdb al-tawakkul, By Abi 'Abd Allah Muhammad B. Yahyd al-Dhuhal! al- 

NaysdbfiCi. 17 

4. Kitab al-tawakkul, By Abi Yald Mubammad b. al Ijusayn b. Mubammad. 18 

5. Kitäb al-tawakkul, By Ibn Abi al-Dunyä. 19 

6. Kitab al-tawakkul, By Yo-asuf al-Qara4aw-i. 

16 These two manuscripts are available from the Jum'ah al-Mdjid Centre for Culture and Heritage, 
Dubai, UAE. 

17 Hadijyah al-Wrifin, 2/16. 
" 

Iýilat al-khalaf Ii mauýfil al-Salaf, by al-Rauddni, pr. (Beirut, 1988). 
19 This manuscript has been reprinted several times, with various revisions, among the writings of Ibn 

Ab! al-Dunyd. 
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7. Kitab al-tawakkul 'ald Alldh wa al-akhdh bi al-asbdb, By Sheikh al-lsldm Ibn 
Taimiyyah. 

20 8. Kitäb al-thiqah bi Alläh wa al-tawakkul 'alä Alläh, By Ibn Abi Zaid. 

9. Kitdb al-thiqah bi Allah wa al-tawakkul 'ald Allah, By Ibn Ijibban al-BUSti. 
21 

10. Mafdhim yajib tash7huha ft al-tawakkul wa al-rizq, Conception to be 

corrected about Trust In Aldh and about provision, By 'Abd al-Fattdý Ab-a 

Ghuddah. 

11. Al-Makdsib wa al-rizq al-ýaldl, wa ýaqiqah al-tawakkul 'ald Allah, By Al- 

liarith b. Asad al-MOdsibi. 

12. Qd'idah ft al-radd 'ald al-Ghazal-l ft al-tawakkul, A Rule in Rebutting Al- 

Ghazali's View Regading trust in Allah, By Sheikh al-lsldm IM Ibn 

22 Taymiyyah . 

13. Taýý7b mafahim ýaul al-tawakkul wa al-Jihdd, Correction of conceptions 

about Trust in Alldh and Jihad, By 'Abd al-Raýnldn Ijasan Uabannakah al- 

Midani. 

20 Biography of Tunisian Authors by Mubammad Mabfofq, pr. (Dar al-Gharb, Beirut, 1404 AH). 

21 History ofArabic Literature, by Carl Brockleman, pr. (Dar al-Ma'drif, 1974). 

22 These publications are available at the library of UAE University's central library, al-Ain, and at the 

Jum'ah al-Mdjid Centre for Culture and Heritage, Dubai. UAE. 
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VT Difficulties Encountered 

The most significant difficulty in this project has been the unique nature of IM's 

manuscript. After a thorough search, it seems that this is the only manuscript of 
Junnat al-Sabirin in existence. 

Nevertheless, this manuscript was written by the author's himself It is, moreover, 
complete, clearly legible and free from boreholes, tears and gaps. A large number of 
scholars and specialists hold it permissible to revise a unique manuscript, provided it 

was written by the author himself. Chief among such authorities is Dr. ljdtem al- 
Ddmen, Head of the Manuscript Section at the Jum'ah al-MaJid Centre in Dubai, and 
an internationally renowned expert in the field of manuscript revision. Dr. al-Pdmen 
confirmed that if a unique manuscript was written by the author himself, a revision is 
justifiable without reservation, since there is little danger of unexpected 

complications, loss or interpolation. Since this is also the original document, there is 

nothing to prevent verification and authentication of difficult elements. 

The advice of Dr. al-Shahid al-Bofish-lkh-i, of the Sidi MOammad b. 'Abd Allah The 

University in Fez, Morocco, was also sought. After attending Dr. al-Boushikhi's 
lecture on 'Manuscript Documentation and Revision' at the Zayed Heritage Centre in 

April 2002, the present author had the opportunity to ask him about the permissibility 

of revising single manuscript copies. His reply was emphatic, 'Make haste! Make 

haste! Make haste! ' He subsequently asserted that there should be no delay after 
finding the author's own copy, except where there are serious textual faults that 

require cross-referencing. Fortunately, however, in this case the original manuscript 

is both clear and plain, although the substantiation of this claim is given in Chapter 

Two. 

There have been a number of difficulties in clarifying uncertain phrases, although 

these have been largely overcome through recourse to specialists in textual research 

and criticism. It was also a difficult task to locate some of IM's own sources. This 

has been due to the lack of revision of Islamic texts cited previously. However, these 

problems have been largely resolved. 
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Chapter One: The Life & Times oflmdm al-MaqdW 

A. Historical Background: 

I. The Political Environment: 
IM was born in Baghdad, most probably in 770 AH / 1366 CE, but much of his life 

was in Syria and Egypt. It is therefore important to discuss the political environment 
in which he lived and wrote. 

23 

The Marnalik sultanate (648 - 923 AH) was the most important state in the Egypt and 
Syria lands (The Middle East now) during this period. According to Arabic 

lexicographers, the term Mamdlik means 'captive slaves'. However, in the Qurdn, the 

term is used in a more restricted sense, being used to refer to a slave born to slave 
24 parents. The Mamdlik are therefore liable to be bought and sold . 

The term has, however, acquired particular significance in Islamic history. During the 

reigns of al-Ma'mun and al-Mu'taýim, it was confined to the Caucasian military 

slaves who were used to bolster the Caliph's authority, as either general soldiers or as 
bodyguards. The major sources of such slaves were wars and purchases; the ruler's of 

the period also gave them as gifts. 

AI-Mu'taýim made heavy use of such troops, recruited from Turkish tribes. This was 

because he trusted in their fighting abilities. Although al-Mu'taýim's policy of 

employing such slaves proved beneficial, but after his death these soldiers began to 

realise their own power. This became especially serious under al-Mutawakkil, when 

mutinies among the Marnalik troops became increasingly common. Consequently, 

rather than being a cohesive force in the Caliph's hand, these soldiers became a 

divisive influence. The military strength of these slave-soldiers was used to destabilise 

23 al-Dau' al-Ume' , 4/223; 3/133; al-Suhub al-Wabilah, p. 221; al-Tibr al-Masbfik, p. 54; al-A'Idm, 
4/32. 

24 Emergence of the First Mameluki State in Egypt and al-Sham, p. 11. 
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the Islamic realm. Eventually, due to their administrative mismanagement, effective 

power was taken from the Caliph. 25 

Nevertheless, subsequent rulers followed the policy of employing Marnallk soldiers. 
This made the political life even less stable and also led ambitious Mamdlyk leaders to 
try for power themselves. Many sultans failed to address this problem properly, being 

mainly preoccupied with the pursuit of pleasure. 

From this point onwards, Mamdlik soldiers were not recruited from Turkish tribes 

only. Slaves from the Caucasus, Persia and Central Asia, especially the cities of 
Samarqand, Ferghana, Ashrusnah, al-Shash and Khawdrizm, were also increasingly 

recruited. Soldiers of Turkish, Cossack, Byzantine and Kurdish extraction found their 

way into Muslim armies. 26 

It should be noted, however, that despite their servile origins, Mamalik warriors were 

proud of themselves. It was considered a high honour; indeed, they would accept no 

other title. Within Mamdllk society, martial prowess was highly regarded; in fact, 

they gave their loyalty to the Emir al-Mu'ayyid solely because of his reputed 

courage. 27 When it was discovered that this was not the case, he was swiftly 

overthrown. 28 

Historians have generally divided Mamdlik history into two main periods: 

(i) The Bahri Dynasty (648 - 784 AH. ) 

Al-$dlib NaJrn al-Din Ayy-ftb was the first to bring a large group of Mamdlik troops 

into his service. As a result, the majority of his military leaders were Mamdl-ik. A 

25 Kitdb al-Bulddn, p. 23. 
26 History of the Mamluks in Egypt and Syria, p. 16. 
27 Sultdri al-Mu'ayyid Sheikh was known as al-M4mud!, after the merchant MabMud Shah, who sold 

him at the age of twenty-two to Sultan Barqfiq. He was thus not brought up in the same manner as 
other Mamluks were. As a result , his ascent to the throne also carried with it the seed of revolt. 
History of Mamluks in Egypt and al-Sham, p. 16. 

28 Egypt in the time of Circassian Mamluks, p. 3 1. 
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fort was built for them to settle in, on al-Raoudah Island in Cairo 
. 
29 However, he was 

not a Mamluk king, but an Ayyubid. 

(ii) The Burji (or Circassian) Dynasty (784 - 923 AH. ) 
Unlike the previous dynasty, the Burji Mamelukes, who were not introduced by the 
Ayyubids, were all from the same ethnic group. The Burji dynasty were originally 
Circassians, purchased by Sultan Qalawun as a means of off-setting the balance of 

political power, thereby establishing sovereignty within his own family. 30 

The title 'Burji' originates from the group's first settlement; they were originally 
divided into small contingents and billeted in towers (Abraj). Estimates put their 

number at 3,700.31 

Young Mamdllk slaves were reared in several stages. Newly arrived slaves would 

undergo a selection test in front of the Sultdns; those with the best physical stature, 

native intelligence and correct breeding would be bought and settled in appropriate 

military towers. 

Newly recruited Mamdlik were given an intensive education in the fundamentals of 
Islamic faith and practice. When they became young men, they were assigned to 

military trainers who would instruct them in military life and fighting techniques. 

From here, the newly trained Maindlik soldiers were transferred to the service of their 

new master. A Mamluk would then serve as a private bodyguard, a registration 

officer or as a common soldier. Those with a special talent or natural ability were 

often able to reach exalted positions of state. 32 Despite this intensive training, 

29 Islamic History Encyclopaedia, by Dr. Shalabl, 5/200 & The Islamic History, by Mabmofid Shdkir, 

p. 36. 
30 They were called Circassians after their original homeland in the rugged Caucasus region. In 

particular, they originated from a region known as Circass, which stretched along the eastern coast of 
the Black Sea. They were famous for their courage, horsemanship and physical beauty. In addition, 
the slave trade was prevalent among them. Al-Mamdlik, by al-'Ariln!, p. 36, and also Ae Islamic 
History, by Mabmofid Shdkir, p. 70. 

31 Kh upf al Maqr-iz7 2/214. 

32 Islamic History Encyclopaedia, 5/198: Mamluk Era in Egypt and al-Sham, p. 134-13 5. 
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Mamadlik troops were characterised by disloyalty. Mamadlik soldiers were deeply 

proud of their training, which led to a certain degree of arrogance. Promotion and 
demotion were thus both subject to political manipulation, creating a climate of 

suspicion. 
33 

The Bahr-I Mamadlik, by contrast, largely kept themselves free of such in-fighting. 

However, the death of Sultdn al-Ndýer resulted in a period of disorder, as a number of 

small children acceded to the Mamdlik throne. This led to rebellions in Syria, and 

amongst various Bedouin groups, resulting in battles. A strong Maniluk leader called 
Barquq assumed guardianship over Hdj! B. Sha'bdn, the grandson of al-Ndýer, who 

was then only nine years old. Through political pressure, Barquq succeeded in having 

the Abbasid Caliph depose the child ruler and in being appointed in his place, with the 

task of restoring order. Accordingly, authority transferred from the Baýrli Mamelukes 

34 to the Burji Mamelukes in 784 AH / 1382 CE . 

IT Social Environment: 

Mamalik society was divided into a number of unequal classes. At the bottom, stood 

a large peasant class. Above them stood a wealthy class of traders and craftsmen, 

who generally lived in towns and cities. This gave them a degree of freedom from the 

35 
rural feudal system. Many merchants acquired considerable wealth . The Mamalik 

warrior-class and their leaders, stood at the top of society. They constituted a distinct 

and separate group. As such, the Marnallik elite kept themselves apart from the rest of 

the populations; intermarriage was extremely rare. 

This difference was highlighted by the Mamluk' foreign origin; the army was almost 

entirely drawn from amongst these slave-soldiers. The Emirs' sons did not join the 

ranks of the military. The majority were given administrative training, forming a state 

33 Egypt in the Time of Chrcassi Mamluks, p. 3 1. 

34 Islamic History Encyclopaedia, 5/198; and also History ofSyria, p. 268. 

35 Islamic History Encyclopaedia: 5/214. 
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bureaucracy. Furthermore, native people with particular aptitude were given posts in 

accounting, in education and in the judiciary. 36 

At the outset of Mamalik rule, Tartar tribesmen fleeing persecution arrived in Egypt. 
Seeking refuge amongst the Mamalik, the Tartars were settled in the al-Husayniyah 
quarter of Cairo by Sulldn Bribers, who hoped to use their abilities. This area of the 

city was later known as al-Jamdliyyah; so named because of the Tartars' physical 
beauty. 

Elite Mamdlike society was characterised by the military and army life. As such, 

great emphasis was placed upon martial arts. Horse riding was a particularly 
important pursuit; riding games and racing were extremely common. The Mamdllk 

were also keen to celebrate the major Islamic, Christian and national festivals. 

Architecture witnessed a period of major development under Mamdliks rule. A 

number of large institutions were founded, leading to the construction of many 

monumental buildings. Magnificently ornate mosques, schools and hospitals were 
built, adorning the cities of Cairo and Alexandria in particular, as well as other cities 

of Syria and the Ijijdz. These buildings, which all have a refined architectural quality 

and are all beautifully decorated, are an eloquent testimony to the cultural 
37 

sophistication of the Maindlik period . 

Slaves also formed an important social group in Muslim Spain. Greek and Venetian 

merchants brought slaves to the markets of al-Andalusia. They were mainly taken as 

prisoners of war. Many, however, were kidnapped from the coasts of Europe and the 

Western Mediterranean by pirates and then sold. As in Egypt, these young slaves, 

who numbered approximately five thousand, were given an Islamic upbringing. They 

were referred to as 'al-Khurs' ('the Mutes') on account of their inability to speak 

Arabic. They were also called 'al-Ijasham' ('the Servants'). In many ways, their 

" Councils ofSultdn al-Ghor-i, by Dr. Azzdm, p. 23. 

37 Antique Mosques: 1/121-122. 
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effect on the society of Muslim Spain was similar to that of the Mamelukes under al- 
Mu't*m. 

In his discussion of slave origins, al-Maqdis! stated that the Caucasian came from two 
different races. One race came originally from the region beyond Khawdrizm. Many 
were castrated upon their arrival in Spain and were then sent on to other parts of the 
Muslim world, Egypt in particular. Greeks made up the other Caucasians group. They 

generally came through the ports of Syria, although the deterioration of Syrian ports 
gradually lessened the volume of this trade. 

Slaves also constituted a significant portion of the Spanish army. The majority of 
them were based in Cordova. Al-Ijakam I (180 - 206 AH) employed them as private 

bodyguards, which eventually led to their direct involvement in Spanish PolitiCS. 
38 

Iff. Trade and the Economy: 

1. Trade 

The wealth of Mamdlik Egypt was based squarely upon trade. Egypt's unique 

geographical position, as well as its easy access to the Red Sea and India, had long 

made it a rich trading centre. The ports of Egypt's northern coast had long been 

amongst the biggest marketplaces in the world; merchants from Europe, India, South- 

East Asia and China all brought their goods to the Chief Mamluk port of Alexandria, 

as well as to other Arab emporia. This meant that the Marnallk government acquired 

vast resources from tariffs and custom duties. 

The discovery of an alternative sea-route to India by the Portuguese in 1498, 

dramatically altered Marnalik fortunes. As western trade began to bypass Egypt 

MamdlYk revenue declined sharply. Other trading states in Southern Europe, most 

notably Venice, were also affected. Sultdn al-Ghor-1 therefore formed an anti- 

Portuguese alliance with the Venetians. A large fleet was constructed, with Venice 

" Political, Religious, Cultural and Social History ofIslam: 2/402. 
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providing timber and supplies. The subsequent sea battle resulted in a victory for the 
Marnaluke fleet off the coast of Bombay. 

Not before long, however, a second Portuguese fleet arrived. On this occasion,, the 
Mamdllk fleet was heavily defeated, securing the Indian trade for Portugal and 

thereby ending Marnallk dominance in the region. 39 

Sultan Salim, perceiving the seriousness of this loss, attempted to re-establish 
Mamaluke economic fortunes through peaceful means by giving incentives to 
merchants using the old route. A trade agreement was reached with Venice, 

containing the following clause: 

'Granting their Consuls in Alexandria and in other ports the right to judge the 

cases of their subjects, ensuring easy arrival of their ships to Egyptian ports, 
and facilitating the dealing with their representatives in general'. 

French and English merchants obtained similar privileges. Nevertheless, all such 

measures proved fruitless. Such concessions proved extremely difficult to reverse. 
Moreover, by weakening Mamdlik economic strength, the granting of these 

disPensations laid the foundations of the Ottoman dominance. 

2. Agriculture 

The majority of Mamalik Sultans paid great attention to irrigation, constructing a 
large number of water canals and bridges. In this secure atmosphere, agriculture 

greatly flourished, although it did suffer from periodic disorder and the growing greed 

of wealthy landowners. 

Mamdlik society was largely feudal; land was held in return for specific rents and 

services. Under the Marnalik, property revenue was divided into twenty-four shares. 

Of this, four went directly to the Sultdn, ten went to the Emirs, or were otherwise 

earmarked for gifts. The remaining ten shares were allocated to the troops. The 

qualitative division of revenue followed a similar pattern; the Sultdn received the best 

39 Encyclopaedia of1slamic History: 5/231 - 234. 
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land, whilst the Emirs and soldiers received somewhat less productive plotS. 
40 The 

peasant class, by contrast, received only a very meagre income from the land. This 

was undoubtedly due to their lack of status and political strength. 41 

3. Industry 

Industries such as textiles, metal, ware, glassware and leather thrived during this 
period. In addition, the Arab world in general and Egypt in particular, had a strong 
reputation for the manufacture of arms and ships, as well as in precision engineering 
and ornamentation. Other important products included copper tools, vases, jugs, 
dishes, censers and bindings for the Qurdn; all such work was embellished with 

ornamental decoration. 42 

IV. Education and Culture: 

Despite frequent periods of disorder, Marnalik culture remained vigorous. Many 

Sultdns took special care to patronise the Sciences, as well as Religious and Legal 

learning. Sultan al-Zahir Bibbers is a1 43 prime example. Judges from the four main 

schools of Islamic jurisprudence were appointed to decide litigation cases. 

Mamdl-ik rulers were also keen patrons of Architecture. They established a large 

number of mosques and schools, all sharing a distinctive architectural style. Many of 

these buildings survive today, which is a sufficient testimony to the period's 
intellectual and cultural sophistication. 

40 ýubý al-J'shd: 6/450. 
41 ýubb al-J'shd: 6/450. 
42 History ofSyria, p. 287-288; Egypt in the Time of Circassian Mamluks, p. 287-288. 
43 His full name was al-Malik al-Zdhir Rukn al-Din Baibars al-'Ald'! al-Bunduqdafi al-$dlibl, who was 

famous for his conquests and military deeds. He was born in Qabjaq in 625 AH. He was captured 
and sold in Siwds. Following this, he was deported to Aleppo, and was then moved to Cairo. Later 
on, Najm al-Din Ayyub made him one of his private attendants and gave him his freedom. He 
fought Tartars together with Qutuz, and eventually he became the sultan of Egypt and Syria. He 
was nicknamed "al-Qkhir", then "al-Zahir" due to his bravery, and active participation in war. He 
achieved great conquests in his time and moved the 'Abbasid Caliphate to Egypt. He died in 
Damascus in 659 AH. The al-Zdhiryyah Library was established around his tomb. Fawat al- 
Wafayat, 1/85; al-Nujoi7m al Zdhirah, 7/94; al-A'aldm, 2/79. 
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A brief survey of a few of the period's major cultural achievements draws out this 
point fully. 

(i) Mosques: 

Masjid al-Khalaq, Jame' al-Mu'yyid, with its large library, and Masjid al-Ghuri near 
al-Azhar were all constructed during the Marnalik era. Sultan al-Ghuri was also 
responsible for another mosque behind the fort at Cairo; he also built the double- 

minaret towers of al-Azhar. 44 

(ii) Schools: 

The most famous schools of the period was al-Jamaliyyah, which was built by Jamdl 

al-din al-Astadar during the reign of Sultdn Faraj, and the al-Ashraflyyah school, one 

of three schools built by al-Ashraf Barsdbal. 45 

(iii) Scholars: 

Mamaluke patronage led to the growth of an outstanding class of Muslim scholars. 
These learned figures made great strides in their respective fields. A brief 

examination of some of the thinkers brings this point out more fully. 46 

Intellectual Figures of the Mamaluke era: 

1. lmdm Yahyd B. Sharaf al-Nawaw-1.47 

44 Councils of the al Sultdn al-Ghori, by Dr. 'Abd al-Wahhab Azzam, p. 23. 
45 History ofAntique Mosques, by Hasan 'Abd al-Wahhdb: 1/12 -122. 
46 Encyclopaedia of1slamic History, 5/245-246; and Islamic History, by Mabmofid Shdkir: p. 16-18. 
47 His ftill name was Imam Muty! al Din Abfi Zakaryyd Yabyd B. Sharaf B. Maryy B. Hasan al-ljizdm-i 

al-Nawawi, or simply al-Nawdw-1. This last name came from the village of Nawd, in the Hawrdn 
province of Syria, just south of Damascus, where he was born in 631 AH. He was an eminent 
authority of the Shdfi'! School of Islamic law, as well as badi-th and philology. He was educated 
and lived in Damascus, but died in his hometown, in 676 AH. Some of his writings include; al 
Mqjmofi'Explanation, sharb al-Muhadhab, Rau4at al-Talibin, and al-Minhdj Explanation ofsharb 
, Fabib Muslim B. al Uajjdj. Tabaqdt al-Shdfl'yyah, by al-Subk!, 5/165; al-Nujam al-Zdhirah, 
7/278; al-A'ldm, 9/185. 
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2. Sheikh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah al-Uarrdni. 48 

3. Shams al-Din Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah. 49 

4. Abd al-Fidd' Ibn Kath-ir, the eminent historian and exegete. 50 

5. Al-MaqfIzi al-Mig-1, the author of ' al-Khitat wa al-Sulfik'. 51 

48 Ibn Taymiyah's full name is Sheikh al-Islarn Taqi al-Din Abfi al-Abbds Abmad B. 'Abd al-Ualirn B. 
Abd al-Salani B. Taymiyah al-Numayr-1 al-Ijarranli al-Dimashq-1. He was born in Uarrdn in 661 AH. 
Later on, his father brought him to Damascus where he showed strong intellectual gifts and so 
became famous. Not only did he fight the Mongols, he was also summoned to Cairo, where he was 
imprisoned for his religious opinions. After being moved to Alexandria, he was freed from captivity 
in 712 AH. Ibn Taymiyah then returned to Damascus where he was again imprisoned, until 720 
AH. However in 728 AH he died within the prison of Damascus. Upon his death, at his funeral it 
is said that every one in Damascus walked behind his coffm. Ibn Taymiyah was famous for his call 
for reformation in religion. He was an authority on exegesis, theology and Islamic doctrine and was 
an eloquent and extremely productive author. It is believed that his writings amounted to 300 
volumes, some of these books include, al-Siydsah al-Shar'yyah, Minhdj al-Sunnah and al-Fatdwd. 
Al-Durar al-Kdminah, 1/144; al-Bidayah Wa al-Nihd ah, 14/135; al-A'ldm, 1/140. Y 49 Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah's full name is Shams al-Din Abf1 'Abd Allah Moammad B. Abi Bakr B. 
Sa'd al-Zar'! al-Dimashq-1. He was born in Damascus in 691 AH. He studied under Ibn Taymiyah 
and publicised his teacher's thoughts, defended his opinions, adapted his views without any 
deviation and even went to prison with him. However, after the death of Ibn Taimiyah he was freed 
from captivity. He died in 751 AH and wrote a large number of books, including al-Turuq al- 
, ffakimah, Miftdý Dar al-Sa'ddah, al-Furzisiyyah and Maddrij al-Sdlikin. Al-Durar al-Kaminah, 
3/400; Jald'al-Ainayn, p. 20; al-A'lam, 6/281. 

50 Ibn Kathir's full name is Imad al-Din Abfi al-Fidd' Ismd'il B. 'Umar B. Kathir B. Pau' B. Kathir al- 
Baýrawli, he was also known as al-Dimashq-1 al-Shafi'!. He was born in 701 AH in a village 
affiliated to Buýrd al-Shdm. He travelled to Damascus in 706 AH and, thereafter to various other 
places in his search for knowledge. He was skilled at memorisation and was a commentator, an 
authority on tradition, a historian and a scholar of Islamic doctrine. He became an authority in 
history, exegesis and tradition. He died in Damascus in 774 AH. Some of his writings are Al- 
Bidayah wa al-Nihdyah, Tafisir al-Qurdn al-Azim, al-Bd'ith al ffathith Ila Ma'rifat V117m al- 
t1adilth and Jdme'al-Masdn7d. Shadharat al-Dhahab, 6/23 1; al-Nujzim al-Zdhirah, 11/123; Mujam 
al-Mu'allifin, 2/283. 

51 Al-Maqrizi's full name was Taqyy al-Din Abfi Al-'Abbas Abmad B. 'Ali B. Abd al-Qddir al-Ijusaym 
al-'Ubayd-1 al-Maqflzi. He originated from Ba'albak in the al-Maqdrizah quarter. Despite this, 
however, he was actually born and raised in Cairo. He was placed in charge of public affairs and 
public speaking. In addition he also served as an imam. He then went to Damascus, accompanied 
by his son al-Ndýir, where he was offered the position of Chief Justice, which he refused. He 
returned to Cairo and died there in 845 AH. According to al-Sakhaw!, his writings exceeded 200 
large volumes, some of which include, Al-Mawd'i; wa al-i'tibar Bi dhikr al-Khufa! wa al-Athar', 
also known as Khitaf al-Maqr-izi, al-Sulakfi Wrifat Dual al-Muli7k'and Share' al-Najdtfi uýoiil 
al-Diydndt wakhtildf al-Bashar Rha. Al-Tibr al-Masbz7k, p. 21; al-Badr al-Tile', 1/79; al-A'Idm, 
1/177. 
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6. Ibn Khallikdn, the most famous Muslim biographer. 52 

53 7. Mubammad B. Shakir al-Kutubi. 

8. AI-Safadli, who wrote al-Wdfi- Bi al-Wafaydt. 54 

Ibn Abi 'Usaybi'ah, the eminent doctor and biographer. 55 

56 10. Ibn lyds, one of the period's most prominent historians 
. 

52 Ibn Khallikdn's full name was Abfi al-'Abbds Abmad B. Mubammad B. lbrdhim B. Abi Bakr B. 
Khallikdn al-Barmak! al-Irbili. He was an eminent historian and a skilled man of letters. He was 
born in Irbil near al-Mauýil in 608 AH. He travelled between Cairo and Damascus on a number of 
occasions. He held the post of Chief Justice in both cities as well as being a teacher in Damascus. 
Ibn Khallikdn died in Damascus in 681 AH. He is the author of Wafaydt al-A'yan wa Anbd'Abnd' 
al-Zamdn, which contains 865 biographies and is considered highly accurate. Fawdt al-Wafaydt, 
1155; al-Nuji7m al-Zdhirah, 7/353; al-A'ldm, 1/220. 

53 $aldb al-Din Mubammad b. Shdkir B. Abmad B. 'Abd al-Rabmdn al-Kutub! al-Dardn-i al-Dimashql 
was bom in Ddrayya, a town within the suburbs of Damascus in approximately 686 AH. He was 
from a very poor background and he worked within the book trade. Despite this, he eventually 
became wealthy, but died in Damascus in 764 AH. He is the author of Fawdt al-Wafaydt', a 
collection of 572 biographies which complemented Ibn Khallikdn's Wafaydt al-A'ydn'. However 
he wrote this after the death of Ibn Khallikdn. Shadharat al-Dhahab, 6/203; al-Durar al-Kaminah, 
3/451; al-A'ldm, 6/156. 

54 $aldh al-Din Khalil b. Aybak B. 'Abd Alldh al-$afad-1, was born in $afad in 696 AH. He was a man 
of many talents: a historian, an author as well as an artist. He later became interested in literature 
and biographies of outstanding figures. He was appointed director of Diwan al-Inshd', that is the 
messenger service in $afad, Egypt and Aleppo, as well as a director in Damascus. He died at 
Damascus in 764 AH. He wrote about 200 books, the most famous of which are al-Wqri Bi al- 
Wafayat, which included some 14,000 biographies, Nukat al-Hamydn, D7wan al-Fuýaýd and Al- 
Ghaith al-Musajam fi Sharh Lamiyydt al-'Ajam. Al-Durar al-Kdminah, 2/87; Tabaqdt al- 
Shqft'ýydh, 6/94; al-A'ldm, 2/316. 

55 Muwaffaq al-Din Abfi al-'Abbds b. Abi 'Uýaybi'ah Abmad B. al-Qdsim B. Khalifah B. Yfmus al- 
Khazraji, was a medical doctor and a historian. He was born in Damascus in 596 AH, where he 
later studied. He wrote and compiled biographies of medical doctors in his book 'Uyi7n al-Anbd'ji' 
Tabaqdt al-Aflbbd. Later on, he lived in Egypt, working as a medical doctor, for one year. He was 
also known for his poetry and some of his other works include, al-Taiarlb wal-Fawd'id' and 
, Uikdydt a1-Tibbiyya'j1' 'Ildjdt al-Adwd'. He died in $arkhad in Ijaurdn in 668 A. H. Al-Nujoi7m al- 
Zdhirah, 7/239; al-Biddyah wa al- Nihayah, 13/257; al-A'ldm, 1/197. 

56 AN! al-Barakdt Mubammad B. Abmad B. lyds al-Ijanafi, was an Egyptian historian and researcher. 
He was born in 852 AH and was of Mamluk origin. Abfi al-Barakdt was a student of Jaldl al-Din 
al-$uyofit-l. In addition, his father had connections with various members of the elite, and his 
grandfather was Emir Iyds al-Faklffl al-Zdhir-i. Abfi al-Barakdt died in 930 AH. Some of his books 
are Badd'i'a1-Zuhz7rfi Waqd'i'a1-Duhz7r, which is also known as, The History ofIbn Iyds, Nashq 
al-Azhdr fi 'Ajd'ib al-Aq! dr and Uqzid al-Jumdn fi Waqd V al-Azman. Badd'i' al-Zuhl7r, 4/47; 
Addb al-Lughah, 3/298; al-A'ldm, 6/5. 
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11. Al-Qalqashand-i, the author of the encyclopedia entitled '$ubb al-A'shd fil 
$ind'at al-Inshd'. 

57 

12. Shams al-Din al-Dimashq!, author of 'Nukhbat al-Dahr fil 'Ajd'ib al-Barr 
Wa al-Babr'. 

58 

13. Ibn FaOl Alldh al-'Umar-l, who wrote 'Masalik al-Abýdr fi Marndlik al- 
Amýdr'. 59 

14. Ibn Khaldfin, author of the 'Muqaddimah' and the father of modem 
sociology. 

60 

15. Al-'Izz B. 'Abd al-Saldm, the venerable scholar and master of learned 

men. 
61 

57 Al-Qalqashand-i's real name is Abmad B. 'All b. Atmad al-Fazdr-1 al-Qalqashandi al-Qdhiri. He was 
bom in 756 AH in the village of Qalqashandah, near al-Qayly-abiyyah, not far from Cairo. He was 
a man of letters, a historian and a researcher, His ancestors were also learned men, and he occupied 
some formal offices. He died in Cairo in 821 AH. Al-Qalqashandi' wrote on many different 
subjects, but his most successful works were Subý al-A'Adfil ýind'at al-Inshd'which is regarded 
as an encyclopaedia, Nihdyat al-'Arab fi Ma'rifiat Ansdb al-'Arab' and Qald'id al-Jumdn fit al- 
TaWif Biqabd'il 'Ardb al-Zamdn'. al-Pau' al-Ldme' , 2/8; Adab al-Lughah, 3/133; al-A'Idm, 
1/177. 

58 Shams al-Din Mubammad B. Talib al-Anýdrli al-$ofif-i al-Dimashq-1 Sheikh al-Rabwah, was bom in 
Damascus in 654 AH and was appointed as sheikh of al-Rabwah, a district of the city. He died in 
Wad in 727 AH. He was a shrewd, tolerant and ambitious man and an eloquent public speaker. He 
wrote poetry and was well versed in every branch of knowledge. Some of his books include, 
Nukhbat al-Dahrfi 'Ajd'ib al-Barr Wa al-Bahr, al-Firdsah and al-Durr al-Multaqat min 'ilm 
Fildbatyi al-Roi7m wa al-Nabat. al-Durar al-Kdminah, 3/458; al-Wdfi Bi al-Wafayat, 3/163; al- 
A'ldm, 6/170. 

59 Shihdb al-Din Abmad B. Fadl Alldh al-Qurash-1 al-'Adaw-1 al-'Umar-1, was an authority on geography, 
letter writing and a historian. Shihdb al-Din was well acquainted with the biographies of various 
leading figures, specializing in Mongol kings. He was born in Damascus in 700 AH and died there 
in 749 AH. Some of his books include Masdlik al-'Abýdrfi Mamdlik al-Amýdr, al-Shatawyydt, and 
al-Dd'irah bayn Makkata wa al-Bilad. Al-Durar al-Kdminah, 1/33 1; al-Nuji7m al-Zdhirah, 10/234; 
al-A'ldm, 1/269. 

60 Abfi Zaid 'Abd al-Rabindn Moammad B. Mubammad B. al-liasan al-Ija(jrarm al-Ishbil! al-Tfinis!, 
al-Qdhir-1 al-Mdlik-1, also known as " Ibn Khaldfin". He was bom in 732 AH. He was a man of 
letters, a historian and accounted a very wise man. He was appointed a judge of the Mdlik-i school. 
He studied Islamic doctrine under Qdq-i al-Jamd'ah Ibn 'Abd al-Saldm as well as other specialists. 
Some of his writings include al-'Ibar wa Diwan al-Mubtada' wa al-Khabarfl, Ayydm al-'Arab wa 
al-'Ajam wa al-Barbar, A History of Ibn Khaldi7n, and Sharb al-Burdah. Shadhardt al-Dhahab, 
7/76; al-pau'al-Ldme', 2/145; al-A'ldm, 4/106. 

61 Al-'Izz 'Abd al-'Aziz B. 'Abd al-Saldm B. 'Ab! al-Qdsim B. al-Ijasan al-Salam! al-Dimashq-1, or 
simply 'Izzudin. He was a Shdfi'! authority on Islamic doctrine and was well known for giving 
discretionary opinions in relation to religious matters. He visited Baghddd in 599 AH and returned 
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16. Ibn Nabdtah al-Mist-1. the well-known poet. 62 

17. Al-Kamdl b. al-Humam, the author of Tatb al-Qad-ir', one of the most 
63 important reference books for the Uanafi school of Islamic jurisprudence 
. 

18. Al-ljdfi? Ibn Ijajar al-'Asqaldni. 64 

19. Al-ljdfi? Shams al-Din al-Dhahabi. 65 

20. Ibn al-Shaýnah al-lialabi, the erudite scholar. 66 

to Damascus after one month. He was responsible for giving sermons and teaching at the Umayyad 
Mosque. He condemned al-$dlib Ismd'il B. al-'Adil for conceding $afad to the crusades. Al-$dlih 
became angry and sent 'Izzud7in to prison. After being set free by al-$dlib himself, he travelled to 
Egypt, where he was a judge and preacher. He died in Cairo in 660 AH. Some of his writings 
include Qawd'id al-Abkdm fi' Maýdlib al-Andm, al-Fatdwd and al-Taffir al-Kab7r. Tabaqdt al- 
Sibký, 5/80; al-A'ldm, 4/145. 

62 Jamdl al-Din 'Abfl Bakr Moammad B. Mubammad B. MOammad B. al-liasan al-Judhdmi al-Fdriq! 
al-Miýrfi, also known as Ibn Nabatah. He was bom in Cairo in 686 AH. Ibn Nabdtah was a highly 
educated man and was famous for his poetry. He lived in Damascus and was appointed an 
administrator of Jerusalem's cleaning service. Then, he returned to Cairo and died there in 768 AH. 
His writings include a collection of poems entitled Diwdn Ibn Nabdtah, Saj' al-Mutawwaq and 
Matla' al-Fawd'id. Al-Biddyah wa al-Nihdyah, 14/322; al-Nuji7m al-Zdhriah, 11/95; al-A'Idm, 
7/38. 

63 Kamdl al-Din Moammad'Abd al-Wabid B. 'Abd al-Hamid, also known as, Ibn al-Hurnam. He was 
an imam, as well as a Ijanafi jurist and on authority an exegesis, badith and theology. His father 
was a judge in Siwds (Turkey). Ibn al-Humam held the Office of Justice in Alexandria, where his 
son Mubammad was bom in 790 AH. Ibn Humam grew up in Alexandria; but, later on, he lived in 
Cairo where he became an esteemed statesman. His works included a commentary on al 
Margh-indni's book Kitdb al-Hiddyah and al-Tabr-ir ft 'L)soz7l al-Figh. Al-Jawdhir al-Mu4yyah, 
2/86; al-Fawd'id al-Bahyyah, p. 180; al-A'ldm, 7/135. 

64 Shihab al-Din Abfi al-Fadl Abmad B. 'Ali B. Mubammad al-Kinan-1 al-'Asqaldn-1. He was born in 

Cairo in 773 AH; he was also brought up there and died there in 852 AH. He was a leading 

authority of Shdfl'! thought, badilth and Islamic doctrine as well as being a historian. He paid 
special attention to the science of had-ith. Shihab al-Diri travelled to Syria, Yemen and al-Hijdz in 

order to learn from particular teachers. He became very well known and many came to study under 
him. Consequently, he was unanimously considered the authority of his time on badilth and became 

a judge. His work amounted to over 150 books, including the following: Fatb al-Bar-i sharb ý47b 

al-Bukhdr-i, al-Dirdyah ft Muntakhab Takhftj Abadi-th al-Hiddyah, and Talkhlý al-yabir fi Takhry . 
Abadith al-RafN al-Kab7r. Al-Pau' al-Ldme 1,2/36; Shadhardt al-Dhahab, 7/27; MUJ*am al- 
Mu'allifin, 2/20. 

65 Shams al-Din Abfi 'Abd Allah Mubammad B. Alýmad 'Uthman B. Qaimaz al-Dhahabi, was born in 

Damascus in 673 AH and was of Turkmdn origin. He was an imam, an authority on badith, a 
historian and an eminent Shafi'! editor. He related badlith from many people, in places such as 
Damascus, Ba'albek, Mecca, and Tripoli. He even travelled to Cairo in the pursuit of learning. He 

became blind in around 741 AH and he died in Damascus in 748 AH. He wrote many books 

including, al-Kabd'ir, History of Islam and Tajfid al-'Usoz7lfi Affddi-th al-Rast7l. Tabaqdt al- 
Shaft'yyah al-Kubrd, 5/216; al-Nuji7m al-Zdhirah, 10/183; MuJam al-Buldan, 8/289. 

66 There were two outstanding figures during this period: 
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21. Ibn Taghr-i Bardli. 67 

68 22. Al-lmdm al-Muaffaq b. Quddmah al-Maqdisi. 

23. Ibn Jamd'ah. 69 

First, Saryy al-Din Abf, al-Barakdt 'Abd al-Barr B. Mubammad B. Mubammad B. Mabmofid B. 
al-Shabnah. He was born in 851 AH. Later on in his life he travelled to Cairo. He was a judge and 
a primary Hanaff jurist. In addition he had interests in many areas of leaming. He held the Office 
of Justice in Aleppo and in Cairo. He then became the companion of Sultan al-Ghofl±-i. He died in 
921 AH and some of his works include al-Dhakhd'ir al-Ashrafyyah fi Alghdz al-, Vanafyyah, 
Zahrat al-Riyya4, Gharl-b al-Qurdn and Tafý71 'Aqd al-Fard'id. Shadhardt al-Dhahab, 8/98; al- Fawd'id al-Bahyyah, p. 133; al-A'ldm, 4/47. 
The second person is Lisdn al-Din Abfi al-Walid Abmad B. MOammad B. MOammad B. al- 
Shabnah al-Thaqaf-1 al-Hanbal!, who was born in Aleppo in 844 AH. In Cairo he held the position 
of judge and deputised for his grandfather as secretary. He then held the office of Hanbal! Justice 
in his hometown, but died of plague in Aleppo in 882 AH. One of his books is Lisdn a1-ffukkdmfi 
Ma'rifat al-Abkdm. Al-pau'al-Ldme% 2/194; Kashfal-? ýunofin, p. 1/549; al-A'Idm, 1/230. 

67 Abf1 al-Mabdsin Jamdl al-Din Yofisuf b, TagliCi Bard! B. 'Abd Allah al-Zahir-1 al-Hananfi (Taghri 
Bard-1 means 'the gift of Allah'). He was a historian and researcher. He was born in Cairo, and his 
father was one of the Mamluks of Sultan al-7dhir Barq-aq and was one of the most outstanding 
military leaders. His father died in Damascus in 815 AH. So Yofisuf grew up under the 
guardianship of al-Qdq-1 Jaldl al-Din al-Balq-m! who died in 824 AH. Yofisuf acquired education 
and learnt the sciences of badilth. He was also fond of history and was a skilled horseman. He 
died in Cairo in 874 AH. He wrote many books, some of which are AI-Nu z7m al-Zdhirahfl Mull7k 
Misr wa al-Qdhirah, al Bahr al-Zdkhirfi Vloz7m al-Awd'il wa al-Awdkhir and Nuzhdt al-Rd -1. 
Al Pau'al-Ldme', 10/305; Shadharat al-Dhahab, 7/317; al-A'Idm 8/222. 

68 Muaffaq al-Din Abfi Moammad 'Abd Allah Abmad B. Moammad B. Quddmah B. Miqddm B. 
Naýr al-Maqdis! al-Dimashq! al-$dlihi. He was born in 541 AH and moved to Damascus with his 
family. He memorised the Qurdn, as well as Mukhtaýar al KhuraqT Muaffaq al-Din commuted 
between Baghdad and Damascus in pursuit of knowledge, he then became a prominent lianball 
jurist. He was well known for his piety and the fact that he had many students. Muaffaq al-Din 
died in 620 AH. He wrote more than 100 books, including, al-Mughn7, al-Muq7i', al-kd i, al- 
'Umdah al-Burhdnri Mas'alat al-_Ourdn, Kitab al-Qadar and Raudat al-Nadh7r. Al-Dhail 'ald 
Tabaqdt al-Yandbilah, 2/133; al-Maqsad al-Arshad, 2/15; al-A'ldm, 1/19 L 

69 There is more than one eminent person by the name of Ibn Jama'ah. The two most famous are the 
following men: 
The first is Burhdn al-Din Abf1 Isbdq Ibrahim B, 'Abd al-Rabim B. Mubammad B. Sa'd Allah B. 
Jamd'ah, was born in Egypt in 725 AH. A judge and an authority on jurisprudence and exegesis, 
he was appointed preacher of Jerusalem. Burhan al-Din also held the position of judge in Egypt. 
In fact, it can be argued that he was one of the best judges to have ever existed. He died in Egypt 
in 790 AH. Amongst Burhan al-Din's most famous works is a ten volume exegesis and al 
Fawd'id al-Qudsyyah wa al-Fard'id al-'4ryyah. Al-Durar al-Kaminah, 1/40; Muj'am al-Buldan, 
1/47. 
Secondly, 'Izz al-Din Abfi 'Umar 'Abd al-'Aziz B. Mubammad B. lbrdlihn B. Sa'd Allah B. 
Jamd'ah. He was born in Damascus in 694 AH. He was a prominent imam, mufti-, and an authority 
on badi-th and jurisprudence. He also participated in other subjects. He studied under Ibn Asdkir 
and Ibn 'Aýrdn, who gave'lzz al-Din his license. He held the Office of Justice in Egypt for a long 
time. After which al-Ndýir gave him the authority to appoint the judges of Syria. He died in 
Mecca in 767 AH. Some of his works include, Hiddyat al-Sdlik 'Ila Madhdhib al-arba'dh fi, al- 
Mandsik, al-mandsik al-Sughrd and Nuzhat al-albdb ft md Id Y17jad fil al-kitdb. Shadhardt al- 
Dhahab, 6/208; al-Durar al-Kdminah, (2/378); al-A'ldm, 4/15 1. 
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Apart from the eminent scholars already referred to, there were many others whom we 
were unable to include. 70 

B. The Author's Life & Work. 

Name, Ancestry, Origin, Aliases & Nicknames: 

Name & Lineage: 

The full name of IM is Imam 'Izz al-Din 'Abd al-'AZ-lz. He was the son of the noted 
scholar, 'Ala' al-Din Abi al-Hasan 'All B. al-'Izz B. 'Abd al-'Aziz B. 'Abd al- 
Maýmo-ftd al-Bakri al-Taiml (although some authorities give 'al-Tamimi )7 l al- 
Qurashl al-Baghddd-i al-Maqdis! al-Ijanbali. 72 Ibn 1jajar however, gives his lineage in 

73 this fashion: 'Abd al-'Aziz B. 'Ali b. 'Abd al-Maýmo-dd' . 

Place of Birth: 

The author was bom in Baghddd 74 and spent his early life in Damascus. 75 Some 

authors state 
76 

that he spent his formative years in Jerusalem. 77 

70 Encyclopaedia ofIslamic History, 5/245-246; The Islamic History, p. 16-18. 
71 There are three reasons for this difference: 
a) The expression, 'some say' is weak, and thus portrays the weakness of the claim. 
b) He was called "al-Bakrli, " which is derived from Abfi Bakr al-$idd7iq, whose actual name is 'At-iq 
and whose appellation was Abfi Bakr B. AbY QOdfah 'Uthmdn B. 'Amir B. kd'b B. Sa'd B. Taim B. 
Murrah B. Kd'b B. Lu'ai B. Ghdlib B. Fihr. 
c) The author was Qurashi. In other words, he was connected with the tribe of Quraish, which proves 
that his name was in fact Taim-1 and not Tam-imi. 
72 This is consistently shown by the biographical sources. Al-Sakhaw! named him 'Abd al-'Aziz b. 'Ali 
b. 'Ab! al-'Izz B. 'Abd al-'Azlz B. 'Abd al-Mabmofid al-'Izz al-Bakri. Al-Dau'al-Ldme', 4t/222; al- 
Suh ub al- Wdbilah, p. 223; al- Tibr al-Masbi7k, p. 54; Raf' al-1sr 'an Quddt Misr, p. 24 1. 
73 Inba'al-Ghumr, 9/194. 
74 Al-Maqyad al-Arshad, 2/173; Shadharät al-Dhahab, 7/253; al-Jauhar al-Munaddad, p. 68. 
75 Al-Däi, ýisfi Tärikh al-Madäris, 2/53. 
76 Qudät Dimashq, p. 294: al-Maqýad al-Arshad, 2/172; Mu jam al-Mu'llifin, 5/254. 
77 ! ýäý al-Maknün, 2/1292; Ahlwardt; verzeichniss der arabischen handschriften, 11: 24,25. 
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Aliases: 

IM was also known by a number of aliases. He was known to some as 'Ab-a al- 
Barakat'. Judge Mujlr al-DIn al-Hanbal! referred to him as Ab-ft al-Yumn, 'Qdd! al- 
Quqdt', the leamed scholar, 'Izz al-Din Abfi al-Barakdt'. 78 

Nickname: 

The author was given several nicknames, the most famous of which was 'Qddi al- 
Aqdllm'. This was because he held the office of Chief Justice in Baghdad, Jerusalem, 

Egypt and Syria 
. 
79 He was also known as Qdd-1 al-Quodt, 80 al-'Izz al-Baghddd! 81 and 

al-'Izz al-Maqdisi. 82 

Furthermore, Ibn Tolown, in his book Quddt Dimashq (The Judges of Damascus), 

said that: 'He was the first one who deputed my great grandfather, Qdqi al-Quodt 
Burhdn al-Din B. al-Akmal B. Muflib, as al-Asad-1 stated in his history'. 83 

IT Birth Date, Hometown & Family: 

Date of Birth: 

There is unanimous agreement amongst historians that IM was born during the 8 th 

century AH / the 14 th century CE. Most authorities place his birth in 768 AH. 84 

78 Al-Uns al-JaN Bitdrlikh al-Quds Wa al-Khal7ll, by Qddl al-Quodt Abi al-Yumn Mujb7 al-Din al- 
Ijanbali, 2/261; Shadhardt al-Dhahab, 7/259; Mujam al-Mu'allifin, 5/254; Iddý al-Makni7n 2/1292; 
5/582. 
79 Al-Maqyad al-Arshad fi dhikr Ashdb al-Imdm Ahmad, 2/173; al-Suhub al-Wdbilah, p. 223; 
Shadhardt al-Dhahab, 7/259; al-dauhar al-Munadddd, p. 67; al- Uns al-Jal-il, 2/26 1; al-A'ldm, 4/23. 
80 Qu4dt Dimashq, p. 294; al-Uns al-Jal-11,2/261; al-Maqýad al-Arshad, 2/173; Iddý al-Maknan, 
2/1292; al-Ddrisfi Tdrlikh al-Maddris, 2/53; al-Maqýad al-Arshad, 2/173; al-A'ldm, 4/23. 
81 Al-pau'al-Ldme', 4/222; al-Subub al-Wdbilah, p. 223. 

82 Al-pau' al-Ldme', 4/222; al-Suhub al-Wabilah, p. 223; al-Ddrisfi Tdrikh al-Maddris, 2/53; al- 
A 'ldm, 2/32. 
83 Qu4dt Dimashq, p. 294. 

84 Corresponding to 1366 AH, according to al-Zarkli in his book al-A'ldm, 4/32. 
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85 Some historians, by contrast, state that he was born before 770 AH 
, whilst others 

86 argue that he was bom in 770 AH 
. 

Hometown: 

There is disagreement about IM's home city. Some authors state that he was born in 
Jerusalem, 87 whilst others argue that he was born in Baghddd. 88 Others suggest that 
IM's early life was spent in Damascus. Ahlwardt remarks that: 'His birth place was 
Baghddd and both his early life, and domicile were in Jerusalem'. 89 This is stressed in 

another quote: 'his origin was Baghddd, his early life was spent in Jerusalem'. 90 

In fact, IM's homes were many, as he lived in several different cities during the 
course of his life. Thus., all of these cities can justifiably be considered his place of 
origin. IM returned to the same town more than once; therefore, he cannot be 
definitively linked with any one place; they are all his home cities. 

Family: 

Very little is known about IM's family. All that is known is that he was married and 
that he traveled with his family to Baghdad, Damascus and Jerusalem, before 

eventually taking them to Cairo. After being discharged from the Office of Justice of 
Egypt, he traveled to Damascus, where he held a very similar post. According to 

some authorities, however, he left this post before his death. He apparently left seven 

small children, but left nothing as a bequest. 91 

85 Some biographers state that he was born before 770 AH and do not give the exact year. Al-Pau'al- 
Ldme'41223; al-Tibr al-Masbi7k, p. 54; al-Suýub al- Wabilah, p. 22 1. 
86 Mujam al-Mu'llifin, 5/254; al-Jauhar al-Munaddad, p. 68; al-Ddrisfi Tdrilkh al-Maddris, p. 53; 
Shadhardt al-Dhahab, 7/259; Raf' al-Isr, p. 242; al- Uns al-Jaril Bitdrlikh al-Quds Wa al-Khalll, 2/26 1; 
al-Maqýad al-Arshadfi Dzikr Ashdb al-Imdm Ahmad, 2/173; al-Jauhar al-Munaddad, p. 68. 
87 Al-Uns al-Jaril, 2/261. 
" Al-Maqýäd al-Arshad, 2/173. 
89 Ahlwardt: verzeichniss der arabischen handschriften 11: 24,25. 

Al Maqyäd al-Arshad, 2/173; al- Uns al-Jaliil, 2/26 1. 

91 Al-Därisfi Tärikh al-Madäris, 2/58. 
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Early Life: 

As we have seen, IM spent his early life in Baghddd. He memorised the Qurdn, in its 

seven traditional readings, at an early age. He studied Islamic jurisprudence under 
teachers in Baghddd. From 790 AH onwards, he studied liadith under al-'Imdd 
Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Rahmdn B. 'Abd al-Maho-ad al-Sahraward-1, the Sheikh of 
Iraq. Several years later, he also studied Ijad7ith under the sheikh's son, Ahmad, both 

of whom (among others) relating 1jadlith from al-Sirdj al-Qazw-in-1. In those times, he 

was reluctant to make 92 appointments 93 with people, since that was tiresome to him. 

In 795 AHý IM settled in Damascus. Whilst there, he studied jurisprudence under 
Sheikh 'Ald' al-Din B. al-La"dm, the leading figure of the 1janbal! school of Islamic 

law at that time, successfully reciting 94 al-Khiraq! in Eront of him. 95 He also showed 

an interest in preaching and in the study of Ijad7ith. Moreover, he held the Office of 
Justice, taught 1janbal! jurisprudence at al-Fakhriyyah School in Damascus and gave 

religious advice there. 

After this, IM moved to Jerusalem. In 804 AH, shortly after the invasion of 

Timurlane, he became the Ijanbal! judge of the city. 96 He was the first member of the 

Ijanbal! school to be appointed to such a post in Jerusalem. He spent many eventful 

years at this post. 97 In particular, IM had a dispute with al-Shihdb al-Bd'fin-1, the 

sermon-giver of al-Aqýd Mosque. When al-Ba'an! became the Chief Justice of Syria, 

IM fled to Baghddd with the Irdq-1 haJj caravan. He was then made Justice of Baghddd 

92 This appears in Raf' al-Isr. The expression, as it appears, creates some perplexity. However, the 

most sensible meaning seems to be that he suffered embarrassment, hardship and fatigue from making 
appointments and from being obliged to keep them. He did not therefore, bind himself to making or 
keeping them. Lisan al-'Arab: [Ta'nna al-'and'=Tajashshamah]. The above-mentioned expression 
appears also in al- Tibr al-Masbi7k as 'Wata'dld 'Amal al-Mawd'id'. 
93 Raf al-Isr 'an Quddt Misr, p. 242. 

94 Al-'Ard is the recitation in front of the Sheikh, either from memory or from a book, and is one of the 

ways of hearing and checking a badlith. It is also known as 'the recitation of reading'. The student 
would read in front of the Sheikh, either reciting from his memory or from a revised book already 
crosschecked. The sheikh would then listen, and correct, depending on his own memory or on a 
revised copy. There might be more than one listener in the presence of the sheikh. However, al-'Ard 
is regarded as less important than listening, and it is unanimously agreed by scholars that listening is 
more important than reading. Al-Bd'ith al-Hathith, p. 110; Vsoz71 al-Hadi-th, p. 234. 
95 A 1-Khiraq! is an accredited Ijanbal! textbook. 

96 A14auhar al-Muna44dd, p. 68; Shadharat al-Dhahab, 7/259; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin, 5/254; al-Ddris 

ft TdrTkh al-Maddris, 2/53; al-Uns al-JaNd, 2/261. 
97 Due to these incidents he was discharged and dismissed from the Office of Justice he occupied. 
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for three years, before finally being discharged. IM then returned to Damascus and 
from there, to Jerusalem once more. When al-Haraw-1 entered Jerusalem, a dispute 

again forced IM to move, this time to Cairo. 

Settling in Cairo, he was chosen by al-Mu'ayyaad to teach Ijanbal! jurisprudence at 

al-Mu'ayyadiyyah School, although some authorities record that he taught at al- 

Mu'ayyad's mosque after its completion. From here, IM again returned to Damascus, 

becoming Chief Justice of Damascus for a while. After the death of al-Mu'ayyad, IM 

returned to Cairo, where the Sultdn, who was impressed with his humility, appointed 

him Chief Justice; it is said, for example, that he used to carry his own bread to the 

bakery. 

Despite this, however, IM was dismissed from his post in 831 AH, through the agency 

of al-Muýib al-Baghddd7l. He then returned to Damascus once more, again holding 

the post of Chief Justice, this time until his death. 98 

Iff. Tutors and Students: 
In order to place IM in his proper context, it is important to discuss his intellectual 

background. With this aim in mind, we shall now turn to examine IM's known tutors 

and students. 

Tutors: 

a) Sheikh 'Ald al-Din Ab-ii al-Ijasan 'All B. al-'Izz B. 'Abd al-'Az-lz B. 'Abd al- 

Mabmofid al-Baghdd(1-1.99 

IM's first tutor was his own father, an eminent scholar in his own right. 

b) Sheikh 'Ala' al-Din B. al-Laodm. 

98 Al-Suýub al-Wdbilah, p. 221; al-Tibr al-Masbi7k, p. 54; al-Pau' al-Ldme', 4/222; Shadhardt al- 

Dhahab, 7/259; Inbd'al-Ghumr, 9/195; al-Ddrlisfi Tdrikh al-Maddris, 2/53; al-Uns al-Jal-11,2/261. 
99 This was recorded by Ibn al-'Imdd in Shadhardt al-Dhahab, 7/259, and by the author of al-Uns al- 

A111,2/26 1. Despite this, there is a marked lack of biographical information on this man. 
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The full name of this Sheikh is, Aqdd al-Quodt, 'Ala' al-Din, Barakdt al- 
Muslimin, Abfi al-Hasan 'Ali B. Muhammad B. 'Abbas B. Fitydn al-Ba'l! al- 
Ijanbali. He was known as 'Ibn al-La"am' ('the son of the butcher') because 
his father was involved in the meat trade. He was born shortly after 750 AH 
in Ba'albek, under the guardianship of his maternal uncle. He traveled to 
Damascus and studied under Ibn Rajab, who eventually allowed him a license 
(Ijazah) to provide religious counseling. In fact, most of Ibn Rajab's books, 

such as Sharh al-Bukhdfi, al-Qawd'id and others, were written by Ibn al- 
Labbam himself 

He studied al-Usfil under al-Shihdb al-Zubr-1 and Sheikh Zain al-Din al- 
Qurashi, amongst others. He, in turn, taught many of his own students; he was 
also a keen public debater and wrote a number of books on Islamic Doctrine 

and Jurisprudence. Sheikh Ibn al-Labbam gave also regular sermons at the 
Umayyad mosque in Damascus. This brought him a wide circle of students. 
Along with Ibn Muflib, he became the Chief Authority on the Ijanbali! school 

of Islamic Jurisprudence in Syria. After resigning from this post, he traveled 

to Cairo, where he was offered the Office of Judge; he refused to accept this 

offer however. He taught at al-Manýfiryyah until his death on 'Id al-A#d 
('The Feast of Sacrifice') in 803 AH. 

Ibn al-LaOdm was the author of a number of books on Islamic Law and 
Doctrine. Some of his works include: Tajrild al-'Indyah ft Taýfir Aýkdm al- 
Nihdyah, 1ýkdm al-Aýkam al-Far'yyah and al-Qawd'id al-Lýsdliyyah wa al- 

Akhbdr a1-'flmyyahf7 Ikhtiydrdt al-Sheikh Taqyy al-DYn B. Taimiyyah. 100 

c) Al- 'Imdd b. 'Abd al-RaýMdn B. 'Abd al-Mabmodd al-Sahraward-1 
IM studied liad-ith under al-'Imdd b. 'Abd al-R*mdn B. 'Abd al-MaWo-ad 

al-Sahraward-1, the eminent student of Siraj al-Din al-Qazw-in-1 and Sheikh of 
Iräq in 790 AH. 

loo Shadhardt al-Dhahab, 7/31; al-Jauhar al-Munaddd4, p. 81; al-vau' al-Ldme', 5/320; Quddt 

Dimashq, p. 288; al-Maqýdd al-Arshad, p. 104; Inba'al-Ghumr, 2/174; al-Manhaj al-Ahmad, 2/135; 

aj-Suýub al- Wabilah, p. 194. 
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d) AbMad B. Mubammad B. 'Abd al-Rabmdn al-Sahrawad-1 
Some years after this, IM continued his study on 1jad-ith under al-Sahrawad-i's 

son, Aýmad. 101 It is worth noting that both father and son were students and 
followers of Siraj al-Din al-Qazw-1n!. 

Students: 

It is important in assessing IM's intellectual impact, to briefly survey his known 

students. 

Very little is known of IM's own students; despite the depth of his learning and his 

eminent social standing, our sources do not explicitly mention any of his students by 

name, nor do they record any subsequent scholar transmitting information from him. 

However, this has been the case for many of Islam's leading figures. There are four 

main reasons for this: 

a) Frequent Travel 

As our brief survey makes it clear, That IM traveled frequently, spent times in 

Baghdad, Damascus, Jerusalem and Cairo. Such constant movement often 

prevents a teacher from building a strong relationship with his students; it is 

especially difficult in this situation for the teacher to give his students 

adequate long-term instruction and guidance. By contrast, teachers who 

remained firmly settled in one place were able to build up a continuous 

educational relationship with their students. 

b) Official Positions 

Another important consideration is that IM was engaged in official positions 

of state for most of his working life; he held the Office of Justice for many 

years and was widely renowned as a devoted and learned judge. This 

undoubtedly severely restricted IM's freedom to teach. This is particularly 

true at a higher level, where long, dedicated study is required. Since IM was 

101 Most biographies record that he listened to the relation of bad-ith given by followers of Sirdj al-Din 

al-Qazwln-l, and particularly from Mubammad B. 'Abd al-Rabmdn al-QazwIn-1 (sic) and his son, 
Atmad. However, there seems to be little or no biographical information about these people. It seems 

possible that this is due to the copying of information by our sources from an early biographical work 

who misnamed the original scholar. 
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unable to devote much time to such scientific and scholarly education, it is 

unlikely that he had a large group of students. 

c) Preaching and Educational Commitments 

IM's deep interest in preaching, coupled with the teaching posts he occupied 
at al-Fakhriyyah school in Damascus and al-Mu'ayyadiyyah school in Cairo, 

meant that he had little time available to devote to highly specialised training 
in the various Islamic disciplines. 

d) Research Commitments 

IM seems to have spent what little spare time he had in research. He wrote a 
large number of scholarly works on various aspects of Islamic studies. It 

seems probable that this devotion to writing gave him no time in which to 
teach. 

It should be remembered that this lack of students does not in any way undermine his 

scholarly reputation or his contribution to Islamic studies. This point can be 

illustrated in the following manner. One of the main reasons for the strength of the 

Ijanafl- school of Islamic law was the large group of students who studied under Imdm 

AbY Ijanifah. This large body of some thirty students, who were all eminent scholars 
in their own right, was responsible for wealth of religious literature and therefore for 

the wide dissemination of 1[janafl- thought. This fortunate situation should not, 

however, make us unaware that many of Islam's leading scholars died without 

passing on their knowledge; Sufydn B. 'Uyainah, Sufydn al-Thaur-1 and al-Imdm al- 

Auzd'! are all good examples of this. The loss of such luminaries springs directly 

ftom a lack of students to keep the scholarly heritage of their teachers alive. 

IV. Academic Status & Career History 

Scientific Status 

The sources unanimously agree upon the high level of IM's intellect. He was an 

imam, scholar, exegete and preacher. He memorised most of al-Baghaw! 's extensive 
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exegesis of the Quran. He memorised the entire Qurdn and had an extensive 
knowledge of the circumstances regarding the revelation of individual verses. He was 
interested in the discipline of Ijadlith, was an Arabic grammarian, Ijanbal! legal 

scholar and jurist. He is considered to be one of the most famous scholars in the 
entire Vanbal! school. 

IM's main interests however, were in Jurisprudence and Islamic doctrine. He 

summarised al-Mughn! in two volumes and wrote a two volume explanation of al- 

KharqI. 1 02 He worked, taught and expressed his opinions in many different ways. 103 

IM authored many books on various aspects of Shafid'h and Arabic language and 

wrote several explanatory works and summaries. 

Career History 

IM was appointed judge of the Ijanbal! school of Islamic Jurisprudence in many parts 

of the Muslim world. In recognition of this, he was called the ' Qdd7i al-Aqdlim. '. 104 

He settled in Damascus in 795 AH and after wards moved to Jerusalem, where he 

became the senior Ijanbal! judge in the aftermath of Timurlane's invasion in 804 AH. 

He seems to have been the first and longest serving Ijanbal! judge in Jerusalem. 1 05 

He held the same judicial post in Baghdad from 812 - 814 AH. In 815 AH, IM 

returned to Damascus and was appointed as the city's Ijanball judge. He 

subsequently moved to Jerusalem once again; taking up an appointment as a Ijanbal! 

judge again. Although the exact length of service in either of these posts is not given 

by our sources, from 821 - 823 AH, IM was serving as the Ijanball Chief Justice of 

Cairo. 106 

102 Ibn al-Mubarid, the author of al-Jauhar al-Munaddad, argued that he bought these two books, al- 
Mukhtaýar and al-Sharý, from his teacher Taq-1 al-Din. Al-Jauhar al-Munaddad p. 68. 

103 Quddt Dimashq p. 294, al-Ddr-is ft Tdr7kh al-Maddr-is, 2/53; al-Suýub al-Wdbilah, (261/2); al- 
Maqfid al-Arshad, 2/173; al-'Aldm, 4/23; al-Jauhar al-Muna44a4, p. 68, Mujam al-Mu'allifin, 
5/254; Shadhardt al-Dhahab, 7/259: Raf al-Isr, p. 242; al-Dau' al-Ldme', 4/222; al-Suhub al- 
Wabilah, p. 22 1; al-Tibr al-Masbi7k, p. 55. 

104 Al-Maqfid al-Arshad, 173/2. 

105 Al-pau'al-Ldme', p. 222. 

106 Al-Ddrisfl Tdrl-kh al-Maddris, 52/2. 
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After this point, IM was made the Chief Justice of Syria, serving in that capacity from 
823 - 829 AH. The years 829 - 831 AH saw a return to Cairo and a resumption of his 

previous post there. In 831 AH5 IM was dismissed from service; he returned to 
Damascus, where he subsequently died. 

IM thus held the office of judge (qdýti-) some eight times. He served in the four major 
cities of Damascus, Jerusalem, Cairo and Baghdad. He held the office of qd(h- at 

Jerusalem for twenty years. ' 07 

In addition., he taught Hanball thinking and sermonic practice in Damascus and 
assumed the task of teaching Hanbal! discipline at al-Mu'ayyadiyyah school in 

Cairo. 108 

In "Rafe' al-lg 'an Quqdt Mig" it has been stated that 'He moved to Jerusalem 

wherein he settled down for some time and held the office of 1janbal! Justice. Whilst 
in Jerusalem, some dispute took place between him and al-Ba'ani, who was then the 

sermon-giver of al-Aqýd Mosque; so, he fled to Baghddd where he settled down for a 

while and held the Office of Chief Justice, as he himself claimed. Thereafter, he 

returned to Jerusalem wherein some dispute happened between him and al-Harawl; 
therefore, he moved to Cairo, taking his family with him, and entered it in the reign of 

al-Mu'ayyad. And when al-Mu'ayyadiyyah school opened in 821 AH, he was 

appointed teacher. Then he was removed to Syria where he held the Office of Chief 

Justice for some time. 

'After the death of al. Mu'ayyad, he returned to Cairo and found that 'Ald' al-Din b. 

al-Mughl! had died and had been replaced by Muýib al-Din al-Baghddd7l. However, 

some dispute took place between Mubib al-Din and Ibn Mazhar; so, the latter 

dismissed Mubib al-Din al-Baghddd-1 and appointed 'Izz al-Din in his stead in 829 

107 Al-Ddrisfi Tdrilkh al-Maddr-ts, 52/2, al-Uns al-dal-11,261/2; al-Tibr al-Masbi7k, p. 55; al-Maqfid al- 
Arshad, 174/2, Rafal-Isr, p. 242; Quddt Dimashq, p. 294; al-Jauhar al-Munaddad, p. 68; al-Suhub 
al-Wdbilah, p. 222; al-pau'al-Ldme', 223/4; Shadbardt al-Dýahab, 259/7; Inbd; al-Ghumr, 196/9, 
al-'Alam, 23/4. 

108 Al-Darisfi Tdrl-kh al-Maddr-is, 430/1,52/2. 
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AH. As a matter of fact, the Sultdn and some of his entourage had previously known 
him in Damascus as an extremely ascetic man who even used to carry his tray of 
bread to the bakery. 

Al-Nua'ym! and Ibn Tolon said: 
"At the beginning of al-Zdhir's reign IM was dismissed from office. In fact, his 
dismissal was the fruit of his plotting to retain office. And all efforts he exerted for 

restoration to his old office were useless. Instead, he was reinstated as the Chief 
Justice of Syria. Later on he was dismissed from his office by al-Ni? 5m. b. Muflib; so 
he went to Cairo but was unable to stay there and was deported from there and sent to 
Jerusalem wherein he stayed for a while; then he went to Damascus wherein he settled 
down for some time. Afterwards, he returned back to Cairo, three years after 
departing it, and requested to be reinstated as the Judge of Damascus. His request was 

accepted, and he held office till he died shortly after his dismissal from there". 109 

In "Al-Daris fl- Tafl-kh al-Maddris" and in "Quddt Dimashq", both al-Nua'ymy and Ibn 

Tolon respectively stated that "on the first Saturday of $afar, 823 AH, 110 al-Qdd-i 'Izz 

al-Din al-lianbal! arrived [in Damascus] bearing with him recommendations from the 

Egyptians [i. e., Egyptian rulers] to the effect that he should be treated with respect, 

that he had made a request for the Office of Justice [of Damascus] and that his salary 

should be paid to him from the Treasury. On Monday, the 2nd of Rab! ' al-Awwal, in 

the same year, al-Qd471 'Izz al-Din al-Ijanbal! put on the robe of honour, and the 

decree of his promotion which was dated on the last ten days of al-Muýarrani was 

cited in the presence of judges at the Omayyad Mosque". 111 

V. Personal Characterstics: 

As we have seen, IM was an eminent, though humble, jurist, scholar and ascetic. This 

humility was clearly demonstrated in his clothing and means of transportation. He is 

109 AI-Tibr al-Masbi7k, p. 55, Raf al-'Isr, p. 242. 

110 Meaning 'passed from it'. 

111 Al-Ddrisfi Tdrlikh al-Maddr-is, 52/2; Qu4dt Dimashq, p. 293. 
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described as a modest man of medium figure, with a full white beard. He is said to 
have spoken in a very low voice and it is recorded that he took his time to carefully 
formulate his replies, speaking in a slow, measured manner. Furthermore, it is 

recorded that he took his bread tray to the bakery. He is also reputed to have made his 

slave ride, whilst he walked through the marketplaces. 

Moreover, he does not seem to have sought appointment to judicial Posts. 
112 Though 

he was not rich, he built a school - May Alldh reward him - with the fees he was 

charging for his Judj ments. 1 13 

Although our sources generally credit IM with such positive qualities, some works 
have included much less favourable material in their narratives. It seems likely that 

such negative criticism originates from envious contemporaries. In any case, such 

remarks contradict prophetic teaching regarding fairness. A ýadlith relates that 

Prophet Muýammad said: 'A person tells lies if he discloses everything he hears'. 114 

Al-Sakhdwi,, in his book al-Tibr al-Masbfik, relates the following information: 

'Many funny things were told about him. All this was for his cleverness, 

slyness and his tricks. Perhaps, he would proudly say, 'I have held the Office 

of Judge in al-Sham, Irdq and Miýr (Egypt) and this hasn't happened to any 

one of my relatives'. 

He also relates a statement of al-'Ayn-i: 

'He didn't have profound knowledge but he was so ascetic and amusing that 

people used to laugh at him. Maybe people were not safe from his criticism. 

112 Shadharat al-Dhahdb, 259/7; al-'Uns al-Jal-11,262/2; al-pau' al-Lame', 223/4; al-Suýab al- 

Wdbilah, p. 222; Raf al-Isr, p. 242. 
113 Al-Jauhar al-Munadddd, p. 68. 

114 This was narrated by Abfi Hurayrah. Sah7h Muslim: Introduction, Bdb al-Nah7 'an al-Hadi-th bi kal 

md sami', 1/10, liadilth No. 5. 
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Others added, 'He wasn't praiseworthy and many strange stories were told 

about him, may Alldh forgive him'. ' 15 

Al-Suhb al-Wdbelah records other similar stories: 

'There are many funny stories about him, such as when he carried a fish in his 

sleeve, inside a bag; he took it with him when teaching and forgot everything 

about it. A cat caught his sleeve, spilling everything onto the floor. All this 

was owing to his cleverness, slyness and trickery. He was such an oddball! 
But when he became renowned for such behaviour, he was debased in the eyes 

of people. ' 16 

In another place, the book also relates that: 

'It is said in the sources that when the notables of Meccd met at al-Abtat in 

the I Oth year, al-'Izz and al-Sirdj 'Abd al-Lateef, who were both Hanbal!, were 
there. Al-Siraj recited some satirical couplet about al-'Izz, 'If I cheat you in 

my love, may I be resurrected as a Ijanball, with a beard clean shaver and 
tweezered and with eyes lined with kotl. Al-'Izz, who was like that at the 

time, replied, 'A student came from the land of Fez and argues by juristic 

reasoning; but, Fez is not his homeland, though he farts'. 117 

A further story, reported in Enbd'Al-Ghumer Bi Abna'Al-'Omer, is much the same: 

He was an oddball among men - full of tricks, and cunning. And some funny 

things have been reported about him and his lack of religion. For example, 

once he said to his assistant in Damascus: "Try to pay me a predetermined 

sum of money everyday. " And when the latter refused to do so, he didn't insist 

on that arrangement. Instead he waited until an old man who was older than 

115 A 1- Tibr al-Masbi7kfi Dhail al-Mulak, p. 5 5. 
116 Al-Suýi7b al- Wdbilah 'ald pardih al-tlandbelah, p. 222. 

117 Al-Suhab al- Wdbilah'ald Dara'ih al-Handbelah, p. 223; al-Dau'al-Ldme', 224/4. 
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the IM's assistant came along bringing a charge against somebody. 
Subsequently, the IM showed his anger against the plaintiff and cried "Bring 

me a camel in order to beat this fellow and to make him scandalised among 

people! " many people crowded inside the school while that man was crying 
"What did I do? " somebody asked "What was his sin? " IM said: "This fellow 

has defiled my honor; he had spreaded news alleging that he had done such 

and such to my assistant [implicitly referring to a homosexual act]. The 

assistant felt uneasy about that; so, he came up to IM and said in secret: 0 

Master! Stop that all, and I will pay you whatever you want! " immediately, IM 

stopped defaming him. In fact, IM is renowned for doing many strange things 

of that kind. " 118 

Al-Nua'yrnI, in his book al-Daris fl Akhbdr al-Maddris, has this to say: 

'He held the Office of Justice in Bayt al-Maqdis [Jerusalem] after the riot and 

he long stayed there, having many incidents. ' 19 After this, he held the Office 

of Justice in Damascus for a long time, and when he was dismissed, he was 

appointed teacher at al-Mu'ayyadiyyah. 120 Then, he was made a Judge in 

Damascus at different times, eight in total. He was hated and nobody praised 

him for his judgements. We hope that Alldh, the Generous and the Great, 

forgives us and forgives him'. 121 

In another place, al-Nua'yrn! reported the following incident: 

"In the beginning of RaJab, al-Qd(yi Ni? dm al-Din b. Muflit entered into the 

city already appointed judge of Ijanballs. In fact, his advent had been delayed 

so long that his opponent - i. e., al-Qdd-l 'Izz al-Din - and some people thought 

that his appointment had been cancelled. So, al-Qdd-i Izz al-Din said to people 

118 Inbd'al-Ghumr, 195/ 9. 

'19 Quddt Dimashq, p. 295. 

120 Ibn Tolown's text says, 'He was seen'. Cf, Quddt Dimashq, p. 295. 

121 Al-Ddrisfi Tdrilkh al-Maddr-is, 53/2; al-Maqfid al-Arshad, 174 / 2; Quddt Dimashq, p. 295. 
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at the mosque, "The rumours you have heard are untrue. And I am going to the 
school in order to judge; so, whoever has a case should come along to me" 
people felt astonished of that declaration. Al-Qd(j-i al-'Izz had mismanaged his 
responsibilities and had taken large sums in bribing, without scruple, though 
he once said to me: ((He who compares me to Ibn Muft does wrong me. I 

should be compared to Sari al-Saqat7i 
122 

and al-Junaid. 
123 )) Al-Qd4f Ibn 

Muflih's decree of appointment which was dated on 15 Jumddd al-U-1d, was 
recited in the mosque by Shiekh Shams al-Din b. Sa'Id al-Hanbali. " 

Al-Nu'ayrn! adds another curious incident: 

'In Muýarrarn of the 18 th year, the appointment of 'Izz al-Din al-Baghddd! as 
judge became known to al-Ijandbelah; as a mark of this he wore al-Khul'ah 

(the formal robe of office). 124 After the prayer, his decree of appointment was 

announced in the Umayyad mosque. This displeased most of the people, 
because of his bad manners and stupidity. In fact, it was al-Qddi al-Shdfi'! 
Baha' who interceded for him. 

"In the 42nd year, Qdd-1 al-Quqdt 'Izz al-Din B. al-Baghddd-1 remained as he 

used to be, without any trace of amelioration. However, in the month of al- 
Muharram., Alldh the Almighty, saved Muslims from him as he was replaced 
by al-Qdd-i Ni? dm al-Din b. Muft. 

122 Ab-a al-liasan Saff B. al-Mughles al-Saqat-i was one of the greatest Sfift masters. He was born and 
died in Baghddd and was al-Junaid's uncle and teacher. He was the first person to discuss theology and 
the issue of Sufism in Baghddd. He argued that the person who is unable to educate and cultivate 
himself, will not be able to cultivate others. He lived for ninety-eight years and was famous for being 
very active; so much so, that the only time he was seen lying down was on his deathbed, and he died in 
251 AH. Tdrikh Baghddd, 187/9; ffelyat al-Awleyd': 116/10; al-'Aldm, 82/3. 
123 Abfi al-Qdsim al-Junaid B. Mobammad B. al-Junaid al-Baghddd-i al-Kharrdz, was born and lived in 
Baghddd, dying there in 297 AH. Ibn al-Atheer described him as an imdm for the whole world. 
Scholars considered him the leader of sufis because he connected his doctrine with the teachings of the 
Qurdn and of the prophet Moammad. In addition he was considered to be a very pure man. Ab! al- 
Qdsim believed that the Qurdn and the practices of Moammad should serve as a model in a person's 
life. He wrote widely on theology, divinity and spiritual medicine. Tarilkh Baghddd, 241/7; Wafiyydt 
al-A'ydn, 11/1; al-'Aldm, 141/2. 
124 A Muslim scholar traditionally wears the al-Khula'ah cloth after being granted permission by his 

teacher. It takes the form of a long gown alongside a turban. Both are symbols of scholarly authority. 
This custom is believed to originate from the time of Muliammad. The Prophet gave such clothing to 
the poet Ka'ab B. Zuhayr. Ibn Katheer's al-Sirah al-Nabawiyyah, 701/3 & Asd al-Ghdbah, 451/4. 
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"On Wednesday, 13 Jumddd al-Akhirah, in the 44 th year, 'Izz al-Din arrived in 
Damascus coming from Egypt, and replaced Ni? dm al-Din as master and 
teacher of Dar al-Ijad7ith and of al-Jawziyyah School as well as taking over 
some other supervisory posts. And he claimed that the Sultdn had offered him 
the office of Ijanbal! Justice but he refused it. 

"On Saturday, the 8 th (or 9th) of Rabl' al-Akhir, in the 45 th year, a letter arrived 
from Egypt towards reinstating al-Qd(j-1 'Izz al-DIn al-Ijanbal! as a judge and 

stating that an assistant should deputies him. So, he appointed al-Qdo-i Burhdn 

al-Din b. Muflib who was then a sturdy young man, an earnest learner and the 
best among followers of the Ijanbalis school of jurisprudence. " 

" On Monday, the 14 th day of the same month, al-Qdd-l 'Izz al-Din al-Uanbal! 

arrived in Damascus and the letter of his appointment was recited in the 

mosque. 

" On Monday, the 14 th of Jumada al-Akhirah of the same year, I heard that 

several posts had been offered to al-Qdd-i Nizdm al-Din b. Muflih with nothing 
but the Office of Justice. So,, the former gave up flattering him. " 

Then he said: 

'On Monday the 4 th of Jumddd al-Akhirah in the 46 th year, the judge Ni? dm al- 

Din b. Muflib was reinstated. His opponent 'Izz al-Din al-Baghddd-i became 

sick and died during a Sunday night, at the beginning of Dhul Qa'dah. His 

knowledge of jurisprudence was rather insignificant and his life history was 

strange. Many strange and extraordinary stories have been told about him. He 

built a school. He also bought a house for teaching the Holy Qurdn. He used 

to take fees for his judgements in a horrible way and he spent the money in 
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building his school. He left seven young children, without bequeathing them 

anything -) . 
125 

commentary on the pre-mentioned incidents: 

In an academic study such as this, it is essential that all relevant sources be examined 
and considered. In order to produce an honest, balanced account we must therefore 

give due weight to what IM's biographers have to say about him. 

As we have seen, an examination of our sources reveals certain surprising and 
contradictory ideas. Having considered these reports fully, it seems safe to assume 
that they spring from a reaction to IM's personal success. In other words, IM's 

successful judicial career brought him criticism and envy, from his opponents who 
slandered him and blemished his character. The following points adequately 
demonstrate this viewpoint: 

On several occasions, our sources directly contradict themselves. For example, IM is 

said to have acquired office without having sought it and later, in the same account, 
he is accused of manipulation in trying to recover his lost position. These 

contradictions undermine the negative picture offered by the sources. 

The sources all agree on IM's asceticism. There are many examples of IM's avoiding 

to give importance to both clothing and horse mounting. He is also said to have 

purchased his own substances and to have let his slave ride, whilst he himself went on 
foot. Furthermore, he is reported to have had a low voice and to have been very 

cautious in his replies. Given these reports, it is unlikely that such an ascetic, 

religiously conscious man would commit these negative acts. 

125 Al-Ddr-isfi Tdr'i-kh al-Maddr-is, 57/2 - 58; al-Suhub al-Wdbilah, p. 222-223 & al-Dau'al-Ldme', p. 
222-225. 
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IM's career, in which he held many important judicial posts, strongly demonstrates 
that he won the confidence of The Rulers. Although there were many other eminent 
scholars available, he was the one to be assigned to such high-ranking posts. 

In al-Tibr al-Masbfikfi Dhayl al-Mulfik, al-Sakhdw! states that, according to al-'Ayni, 

IM 'was not really well informed. 126 Al-Nua'ym7i, in his al-Daris ft Tdr7kh al- 

Maddris, makes a similar point: 'His knowledge of jurisprudence was motley'. 127 

These remarks will give rise to the question, how could a scholar whose knowledge of 
jurisprudence was motly, be appointed a judge? It is clear that such an important 

position requires a deep and accurate understanding of many detailed points of law. 
Moreover, how could IM's learning have been inadequate, when many of his 

scholarly works, on a wide range of subjects, last out to our times? Most of our 

sources describe him as an imdm, jurist, scholar and exegete; he is also said to have 

been one of the greatest scholars of the Hanbal! school. Furthermore, he is praised by 

one source as 'al-imdm, the scholar, the exegete, the judge of all judges'. 128 In al- 

Jawhar al-Muna44ad it is said that: 'The judge 'Izz al-Din is one of the greatest 

scholars of the doctrine, his biographies are detailed, his tidings are many and his 

benefits are numerous'. 129 Al-Sakhdw-1 remarks that: 'In his works, there are some 

things that are too inconsistent to be relied upon. 130 Al-Nua'ymi's history reveals a 

similar point: 'He takes fees from the Office of Judge in a horrible way, then he 

spends the money in building his school. Finally he leaves seven little children 

without bequeathing them anything. 

In light of this, it becomes clear that a final, complete judgment is not possible. An 

intelligent person will therefore use these ideas to judge IM in an even-handed 

manner. We should therefore avoid unsubstantiated negative accusations. Therefore, 

126 AI-Tibr al-Masboi7kfi Dhayl al-Muloi7k, p. 55. 
127 Al-Dd? J-sfl Tdrikh al-Maddr-is, 53/2. 
128 Al-Maqfid al-Arshad, 173/2. 
129 AI-Jauhar al-Munaddad, p. 68. 
130 Al-pau'al-Ldme', 224/4. 
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attempts to judge the lives of historical figures must be subjected to an assessment of 
the stability and certainty of our sources. 

Such negative information has been recorded about virtually all of history's leading 
figures. IM is therefore not alone in having had a bad press. Moreover, it should be 

realised that many important people, who are generally praised, have had many worse 
things said about them. 

We should also realise that historians themselves are not free of bias and in some 
cases, outright injustice. Such unbalanced reports can drastically affect later opinion. 
An historian's slander, whether from a position of ignorance or of knowledge, can 
colour the reader's view. A historian's role is to report the events honestly; a failure 
to do so represents a terrible injustice to our predecessors. 

In addition, the story of the satirical couplets which are alleged to be exchanged 
between him and al-Sirdj 'Abd al-Lateef b. Ab! al-Fatý al-Fdsi, while both men were 
Ijanbalis should be received with reservation; for historians confirm that he had a 
long white beard, as is stated in ((al Pau' al-Sdti')) by al-Sakhdwi. So, how could it be 

believed that he might exchange such satirical couplets with his fellow, and that the 

latter might vilify him for being clean shaven? 

In the absence of evidence to the contrary, Islam requires its followers to think well of 

others. Such politeness should be extended to prophets and great scholars even more 

readily. Although it is important to realise that every person who has some privilege 

or rank is envied and that scholars are, moreover, envied for their knowledge and 

understanding, there is a real difference between the educated and the uneducated. 131 

Perhaps people of little moral fibre have encouraged each other to make such false 

accusations, making their victims lose esteem in the eyes of the common people. 

lmdrn 'Ali b. Abi Tdlib made an extremely relevant point in this regard: 

13 1 This is part of the prophet's Ijad-ith: ((Maintain secrecy in accomplishing your own affairs, so every 

well - off person is subject to people's envy. )) this Ijad-ith was transmitted by both Ibn Abi al-Dunya 
and al-Tabaran-i, from the narrative of Mu'ddh B. Jabal with a weak chain of authority. Al-Mughn! 'an 
Ijaml al-Asfar f1i al-Isfar fi Takhrij md fi al-Dýyd' min al-Akhbdr, by al-ljdfi? al-Irdql; Fayo al-Qad-ir, 
1/493. 
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'Merit is due the people of knowledge and science, as they are on the right 
path and they can guide people thereto. And man's importance lies in what he 

can do and the uneducated people are the enemies of the educated people. So 
try to acquire knowledge and don't ask for anything else instead of it as people 

132 die but scholars and educated people live on' . 

A Muslim must., therefore, maintain a good opinion of the people of leaming and 
piety. Furthermore, he should actively try to make excuses for their apparent 
shortcomings. There are two noble qualities which have no equal: a good opinion of 
Alldh and a good opinion of Alldh's servants. An Arab poet eloquently expressed this 

point when he said: 

'Take my knowledge and don't depend on my work because my knowledge 

will benefit you, but you'll not be affected by my sins. Men are like the trees 

that have fruits, so you should pick the fruits up and leave the wood for the 
fire'. 

VI. Academic Legacy: 

IM has left us a great wealth of knowledge, reflecting his deep learning in many 
different aspects of Islamic law. IM wrote on a great number of subjects, in many 
different styles, ranging from the production of his own original books, to 

explanations and summaries of the works of other scholars. IM's work is still 

relatively unknown to the modem world; there are no other copies of the manuscript 

of Junnat al-, ýdbirin and there has been no previous revision or edition of its text. It is 

hoped, therefore, that this present thesis will lead to a greater interest in IM and to the 

publication of his other writings. 

According to our sources, the following works have either been written, surnmarised 

or edited by IM: 

132 Majma' al-Ulkam wa al-Amthäl Fi al-Shi'r al-'Arabi: p. 342. 
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I. 'Umdat al-Nasikfl Marifat al-Mandsik. 

2. Al Badt-'wa al-Ma'an-l. 

3. Al-, Fabr wa al-Tawakkul. 

4. Al-Funot7nal-JaliyyahfiMa'rifatffadi-thKhayral-Bariyyah. 

5. Al-Futfiýdt al-Makiyyahfi al-Isrdbi Khayr al-Bariyyah. 

6. A I-Khuldýah ft Sharý Mukhtaýar al-Kharq7 min fiqh al-tlandbilah. 

Al-Masdil al-Muhimmah fl md Yaýtdj ilayh al-Ndqid fl al-Khutzib al- 
Mudlahimmah. 

8. Al-Masalikal-BararahflMarifatal-Qird'dtal-'Asharah. 

9. Al-Qamar al-Munirfl aýddfth al-Bashir al-Nadh7r. 

10. Badi'al-Maghänifi 'Im al-Bayän wa al-Ma'ani. 

11. Junnat al-, ýdbir-ln al-Abrar wa Jannat al-Mutawakkil-in al-Akhydr. 

12. Mukhtaýar al-Tz7fift al-týszil. 

13. Mukhtaýar al-Mughni maa Masdil Min al-Muntaqd li Ibn Taimiyyah. 

14. Sharý ffirZ al-Amani li al-ShdfibT 

15. Sharý al-Jumal li al-Jurjdnifi al-Naýu. 
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VII. The Author'S Death: 

IM died at the beginning of Dhul Qa'dah 846 AH, whilst serving as a judge in 
Damascus. 1 33 By contrast, both Ibn Ijajar and al-Sakhaw-i argue that he died after he 

had left office. 134 His funeral was held the next day at the Umayyad mosque and was 
attended by many eminent public figures, including many of his former judicial 

colleagues. He was buried near his father's tomb in the Bdb Keesdn 135 
cemetery. 

136 

VIII. Biographical Sources: 

Given the significance of the life and work of IM, a survey of our main historical 

sources is absolutely essential. 

'Ashfir, Sa'Id 'Abd al-Fattdh. Al-'Asr al-MamdlTlkýfilMiýr wa al-Shdm. Ddr al- 
Nahoah al-'Arabiyyah. Cairo. Second edition. 1976. 

o Ij5jl Khalifah, al-Mawld Muýtafa- b. 'Abd Alldh al-Qastant-i al-R-am-i al- 
Ijadhafi- al-Shahir bi al-Mulld Kqtib al-Ijalabl. Kashf al-junfin 'an asdm! al- 
kutub wa al-funfin. Ddr al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah. Beirut. 1413/1992. 

9 Ijasan, Ijasan lbrdýllm. Tar7lkh al-islam al-siydsi wa al-di-n-1 wa al- thaqdfl wa 

al-ijtima 71. Maktabah al-Nahoah al-Migiyyah. Cairo. 1987. 

9 Ijusayn, Ijasan 'Abd al-Wahhdb. Tdrikh al-Masdjid al-athariyyah ft al- 

Qdhirah. Maktabah al-Ddr al-'Arabiyyah li al-Kitab. Cairo. Second edition. 
1993. 

133 This seems to be the majority opinion of the sources. This was in 1443 AD. Also Ibn IjaJr 

mentioned in Inbd'al-Ghumr that he died in Damascus in Shawwal after being discharged from his 
position as judge, 195/9. Whilst al-Sakhdwi said in al-Pau' al-Ldme' that he died at the beginning 
of Dhul ffijjah, in 846 AH, 223/4. 

134 Raj' al-Isr 'an Quddt Misr, p. 243; al-Tibr al-Masbi7k, p. 55. 
135 This is one of the famous gates of Damascus. Others include Bdb al-Ijadeed, al-Jdblyah, al-Sr-Ijah, 
al-Saghir, Sharq-1, Tofimd and al-Bareed. Tdrikh Dimashq, p. 11-14. 
136 The Biographical sources. 
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Taqqfish, Muýarnmad Suhayl. Tdr7kh al-Mamdrlkfl Miýr wa Bilad al-Shdm. 
Ddr al-Naf-ais. Beirut. First edition. 1997. 

Al-'Abbddli, Aýrnad Mukhtdr 'Abd al-Fattdý. Qiyam dawlah al-Mamal7k al- 
Uold ft Miýr wa al-Shdm. Mua'ssasah Shabdb al-Jdmi'ah. Al-Iskandariyyah. 
1988. 

e Al-'Asqaldn-i, Shihdb al-Din Abfi al-Fadl Aýmad b. 'Ali b. Ijajar. AI-Durar al- 
Kdminah fl a'ydn al-Mi'ah al-Thaminah. Editor Muýarnrnad Sayid Jdd al- 
Ijaqq. Ddr al-Kutub al-Ijad7ithah. Cairo. Second edition. 1966. 

o Al-'Asqaldn-1, Shihdb al-Din Aba al-Fadl Abmad b. 'Ali b. Ijajar. Inba' al- 
Ghamr bi inba'al-, u-mrfi al-tdrlikh. Ddr al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah. Beirut. Second 

edition. 1986. 

o Al-'Asqaldni, Shihdb al-Din Abfi al-Fa4l Aýmad b. 'Ali b. Ijajar. Raf' al--ýsr 
(an Qu4dt Miýr. NP, ND. 

Al-'UmaCi, Aýmad Jamal. Dirdsat fl al-taffir al-maw4fi'l li al-qaýaý al- 

qurani. Maktabah al-KhdnjI. Cairo. 1986. 

e Al-'Urayni, al-Sayid al-Bdz. Al-Mamdrik. Ddr al-Nahqah al-'Arabiyyah. 
Beirut. First edition. 1967. 

* Al-Hamw-i, Ydq-at Shihdb al-Din Aba 'Abd Alldh al-R-ftm! al-Baghddd-i. 

Mujam al-bulddn. Editor Farld 'Abd al-'Az-iz al-Jundi. Ddr al-Kutub al- 

'llmiyyah. Beirut. First edition. 1410/1990. 

9 Al-Hanafl-, Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Iyas. Baddi'al-zuhi7rft waqdi'al-duhfir. 

Dar al-Kutub al-Ilniiyyah. Beirut. First edition. 1982. 
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* Al-$afad-i, $aldý al-Din Khalil. A1-Wdj1'biA1-Wqf1yydt. Editor S. Didring. Dar 

al-Nashr Franz Shtdynr bifisb5din. 1394-1974. 

Al-$afad-i, Hisham. Tdrilkh Suriyyah al-Qadi-m. Mud-iriyyah al-Kutub al- 
Jdmi'iyyah. Damascus University. 198 1. 

Al-Asbahan-1. Abfi Nu'aym Ahmad b. 'Abd Alldh. Hilyah al-awliyd' wa 
tabaqdt al-aýfiya'. Ddr al-Kitdb al-'Arabl. Beirut. Second edition. 1400/1980. 

Al-Alma'!, Zdhir b. 'Awwao. Dirdsdtfi al-taffir al-mawda'T Al-Riydo. 1405- 
1985. 

9 Al-Alfisi. Nu'man b. Mabmofid b. 'Abd Alldh. Jald'al-'aynaynfl muýdkamah 

al-aýmadqyn. Malba'ah al-Madan-1. Cairo. 1981. 

9 Al-Baghdad7i, IsmZi'il Bdshd b. Muýammad b. Mir Salim. Iy4dý al-maknfin fl 

al-dhayl 'ald Kasf al-Zunfin. Ddr al- Kutub al-Ilmiyyah. Beirut. 1413-1992. 

* Al-Baghddd-i, Ismd'Il BdshZi. Hadiyah al-'arifin. Asmd'al-mua'llifin wa athar 

al-muýannifln min Kashf al-, ýunofin. Dar al- Kutub al-Ilmiyyah. Beirut. 1413- 

1992. 

9 Al-Dhahabi, Mua'rrikh al-lsldm Shams al-Din. Abfi 'Abd Alldh Muýammad 

b. Alýmad 'Uthmdn. Tadhkirah al-, Vz7ffdj. Matba'ah majlis dd'irah al- 
Ma'drifah al-'Uthm5niyyah. Ijaydar Abad. India. 1390/1970. 

o Al-Ghazdll, Abfi lidmid MOanunad b. MOammad. Al-Tibr al-masbi7k ft 

nafibah al-muli7k. Editor Sam! Khu4r. Maktabah al-Kulliyydt al-Azhariyyah. 

Cairo 1980. 

9 AHLWARDT: VERZICHNISS DER ARABISCHEN HANDSCHRIFTEN II: 

24525. 
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o At-Hamadhdn-i, Ibn al-Faq-ih Abfi Bakr Aýmad b. Muýammad Azdahr. Kitdb 

al-Buldein Mukhtaw Kitdb al-Buldan. E. J. Brill, Leiden, The Netherland. 
1985. 

9 Al-Jazarl, Izz al-Din b. al-Atheir Abfi al-Ijasan 'Ali b. Mubammad. Usd al- 
Ghdbahfl ma'rifah al-ýahdbah. Ddr al-Fikr. Beirut. 1414/1993. 

o Al-KhdIdli, $aldb 'Abd al-Fattdb. Al-taffir al-maw4fi'-, bayn al-na; ariyyah wa 

al-tatbiq. Ddr al-Nafa'is. 'Ammdn. First edition. 1997. 

Al-Khatlib al-Baghddd-i, Abfi Bakr Aýrnad b. 'All. Tdrikh Baghdad, aw 
Madinah al-salam. Ddr al-Fikr. Cairo. ND. 

Al-Kutub-I. Muýarnrnad b. Shakir. Fawdt al-wafaydt wa al-dhayl 'alayhd. 

Editor Iýsdn 'Abbds. Dar al-Thaqdfah. Beirut. 1973. 

Al-Mandwil, Muhammad 'Abd al-Ra'fif Fay4 al-Qadi-r sharh al-jdmi' al- 

ýaghir li al-Suyiýfil. Al-Maktabah al-Tijdriyyah al-Kubra. First edition. 
1357/1938. NP. 

Al-Muqr-izi, Taq! al-Din Abfi al-'Abbds Ahmad b. 'Ali. AI-Mawd'iz wa al- 

i'tibar bi dhikr al-khutat wa al-athar - al-ma'rafah bi al-Khutat al- 

Maqriziyyah. Ddr $ddir. Beirut. 1974. 

9 AI-Nu'ayrn! al-Dimashq!, 'Abd al-Qdd-ir b. Muýammad. AI-Ddrisfi aýkdm al- 

maddris. Editor Jalar al-Ijusayn-l. Maktabah al-Thaqdfah al-Diniyyah. 1988. 

NP. 

9 Al-Qalaqashand7l, Abfj al-'Abbas Abmad b. 'Alli. Subý al-A'shdflifind'ah al- 

inshd'. Editor MOammad Ijusayn Shams al-Din & Nabil Khdlld. Ddr al- 

Kutub al-Ilmiyyah. Beirut. First edition. 1987. 
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Al-Qurash-i, Muhyee al-Din Abfi Muhammad 'Abd al-Qddir b. Muhammad b. 
Ab! al-Wafa'. Al-Jawdhir al-mu4iyyahfl Tabaqdt al-ffanafiyydh. Editor 'Abd 

al-Fattab Mubammad al-Ijulfi. Mu'assasah al-Risdlah. Beirut. Second edition. 
1413/1993. 

* Al-Sakhaw-1, Shams al-Din Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Rahman. Al-Daw'al-Ldme' 

li ahl al-Qarn al-Tdse'. Mansh-drdt Maktabah al-Ijaydh. Beirut. ND. 

9 Al-Shawkani, Muhammad b. 'All. Al-Badr al-tdli'bi mahasin man bad al- 

qarn al-Sdbi'. With Al-Mulýaq al-tdbi'li al-Badr al-tali' By Mubammad b. 

Yahyd Zubarah al-Yaman. Matba'ah al-Sa'ddah. Cairo. 1348-1929. 

o AI-Subkif, Taj al-Din Abfi Nag 'Abd al-Wahhab b. 'Ali b. 'Abd al-Kdf-i. 

Tabaqdt al-Shafl'iyyah al-Kubra. Editor 'Abd al-Fattaý al-Ijulfi & Maýrnofid 

Mubarnmad al-TandjI. Matba'ah 'Isd al-Bdbi al-Ijalabi. Cairo. 13 83/1964. 

9 AI-Zirkll, Khayr al-Din. Al-A'Idm. Dar al-Ilm li al-malayeen. Beirut. ND. 

9 Barad-1. Jamdl al-Din Aba al-Maýdsin Yoftsuf b. Tagfi. Al-Nuji7m al-Zdhirahj-l 

muli7k Miýr wa al-Qdhirah. Dar al-Kutub al-Migiyyah. Cairo. First edition. 

1929. 

e Br-uklmdn, Karl. Tdrilkh al-adab al-'arabT Translated to 'Arabic Maýmo-ad 

Fahm! Ijijdz-1. Al-Hay'ah al-Miýriyyah li al-Kitdb. Cairo. 1993. 
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9 Ibn al-lmdd, Shihdb al-Din Abfj al-Falab 'Abd al-Ijay b. Ahmad al-'Askar-i al- 

Ijanbal! al-Dimashql. Shadharat al-dhahab ft akhbar man dhahab. Editor 
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Chapter Two: Literary & Manuscript Analysis 

A. Lit erary & Textual Analysis: 

I. The Author's Approach: 
When discussing Junnat al-Sabirin, it soon becomes clear that IM drew heavily upon 
the following classic works of Tafs7r: 

(i) Imam al-Baghawi's Ma'alim al- Tanzeel (Died. 5 10 AH) 
(ii) Imam Ab! al-Faraj b. al-Jawzi's Zdd al-Maseer (Died. 597 AH) 
(iii) Imam Ab! Moýammed b. 'Atiyyah al-Andalusi's Al-Muýarrar al-Waieez 
(Died. 546 AH) 

IM is also known to have used Imam 'Izz al-Din 'Abd al-Razzaq al-Rasa'ani's work 
RomoU-Z Al-Kunodz Ri Tafseer Al Kitdb Al-'Azeez (Died. 66 AH). Al-Rasa'ani's 

important work has yet to be edited and is still in its original manuscript form. IM's 

use of al-Rasa'ani's Tafsir becomes clear upon a close examination of the text. 
Despite this, however, almost one quarter of this work is thought to be lost. 

Other scholars have demonstrated that IM made extensive use of al-Baghawi's Taffir. 

According to Historians and Translators Im memorised and remembered a lot of Al- 

Baghaw-1 Taffir'. 137 However, in contrast to his repeated citation of the opinions of 

al-Jaw2ý1 and Ibn 'Atiyyyah, IM generally failed to indicate his use of al-Baghawl, 

except on a number of specific occasions. 

However, it is unlikely that he copied from them just for the reason that they had lived 

in the near past of his time. In fact, they had lived approximately three centuries 

before his time. 

The actual reason of his copying from those three authors would basically be one of 

the fol owing: 

137 Al-Maqfid al-Arshad, 173/2; al-Ddrýs ft Tdrilkh al-Maddr7s, 53/2; al-Uns al-Jal-il, 261/2; Quddt 

Dimashq, p. 294. 
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There are three main reasons why IM used these particular scholar's works most 
heavily: 

(i) Similar Doctrinal Standpoint: 

As we have seen, IM followed the Ijanbal! school of Islamic law. Both Ibn al-Jawz! 
and al-Ras'an-I followed this same influential school. 

(ii) Geographical Factors: 

IM was born and raised in Iraq, later living and working throughout Syria, Ir5q, 

Palestine and Egypt. He was most famously known as the Chief Justice of these 

provinces. Ibn al-Jawz-1 also seems to have come from Irdq; according to Ibn 

Khallikan, Ibn al-Jawzi's name refers to Fardhat al-Jawz, l 38 whilst Ibn al-lmdd argues 

that it refers to al-Jawz quarter in Bagah. 139 The name al-Baghawl, by contrast, refers 

to the town of khurdsdn located between Maru and Hurdt in Persia (i. e. Irdn, in 

modem time. ). 

(iii) Scientific and Intellectual Factors: 

IM was deeply affected by Ibn 'Atiyyyah's AI-Muýarrar al- Wajeez. He drew heavily 

upon Ibn 'Atiyyah's opinions, preferences and corrections. 

An analysis of Junnat al-, ýabirin reveals that IM generally makes use of these authors 

clearly; this is especially the case with Ibn 'Atiyyah. If we look at his use of Al- 

Muýarrar al-Wajeez in greater detail, we can see that IM usually follows, and 

accurately cites, Ibn 'Atiyyyah's opinions. IM literally copies Ibn 'Atiyyah's 

discussions of entire surahs. In particular, IM's exegesis of surahs (Ydsin), (al-$dff-at) 

and ($dd) are exact reproductions of Ibn 'Atiyyah's Taffir. 

This is also the case with al-Jawzi's Zad al-Maseer. Al-Jawzi's discussion and 

exegesis of surah (al-Zumur), and (al-Mu'min) are copied word-for-word by IM. A 

118 Wafaydt al-A'ydn, 321/2; Tadhkirat al-, Uuffa-j, 135/4. 

139 Shadhardt al-Dhahab, 329/4. 
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less literal., though still extensive use was made of al-Baghawi's Ma'alim al-Tanzil. 
IM's TafsIr of surah (Maryam), surah (al-Anbiya') and surah (al-Hajj) are all deeply 
influenced by al-Baghaw-1, although without being exact copies. 

In his exegesis of surah (al-Balad), surah (al-Qalam) and surah (al-'Ag), IM made 
wide use of al-Rasa'ani's Romofiz al Kunofiz Tl Tafsir al-Kitdb al-'Aziz. In this case, 
however, IM was careful to confess his use of al-Rasa'ani. 

Whilst such extensive copying may seem strange to us today, it should be 

remembered that such techniques were very common during that period. This was 
especially the case in matters that required little independent research, such as the 

citation of Vadiths and of sayings of the early Muslim generations. Lexicography, 
including the use of poetry as a means of linguistic analysis, was another such area. 
These subjects remained largely fixed; subsequent authors used the works of noted 
scholars as authoritative, paying particular attention to the cultural and intellectual 

influences of individual imdms. Moreover, it is fair to say that these authors 
influenced the majority of Muslim authors and not just IM alone. 

Imam al-Baghaw! was himself deeply affected by and made extensive use of al- 

Tha'labl. In his Muqaddimat Vsofil al-Tafifirft Majmou'al-Fatawd, Ibn Taymiyyah 

makes the following remark: 'Al-Baghawi's commentary is a summary of al- 

Tha'labi's commentary, but he has freed it from the fabricated Aýddffh and wrong 

ideas'. 140 

In another place, he remarks that: 

'As for the three commentaries for which he is responsible, the soundest and 

clearest one of them from innovation and weak Ijad-iths is al-Baghaw!; 

however, this commentary is a summary of al-Tha'labis; and al-Baghaw! had 

omitted falsified Uad7iths, innovations and other things from there. 141 

140 Ibn Taymiyyah, Muqqadimat Usot7l al-Tafsirfi Majmou'al- Fatdwd, 3 54/13. 

141 Muqqadimat Usoi7l al-Tafsirfi Majmou'al-Fatdwd, 486/13. 
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It is remarkable that al-Baghaw-1 relied upon a number of weaker authors, principally 
Ibn al-Kalbi, though there were others. Furthermore, he makes wide use of 
Isrdeeliyydt (Jewish historical traditions), especially Wahb b. Munabbih and others, 
without comment or criticism; many such reports are included, without al-Baghaw! 
indicating their relative strengths and weaknesses. 142 IM also used these reports, 
again without ascertaining their accuracy. As noted previously, his work was a direct, 
literal copy of these sources. 

By contrast, Ibn 'Atiyyah made extensive use of the TafsIr of Ibn Jareer al-Tabar-I 
(Died: 224 AH). However, unlike al-Baghawi, Ibn 'Atiyyah included only clear and 
widely accepted exegesis, excluding controversial material. This can be clearly 
demonstrated through examining Ibn Taymiyyah's comparison of Ibn 'Atiyyah and 
al-Zamakhshafl. Ibn Taymiyyah remarks the following: 

'The commentaries of Ibn 'Atiyah and others like him are more faithful to the 

views of AN al-Sunnah wa al-Jamd'ah, and free from misconceived 
innovations (bid'ah) as compared to the commentary of al-Zamakhshafl-. 
However, if ibn 'Atiyyah had limited himself to quoting from the comments of 
the Salaf on the Qurdn as it has come down from them, it would have been 

better. But unfortunately, he quotes only a few things from the commentary of 
Muhammad b Jareer al-Tabar-1, which is one of the most outstanding 

commentaries based upon the traditions of the Salaf, and then leaves, without 

giving any indication, the rest of what Ibn Jareer has transmitted from the 

Salaf, and goes on to present what he claims to be the view of erudite 

scholars, by which term he means the theologians (Ahl al-kalam) who have 

developed their basic ideas in such a way that was very much similar to those 

of the Mu'tazilah, even though they are very much closer to the AN al-Sunnah 

than the latter... '. 143 

142 Compare al-Baghawi's Explanation and Junnat al-ýdbirlin in explaining verses 83 and 84 of surah 

al-Anbiyd'. This is the story of Prophet Ayyfib, this too was copied in one document: 83/ B, to: 93/B. 
Also see verses 15 to 45 from surah al-Naml (105/B-120/B). Please note that there are many other 
examples. 
143 Ibn Taymiyyah, Muqqadimat Usi7l al-TafsIrft Majmou'al-FdOwd, 361/13. 
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But the main problem is confined to the fact that Ibn al-'Izz al-Baghdad-i depended on 

one of the scholars in copying exactly or almost exactly a whole sofirah or collection 

of successive Ayats, of the Holy Qurdn, filling several pages, as I have referred 
before. 

II. The Sources of Junnat al-ýabir7n: 
As noted previously, IM's main sources were the works of the following three ImZims: 

1. Al-Muýararal-Waj7z, Bylbn'Atiyyah. 

2. Ma'dlim al-tanz7l, By al-Baghaw-i. 

3. Zdd al-Masir, By Ibn al-Jawz-1. 

In addition, IM also used the following works, to different extent: 

4. 'Amal al-yawum wa al-laylah, By Ibn al-Sunn-i. 

5. Al-ýaý! ý, By al-Bukhdt-l. 

Al-ýaý7ý, By Muslim. 

7. Al-Durr al-manthoz7rfi al-tafs7r bi al-ma'thoi7r, By al-Suyo-at7l. 

8. Al-Hidayahfl'Buloi7gh al-nihdyah, By Makki b. Abi Talib al-Qaysi. 

9. Al-Jdmi'li aýkdm al-Quran, By al-Qurtubi. 

10. A 1-Kashshdf, By al-Zamakhshat-1. 

11. Al-Mustadrak li al-, ffdkim. 

12. AI-Si-rah al-Nabawiyyah, By Ibn Isýdq and his disciple Ibn Hisham. 
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13. DawaweenAlShi'erAlMunawwa'ah. 

14. I'rdb al-Quran, By al-Nabbds. 

15. Jdmi'al-Baydn, By al-Tabarli. 

16. Kitab al-uhd, By al-Imam Atmad b. Ijanbal. 

17. Ma'an7 al-Qurdn wa Frabuh, By al-Zajjaj. 

18. Ma'an! al-Quran, By al-Farra'. 

19. Musnad al-DdrimF. 

20. Musnad al-Imdm Ahmad. 

1. Muwaýta'Mdlik. 

22. Rumoz7z al-Kunoz7zfi tafs7r Kitdb Alldh al-'Az7z, By al-Ras'ani. 

23. Si-bawaih, By Slbawaih. 

24. Sunan Abi7 Dawoz7d. 

25. Sunan al-Nasdl 

26. Sunan al-Tirmitdh7. 

27. Sunan Ibn Mdjah. 

28. Ta'wil mushkil al-Qurdn, By Ibn Qutaybah. 

29. TafsIr Ibn al-Jawz-1, By Muhyl al-Din. al-Jawz-1. 
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III. Academic & Scientific Value: 

Although there are many different types of Qur'anic exegesis, Junnat al-ýdbirln is an 
example of objective Tafsir. As he states in his introduction, IM has collected, 
clarified and explained every verse in the Qurdn pertaining to patience and trust in 
Alldh, using only authentic prophetic traditions and sayings of his Companions as 
evidence. He also cites relevant examples from the Prophet's life, as well as from the 

stories of other Prophets and Messengers. In this work, IM emphasises the moral and 
behavioural value of patience and trust in Alldh, arguing that these virtues are an 
essential part of Islamic spirituality and law. 

IM's work also seems to have been particularly influenced by $ufi thought. It is even 

possible that one of his surnames (al-Bakri) denotes a connection with $ufism. On 

many occasions throughout the book, he cites the sayings of various $ufi masters; on 

other occasions he refers to $ufism in a more general manner. A critical examination 

of IM's early life, career and intellectual influences is therefore essential in order to 

establish proper understanding of his work and thought. 

The Formation of Objective Exegesis: 

It might be thought that the term 'objective exegesis' is new. However, virtually all 

contemporary authors on Qur'anic exegesis use this term in their work. Moreover, al- 

Azhar Mosque has made objective exegesis a fundamental part of its Tafsir 

curriculum. Despite its apparent modernity, it should be noted that this method 

stretches back to the Prophet himself. 

So. the term ' objective exegesis ' is a contemporary technical one. In its application, 

however, both specialisation and objectivity should characterise exegetes. In addition, 

its approach should abide by the rules and considerations of novelty and innovation 

and the speech should be used in the language of the present time. 

If we look at the history of Islamic thought, we find that the origins of this approach 

to Taffir stretch to the period of revelation itself. Indeed, one of the Prophet's key 

roles was to explain and interpret the Qurdn. As such, one verse would be used to 
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clarify the meaning of another verse. In his collection of authentic badith, al-Bukhdr-1 

relates the following tradition from 'Alqamah from 'Abd Alldh b. Mas'o-ad: 

'When the following verse was revealed: {It is those who believe and mix not 

their beliefs with wrongj 144 it was very disconcerting for the Muslims. So 

they said, '0, Messenger of Allah! Who among us does not wrong himself.? 

He said, 'It is not like that; it is the false worship of polytheism. Have you not 

heard what Luqmdn said to his son, whilst giving him advice: {O my son! Join 

not in worship (others) with Allah: For false worship is indeed the highest 

145 146 wrong-doingl .- 

The Prophet's Companions also used this method in elucidating the meaning of 

unclear verses. Al-Bukhafl- cites another relevant example, this time from al-Menh5l 

from SaId b. Jubayr: 

"A man said to Ibn 'Abbas: "I find instances 

contradictory to each other; for example, Allah s 

relationships between them that day, nor will 

Whereas He says: 'And they will turn to one 

another". 1 48 

of Qurdnic verses that are 
ays: 'There will be no more 

one ask after another'. 
147 

another, and question one 

Another example is that Allah says: 
149 

"But never will they hide a single fact from Allah' . 
While another verse 

states that they will say: 'By Allah Our Lord we were not those who 

144 Al-An'dm: 82. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 363. 

145 Luqmdn: 13. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 1213. 

146 ýaý! ý al-Bukharli, Aýddith al-Anbiyd', where Allah states, 'We bestowed Wisdom on Luqmdn', 

490/4, bad-ith no. 3429. 
147 Al-Mu'minofin: 10 1. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 

997 
148AI-$affat: 27. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 1345. 

149AI-Nisd': 42. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 223. 
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associated gods with AIM'. 150 In this last verse you see that they will hide 

their reality. 

Another example is that Allah says: 

'Or the Heaven (above)? Allah hath constructed it 
... [until He says'] Hath He 

extended'. 151 In these verses Alldh states that He has created the Heavens before the 
Earth. 

Nevertheless, He says: 
'Is it that you deny Him Who created the Earth in two days ..... [Untill He saysj 'in 

willing obedience'. 152 In these verses Alldh states that He has created the Earth before 

the Heavens. 

Another example is that Allah says: 

'for Allah was Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful'. 153 ' and 'Exalted in power, Full 

of Wisdom'. 154 And 

'He Had the gifts of Hearing and Sight' 155 
, as if He had been characterised by 

having such attributes only in the past: 

Ibn 'Abbds replied: 

At the first blow of the trumpet, there will be no more relationships between them; but 

at the second one, they will turn to one another and ask one another. 

150 AI-An'5m: 23. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 343. 

15 1 Al-Nazi'at: 27-30. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 

1892. 
152 Fuýýilat: 9-11. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 1455. 

153 Al-Abzdb: 73. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 1270. 

154 AI-Fatb: 7. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 1576. 

155 Al-Ins5n: 2. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 1863. 
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As for the verse which read 'By Alldh Our Lord we were not those who associated 
gods with Alldh' and the verse which read 'But never will they hide a single fact from 
Alldh", we should understand that Alldh will forgive sincere people their sins. So, the 
polytheists will say to each other 'let us say: 'we were not those who associated gods 
with Allah'. 

Accordingly, Alldh will seal their mouths and make their hands talk, hence His 

saying, 'never will they hide a single fact from AIM'. 

Moreover, Allah has created the Earth in two days, then he created Heavens. 
Thereafter, He turned to Heavens and completed them in two other days, then He re- 
shaped the Earth, making its water and pasture spring up from there in two days. 

Thus, the whole process of creating and preparing the Earth has taken four days in 

addition to the two days of creating the heavens. 

As for His saying, 'for Alldh was Most Forgiving, Most Merciful', it is His Self- 

discription; so, he was and he is characterised by having such attributes. In fact, Alldh 

never omits anything nor fails to fulfill it. Therefore, you should not regard anything 

self - contradictory in the Qurdn, since it is entirely coming from Alldh. 156 

Muslim scholars have established a number of rules upon which to base the principles 

of Qur'anic exegesis. The most influential author on the subject has been Ibn 

Taymiyyah, in his work entitled An Introduction to the Principles of Tafsir. Ibn 

Taymiyyah remarks that: 

'If you ask what is the best method of Taffir, the answer is that the best way is 

to explain the Qurdn through the Qurdn. For, what the Qurdn mention at one 

place is explained at another, and what it says in brief on one occasion is 

elaborated upon at the other'. 157 

156 $abib al-Bukhdr-1, Tafs! r al-Qurdn, Bab ljd-Mim- al--Sajdah: 336/6; comes after badlith no. 4815. 

157 Ibn Taymiyyah (1993, M. A. Ansat-1 trans. ), An Introduction to the Principles of Tafsir, Birmingham: 

Al-Hiddyah, p. 53. 
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The ability to objectively examine and explain the Qurdn by these means was a key 
ingredient in the development of Islamic law. By comparing and explaining 
individual verses within their wider context, jurists were able to define and arrange 
jurisprudence as a separate discipline 

Arabic linguists also contributed to the development of this method of exegesis. By 

utilising the cross-referencing technique of objective exegesis, linguists began to 
define the meanings of key Arabic words and terms; the semantic and inflection study 

of the Arabic language was thus greatly enhanced. 

Subsequently, linguists began to make detailed linguistic analyses of the Qurdn itself 
These studies concentrated upon highly specialised and complex subjects. Examples 

include manners in the Qurdn, the Jewish people in the Qurdn, and patience in the 

Qurdn. 

In the contemporary world, objective exegesis has become one of the main 

methodologies in understanding the Qurdn. This method is thus well suited to the 

scientific expectations of the modem world. This approach reacts well with the ideals 

and needs of today; it answers contemporary questions in an applicable and yet 

ageless manner. The Qurdn itself refers to this timeless quality: JWe have, without 

doubt, sent down the Message, And we will certainly Guard it (from corruption). 158 

Indeed, its very applicability is one of the main evidences of such Divine protection. 

The Definition of Objective Exegesis: 

According to some contemporary scholars, objective exegesis seeks to explain the 

Qurdn within its own framework; that is, it aims to let Qurdn explain itself In other 

words, it can be defined as a discipline aiming to track Qur'anic meaning throughout 

the entire revelation. 159 

Others have defined it as the examination of verses of similar meanings and purpose. 

In other words, objective exegesis is the study of particular aspects of Qur'anic ideas 

158 Al-Hijr: NO . 9. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 712. 

159 Mabdbith R al-Tafsir al-Maw4tV!, by Dr. Muýtafa Muslim, p. 16. 
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and how these relate to each other and to the wider whole; it aims to clarify the sense 

of individual subjects, elicit the main ideas behind them and connect them within a 
comprehensive framework. 160 

Yet other authors define objective Taffir as the clarification of a particular topic from 

a Qur'anic point of view, with reference to the revelatory text itself. Some have seen 
it as the collection of the Qur'anic verses dealing with a particular theme, either 
literally or legally, and their explanation in accordance with Qur'anic aims. 161 One 

author has said that: 'It is the clarification of a subject through the verses of the Holy 

Qurdn, in one surah, or in a number of seraphs'. 162 

My Chosen Definition: 

In conclusion, it should be clearly recognised that the first definition is the most 

comprehensive explanation. It is also the most objective in marking out the essential 

nature of objective exegesis; all other definitions relate only to the most general topics 

of Tafsir methodology. So, in this present work, objective exegesis of the Qurdn has 

been defined as a discipline that studies the meaning of individual Qur'anic verses in 

one surah, or more, according to the Qurdn's general purposes. 

Scholarly Methodology in Objective Exegesis: 

In researching Qur'anic Tafsir, eight steps have been determined: 

1. The selection of a topic and clear definition of the scope of the proposed 

study. 

2. The collection of all Qur'anic verses of direct relevance, as well as those that 

deal either partially or totally with the theme. 

3. The organisation of the relevant verses in their chronological order of 

revelation. 
4. An examination of the exegesis of these verses in other works of Taffir. 

160 Dirdsdt Ri al-Taffir al-Maw4a'T by Dr. Zaher Awaad, p. 7. 

161 AI-Madkhal Ild al-Tafsir al-Maw4ozVT by Dr. 'Abd al-Sattdr Fatb A115b Sald p. 20. 

162 Al-TafsIr al-Mawdoil'! Bayn al-Na? ariyyah Wa al-Tatbiq for Dr. Salab 'Abd al-Fattdb al-Khald7l, p. 

30. 
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An analysis of the main ideas of each verse. 
6. A general explanation of meanings, accompanied by detailed reference to all 

relevant Ahadiih, sayings of the Companions and their followers. 

7. The construction of a methodologically sound scheme of research. 
8. A statement of the research objectives, with special reference to the details and 

directions of the Qurdn itself. This should be written in a clear and concise 
manner. 

The methodology for an objective exegesis of individual surahs has four main 

aspects: 

1. The production of an introduction and preface to the surah; this should take 

into account the time of its revelation (whether in Mecca or Med-inah) and the 

historical reasons behind it. 

2. Recognition of the surah's core aims and objectives. 

3. A division of longer surahs into smaller, more manageable sections. 

4. A relation of the individual verses to the wider objectives of the surah itself. 

Important Works on Tafsir: 

1. Al-Biddyahfial-Tafisral-Maw4z7'1, By'Abdal-Ijayal-Faramaw-1. 

2. Al-Tafs7r al-Maw4z7'1 bayn al-na. 7ariyyah wa al-tatb7q, By $aldb 'Abd al- 

Fattab al-Khald-1. 

3. Al-Tafsiral-maw4z7'llial-Quranal-Kari-m, BySam! bAirifal-Zayn. 

4. Al-Tafslral-maw4z7'llial-Qurinal-Kar7m, ByAbmadal-Sayidal-Kdrril. 

5. Al-Tafsir al-mawdz771 li al-Quran al-Karim fl Kaffatay al-m7zdn, By 'Abd al- 

Jalil 'Abd al-RaWm. 
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6. Al-Taffir al-maw4fi'l, By Sheikh al-lsldm Abmad b. Taymiyyah, tabqlq 'Abd 

al-Rabman'Umayrah. 

7. Al-ffijab Bayn al-Ifrat wa al-Tafrit. Project in Tafs7r al-mawdfi'l on iyat al- 

, Vijdb F'i al-Qurdn al-Kar7m, By $abfi al-Mutawalli. 

8. Dirdsdt fl al-Taffir al-mawdz7 71 li al-Quran al-Kar-im, By Zdhir 'Awdd al- 
Alma'!. 

9. Dirdsdtfi al-Tafsir al-maw4z7'1 li al-Qaýaý al-Qurani, By Abmad Jamdl al- 
'Umar-i. 

10. Dirdsdtfl al-Quran al-Kar-im min al-Taffir al-mawdz7'-1, By Muýammad 'Abd 

al-Saldm MOammad. 

11. Shadhardt min al-Tafs7r al-maw4fi 'I, By 'Abd al-Fattdý 'Ash-ar. 

12. Al-Sheikh Wammad al-Ghazal-l Raed al-Tafs7r al-maw4z771 fl al-'Aýr al- 

Hadi-th, By Mas'ofid Flousi. 

13. Al-Futfiýdt al-rabbaniyyah fi al-Tafs7r al-mawdfi'i, By al-Ijusayn! Ab-ft 

Farbah. 

14. Mabdhith al-Taffir al-mawdfi 71, By Mustafa Muslim. 

15. Al-Madkhal ild al-Taffir al-mawdfi'i, By'Abd al-Sattdr Fatý Allah al-SaId. 

16. Al-Madrasah al-Quraniyah, By Muýammad Bdqir al-$adr. 

17. Al-Manhaj al-Jadi-dfl al-Taffir al-maw4fi'l, By Aýmad Zaghlfjl $ddiq. 
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The Relation of Objective Exegesis to Wider Tafsir Methodology: 

An examination of previous scholars' approaches to Tafs7r reveals four distinct 

methodological techniques. These techniques are a ffindamental part of elucidating 
the meaning of the Qurdn; they have also been central to the formation of the four 

major schools of Islamic legal thought. Any serious study of the Qurdn must make 
full use of these research methods. 

1. Analytical Exegesis. 

2. Comprehensive Exegesis. 

3. Comparative Exegesis. 

4. Objective Exegesis. 

The first three methods have all one thing in common; they discuss surahs and 
individual verses in order, sequentially examining the text and its meaning. Objective 
Exegesis, by contrast, examines verses in light of a common theme. 

The Importance of Objective Exegesis: 

There is, at present, a great demand for this kind of exegesis. This is due to a number 

of reasons: 

1. Qur'anic Inimitability and Modem Era: 

The miraculous nature and style of the Qurdn has been a challenge to humanity ever 

since its first appearance. The Qurdn continues to confront mankind on many 
different levels. Its inimitability makes it uniquely distinct from all other books, 

whether purely human works or previously revealed Scripture. Al-Rdgheb al- 
A04lidn! illustrated this point clearly when he said that: 

'The wondrous nature of this book is that, although it is not too large, it 

contains numerous meanings and facts, that human beings are unable to count 

and which earthly machines can neither imitate nor understand. As Allah 

indicated by His saying that: f And if all the trees on Earth were pens and the 
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Sea, with seven Seas behind it teamed into ink, Yet would not the Words of 
Allah be exhausted (in writing): for Allah is exalted in power, Full of 
Wisdoml 5.163 

The Qurdn's gradual formation, over a period of twenty-three years, is also an 
important factor. Every subject in the Qurdn has a harmonic unity, in both its creation 
and its explanation. This unanimity of purpose strengthens its inimitability, as 
confirmed in the following verse: 

IThis day have I perfected your religion for you, completed my favour upon 

you and have chosen for you Islam as your religionf. 164 

2. Meeting the Religious Demands of the Modem World: 

The demands of this current age are many and varied. Some of these needs are of a 

general nature; mankind stands in a desperate need of spiritual guidance, after years of 

gross materialism. Some of these demands are specific to Muslims; the Islamic 

community worldwide stands in need of a deeper and stronger relationship with 
Allah. This can only come through an understanding of the content and purpose of 

the Quran. Islam requires all Muslims to follow and apply these ideals in their own 

lives. 

3. Establishing the correct methodological practice in Qur'anic Studies: 

The work of numerous scholars and researchers has brought many facets of the Qurdn 

to light, thereby performing a valuable service for Muslims. The Islamic community 

has also benefited greatly from the study of very specialised topics. Linguistic, 

doctrinal, social, moral, educational and cosmological information has been gleaned 

from the revelatory text. Scientific, economic and political methodologies have also 

been derived. These studies have clarified many aspects of the Qurdn and have also 

demonstrated its wondrous, inexhaustible nature. 

163 Luqm5n: 27. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 1219. 

164 Al-Md'idah: 3. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 279. 
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4. Rectifying the approach of current studies. 

This can be achieved by: 

A. Rectifying the looking into the Holy Qurdn looking, thus treating it as a whole 
objective unity and a source that can be divided into section, rules, and 
verdicts. This sound perspective will nullify the whimsical tendencies and 
claims of advocates of different sects who have fixed the rules of their 
fundamental beliefs and formulated their ideological principles 
philosophically; then they have endeavoured to support their beliefs by some 
Qurdnic verse or another, (or part of iQ without searching into all the Qurdnic 

verses dealing with the subject in question. 

B. Improving and maturing the methods of exegesis by unifying and focusing all 

effors exerted in the critical explanation and interpretation of the Qurdn. This 

can only be realised by the objective exegesis which gathers all capacities 
together and focuses all efforts to the unity of the subject, omitting irrelevant 

issues. 

C. Regulating all such scientific principles and laws as well as the general rulings 

applied by specialists in the citation of the Qurdn, in lexicography or in 

exegesis. This aim can only be realised by the objective exegesis with its 

objective, comprehensive outlook regarding such issues. 
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IV. Literary & Textual Criticism: 

As we have seen, IM's work is a worthy addition to the Islamic library. In order to 

understand this important book in greater detail, an analysis of its principal strengths 
and weaknesses has been offered. It is hoped that such a study will also greatly 
facilitate the production of an accurate and clear modem edition. 

1. Strengths: 

(i) The avowed aim of this work is to collect and discuss all of the 

Qur'anic verses dealing with patience and trust in AIM. It has 

certainly fulfilled this task; IM has succeeded in analysing, 

clarifying and explaining these important verses. The analysis is 

methodologically objective and offers a detailed and encyclopaedic 

examination of the topic. 
The book is characterised by a lucidity of expression and 

smoothness of style. It is simple to read and has wide application; 

it is written in such an enjoyable, easy manner that it makes it easy 

for compelling reading. 

IM's work is literally overflowing with information. Its 

exploration of relevant incidents is particularly good, as is its 

handling of a mass of raw data. IM's treatment clearly 

demonstrates his wide knowledge and keen intellect. In fact, such 

scholarly competence is one of the outstanding features of the 

Islamic heritage. 

(iv) Junnat al-ýdbiiln generally depends on authentic Aýddith, either 

those mentioned in the works of al-Bukhdfl- and Muslim or in other 

notable Had-ith collections and Musnads. 165 When citing Ijad-ith, 

IM sometimes indicates cases of weak transmission, as in the case 

of the Ijad-lhs transmitted by 'Umer al-Dunya regarding Surah (al- 

Jum'ah). 

165 A MusnadUalith is a prophetic tradition with a complete chain of authorities from the narrator back 

to the Prophet Mubammad himself. 
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(v) On several occasions, IM gives a full chain of authors (Isnad) for 
his liad-ith, with the statement that: 'We relate with the chain of 
transmission, according to so and so... '. It is well known, amongst 
scholars of Had-ith, that relation of Had-ith is not allowable without 
such a chain and the permission (Ijazah) it entails. 

(vi) IM expresses a number of remarkable legal decisions in this book. 
These juristic deductions were included in his discussion of several 
narrations. A verification of the legal matters and opinions 
contained in Junnat al-ýdbirin has been made in this thesis; a 
special index has been included, listing all of the relevant material. 

2. Weaknesses: 

In my tracing of the relations, especially when ascribing the 

statements to their makers, I found some instances of Fanqalah 

(fanqalah is an idiomatic term in Arabic derived from the 

conditional sentence " fa in qulta kazd - i. e. " if you pose the claim 

that ... 51 will say ... 
), provided that the speaker is the second person 

and the replier is the author himself. But it appeared to me after 

several investigations that the author is no more than that 

transmitter of the reply, and that the reply was not his own but was 

devised by another person. However, I have referred to that matter 

in the footnotes. (E. g., see sheet No. 101/A in the manuscript for 

his transmission from al-Baghaw!; sheet No. 169/B for his 

transmission from al-Kashshaf, by al-Zamakhshar-1; and sheet No. 

26 1 /B for his transmission from Ibn al-Jaw2ffi). 

The book contains a large number of Isrd'iliyydt. Recently 

converted Jews introduced these traditions into Islamic thought. 

They contain much legendary and otherwise incongruous material 

and are of distinctly uncertain veracity. IM relates many of these 

traditions without any distinction or criticism, except some general 

comments on Sheets 83/B - 93/B of the manuscript. 

IM often quotes the statements of other exegetes without 

properly ascribing them. In order to correct this oversight, and thus 
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make the text clearer, in this thesis, the majority of such statements 
have been traced to their original author and referenced fully. 

(iv) In some parts, IM records the numbers of verses in a particular 
surah at the beginning of his explanation. He also provides an 

analysis of its period of revelation, although he depends on only 

one statement as evidence in each case. However, this practice is 

not sustained throughout the entire work. This thesis has attempted 
to correct this by distinguishing between Macca's and Medina's 

surahs and, in all cases, by citing two pieces of evidence in support. 
(v) The book was not entirely free of weak Ijad-iths transmitted 

without an accurate record of their sources, although occasional 

reference to their weakness was made. Accordingly, it was 

therefore necessary, in line with the rules of Ijad-ith criticism, to 

assess the sources of these reports and to judge their degree of 

authenticity. 

(vi) IM did not always quote texts verbatim. In fact, he frequently 

omitted the explicit text itself, offering its general purport instead. 

This practice is defensible however, unless there is significant 

deviation ftom the broad meaning. This present study has 

attempted to correct this shortcoming by citing the text and 

reference of quotes where necessary. 

(vii) The last sheet of the manuscript states that the author wrote it 

himself. It seems therefore, that he transmitted Qur'anic verses and 

prophetic Ijadith ftom memory. This has led to Erequent mistakes. 

Accordingly, these have been checked and corrected where 

necessary. 
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B. Manuscript Analysis: 

I. Title Verification: 
The title unanimously agreed upon by all sources is JUNNAT AL-, ýJBIRIN AL- 
ABRAR, WA JANNA T AL-MUTA WAKK[LIN AL-AKHYA. It is noteworthy that 

some record the book under the title 'Patience and Trust in Alldh, as seen in the book: 
"Al-A'Idm" - i. e., 'Prominent Figures'. It appears however, that al-Zirkly, when 
indexing the book categorised it by theme rather than title. Thus the more widely 
known title is the more accurate. In further support of this, copies of letters from a 

number of international libraries and manuscript centres have been incorporated into 

this thesis. 

II. Authentication ofAuthorship: 

The authorship of the book is clearly obvious. The author was Ibn al-'Izz al- 
Baghddd! al-Maqdisi. This is proven unequivocally in the work's introduction, on 

page 61/B: 

'From this point onwards, I will begin the discussion alluded to in the 

introduction. I trust in Alldh and work with good will. I entitle it: 'The Shield 

of the Pious Patient and the Paradise of the Elite Trustful'. 

A number of prominent figures, contemporary with the author himself, testify to his 

authorship. In their description of the book, biographers have stated that IM gathered 

together, in one volume, all of the Qur'anic verses relating to patience and trust in 

Alldh, also offering an in-depth explanation and commentary. By contrast, the editor 

of Ibn Mufiiý's al-Maqýad al-Arshad, stated that IM's work consisted of two 

volumes. 166 

There does,, however, remain some slight confusion regarding the work's title. 

Several writers give the book's title as Junnat al-Sd'irin (i. e. the travellers) al-Abrar 

166 Al-Maqsad al-Arshadfi Dhikr Aýbdb al-Imdm Abmad by Burhdn al-Din lbrdhim b. Muflib (revised 

by Dr. 'Abd al-Rabrndn B. Suleimdn Al-'Uthaym-m), 2/174, note 2. 
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wa Jannat al-Mutawakkil-in al-Akhydr. These include Shams al-Din al-Sakhdwi (in 

al-Dau' al-Ldme'), the editor of Ibn al-Mubarrid's al-Jauhar al-Munaddad, Haj! 

Khallfah (in I4dý al-Maknoz7n), Ibn Muflit (in al-Maqýad al-Arshad) and Ibn lianild 

(in al-Suýub al-Wabilah). 167 

If it were accurate, this title would have no relevance to the subject matter; there is no 

correlation between (i. e., travellers) and Qur'anic verses pertaining to patience. 
Therefore,, the correct word is al-$dbir-in. 

This misunderstanding can be clarified in two ways. First, most of these biographies 

are merely direct copies of other works. For example, Ibn Uamid declared in al- 
Suýub al-Wabilah that he had copied this information from two works of his own 

sheikh, Ibn Ijajar al-Asqaldn-1 (Inbd' al-Ghumr and Raf al-ýsr), and also from al- 

Maqr-1zVs Durar al-'Uqoz7d. 168 Moreover, in his bibliographical book, I44dý al- 

Maknoz7n, Ijaj! Khalifah gave mention of the name of that book though ljdji's book 

was only an index of books. 169 

The editor of both al-Maqýad al-Arshad and al-Jauhar al-Muna44ad was Dr. 'Abd 

al-Raýmdn B. Sulaymdn al-'Uthaymm. Although he describes IM's work differently 

in two places, he clearly states that he has transmitted the book from its 

contemporaries; in other words, he is a mere copyist. Consequently, it becomes clear 

that 'al-Sd'it-in' was recorded by one author and then copied verbatim by the others. 

Moreover, because of its relative ambiguity, the letter /$/ in the word 'al-$dbiffin' 

should have been pronounced /$dd/. Nevertheless, the key point is that the 

description and title of the author survive in the manuscript itself The fact that the 

original title is written on the manuscript cover, as well as the introduction, should be 

sufficient to settle any remaining controversy. 

167 Al-pau'al-Ldme', 4/223; al-Jauhar al-Muna44ad, p. 68; I4dý al-Maknot7n, 5/583. 

168 Al-Suýt7b al-Wdbilah, p. 222. 

169 I4db al-Maknoi7n, 5/583. 
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Finally, it should be noted that al-Zirkl! in his book al-A'Idm, correctly ascribed the 

work to IM. However, his citation refers to the content rather than the actual title: 
4 170 one of his books is al-&br Wa al-Tawakkul' . 

III Physical Description of the Manuscript: 
Our analysis of the physical layout of Junnat al-, ýdbiriin is based upon a single unique 

manuscript, housed in the library of the Arab Scientific Assembly in Damascus (No: 

77). It is thus an extremely valuable document. Previously, it belonged to 'Uthmdn 

B. Aýmed al-Madan-I al-Maqdisi. Aýmed B. al-Shihdb Abmed, of Damascus, is also 

recorded as an owner, in 884 AH. 

A clear facsimile of the original was kindly donated by the Arab Scientific Assembly. 

Prior to this, access to a microfilm photocopy was gained at the Jum'ah al-Mdjid 
Centre for Culture and Heritage in Dubai, The United Arab Emirates. 

Upon receiving a copy, it was discovered that the manuscript contained 266 sheets of 

medium size. There were two pages on each sheet, each page containing an average 

of nineteen lines. Each line contained approximately ten words. The text is 

characterised by clarity and lucidity; some of the text has been given diacritical vowel 

marks. There are, however, some mistakes in the use of the signs. There are also 

some grammatical errors. In the following section, these mistakes will be noted and 

rectified, in order to establish the correct usage. 

The manuscript opens in the following manner: 

'2/13 In the name of Alldh, Most Gracious, Most Merciful. All praise is due to 

Alldh, who grants the patient His anticipated mercy and who gives those who 

trust in Him what they could never gain through their own efforts. I thank 

Him for His great favours and enormous grace. This gratitude stems from 

someone who believes in Alldh and hopes to be rewarded beautifully. There is 

none worthy of worship except Alldh, who has no partner, a testimony from 

one of the faithful who has been granted complete virtue. I testify that 

170 Al-A'ldm, 4/23. 
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Mobarnmed is His Slave and Messenger, and that his Kinsfolk, Companions, 

Wives, Ancestors, and Relatives are the best Companions and the most 
honourable tribe. 0 Allah! Free our tongues from muteness; make our 

ambitions true, in triumph; give us a sign of Your relief, a warranty of Your 

providence and a light from Your guidance. Fill our hearts with a desire to 

meet You well; bless us and make us assemble in love in your home of dignity 

with those Prophets, believers, martyrs, and virtuous blessed by you'. 

It concluded this way: 

'We relate from Abfi Bakr al-Sunnfi, on the authority of 'Aishah, Allah bless 

her, that the Prophet, when going to bed every night, used to close his palms 

and cite surat al-lkhldý al-Falaq and al-Nds. 

Qul houa Allahu Aýad. 

(Say: He is Alldh, the One). 171 

And 

Qul A"adhu birabbi al-Falaq. 

(Say: I seek refuge with the Lord of the Dawn). 172 

And 

Qul A'fidhu birabbi al-Nds. 

(Say: I seek refuge with the Lord and Cherisher of Mankind). 173 

He would then pass his hands along his body, including his head, face and 

front. He used to do that three times. We transmitted from Ibn al-Sunn! who 

said that 'Aba 'Abd al-Raýmdn (al-Nasd'! ) relates that 'Umar b. 'All relates 

that Abfi 'Aýem relates that Ibn AbI Zayd relates that 'Usaid B. AbfI 'Usaid 

relates, from Mu'ddh B. 'Abd Alldh B. Ijabib, that his father said: 'we were 

stricken with thirst and darkness and waited the Prophet to pray. He then 

mentioned some words. He came out saying: ' recite! '. I said, 'what should I 

171 AI-Ikhldý: I- (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 2028. 

172 Al-Falaq: 1. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 2030. 

173 Al-Nds: 1. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 2033. 
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recite! T ' recite al-Ikhlds, al-Falaq, and al-Nds when you go to bed at night 

and when you wake up in the morning; and this will guard you against every 

thing. 

Qul houa Alldhu Abad. 

(Say: He is Alldh, the One). 174 

266 /A and both: 

(Say: I seek refuge with the Lord of the Dawn). 175 

And 

Qul A'fidhu birabbi al-Falaq. 
(Say: I seek refuge with the Lord and Cherisher of Mankind). 176 

QuI A'fidhu birabbi al-Nds. 
Say this when you go to bed and when you get up. This will guarantee 

everything'. 

The last page of the manuscript reads: The book is finished. 

(Al-Ijamdu li Ildh-1 rabbi aldlarnin bamdan kathiran tayyban kamd 

yubibbu rabbund wayarod, wakamd yanbagh! likarami wajhih-1, wa 'izzi 

aldlihil, wa albamdu li Ildhi wabdah, waýalld Allahu 'ald sayydind Mubammad 

wa Alih-1 waýabbih-i wa sallam). 

'This is the first copy written from the original by the author in Al-Jawziyyah School 

in East-Baghddd, on Saturday Jumddd al-Akhir 6 th 
, 

814 Hijrah, by the hand of its 

weak author who trusts in Alldh (the Subtle, the Aware) Abd al-'AzIz B. al-'Izz, the 

Judge of the Holy Jerusalem, may Alldh reward him greatly. He is able to do what He 

wishes'. 

After a detailed investigation, in several leading research centres (such as the King 

Fayýal Centre for Islamic Research and Study in Riyadh and the Sulaimaniyah 

Library in Istanbul) and on the Internet, it was discovered that there were no other 

174 Al-lkhldý: 1. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 2028. 
175 Al-Falaq: 1. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 2030. 
176 Al-Nds: 1. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 2033. 
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copies of Junnat al-ýdbirin in existence. The manuscript found in the Arabic 

language Academy, in Damascus, is therefore unique. Despite this, it is characterised 
by its excellent shape, clear print and accuracy. 

To compensate for the lack of other available copies, information from historical 

sources has been relied upon in verifying the text. Divergences have been noted in 

the margins. 

Upon examining the manuscript, it became obvious that it was a clear copy, written in 

a good calligraphic style. Titles, Qur'anic chapters and verses, as well as subject 
headings, have all been written in darker ink. 

There are some records of previous owners on the second sheet of the manuscript. 

The document seems to have been purchased at some point by a certain Yo-asuf B. al- 

N4irl MOammad B. al-Sayfl- ljdtem al-Ijalabi. Another record names 'Uthman B. 

Abmad B. Ibrahim al-Madanli al-Maqdis! as owner, stating further that he purchased it 

from Sheikh Mobammad al-'Umar-l. 

A certain Atmad B. al-Shihab Atmad AmIr (Ataq Tabaryas) al-Matrusah, sponsor 

of the Protectorate of Tripoli, who died in Damascus on Jumddd al-Akhir 6 th 848 AH, 

is also recorded as a previous owner of the manuscript. His ownership was re-stated 

at the end of the document, below the last line. 

At the beginning and end of the manuscript, as well as in other places, there is a seal. 

The text of this seal reads: 

'To carry out the will of Mr. Mobarnmad Badr al-Din al-Ijasan-1, this book was 

returned to the Waqf by his grandson, Mr. Moýarnrnad Fakhr al-Din B. 

Moliammad Iýdm, may Alldh forgive them, in 1395 Hijrah'. 

The word Waqf was clearly legible at the top of the first paper, before the Basmallah. 

A further three records of ownership can be seen on the manuscript's first sheet; these 

are illegible, however. 
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It was discovered that, some sheets appears to be missing from the introduction before 

the pagination starts. 

The rest of the pagination is complete and follows a clear sequential order. Missing 

papers can be compensated for. The missing papers include an index of the book's 

content and of relevant Qur'anic verses, from Surat (al-Fatibah) to Surat (Yofinus). 

IM's original index, given at the beginning of Junnat al-ýdbir7n, has been recorded in 

a number of bibliographical catalogues. It has therefore been possible to overcome 

this problem and to rectify errors and establish the correct and accurate text. 

In addition, I have discovered that there were a number of pages lost from the 

beginning of the book before the pagination starts (for the pagination was complete 

and serially - arranged). But, the loss of those pages can be retrieved. In fact, those 

pages were an index of the contents of the Qur'anic verses of patience and of trust in 

Alldh. The lost Qur'anic chapters are from the beginning of surat (al-Fdtiýah) to the 

end of Surat (Yofinus). The author made an index of the content of the book in the 

front of the book, as was the custom of some old compilers. I have been able to 

define and specify that loss by recognising the succession of topics in the book. So, I 

have overcome this obstacle without any hindrance. 

IV. Revision Methods: 

1.1 have re-paginated the sheets of the manuscript. For some sheets were 

already paged while others were not. I have paginated them from the 

first sheet till sheet No. 266/A. So, I have discovered that their total 

number is 266, which differs from that of the Academy of Arabic 

Language in Damascus. 

2.1 have marked the right-hand side of sheets with Arabic letter (1) (A) 

and the left-hand side with the letter (ý, j) (B); and I have put down a 

slash pointing to the beginning and the end of the sheet on the margin 

3/A; 5/B). When a Qur'anic verse is not completed at the end of a 
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page, I preferred to inscribe the slash at the end of the Qur'anic text in 

order to maintain its general form. 

3. The sequence of pages was controlled through linking comments. 
There were gaps in some pages. 

4.1 have paginated the edition section of the manuscript, starting with the 

number 1. at the mid-bottom of each page, whereas I have paginated 
the study section separately starting with the number 1, at the mid-top 

of each page. 
5. The manuscript was copied according to the rules of modem Arabic. 

6. Punctuation marks, authorised by commentators, are given special 

attention. 
7. The surahs of the Qurdn are each identified through special titles on 

separate pages and are numbered sequentially for ease of reference. 
There are 114 surahs in total. 

8. To avoid mispronunciation, some words were completely vowelised, 

whilst others were only partially vowelised. In the manuscript itself, 

there is only partial word vowelisation. 
9. Unusual words are interpreted through reference to specialist works 

and to Arabic dictionaries. 

10. Gaps in the text have generally been resolved by reference to the 

author's own sources. Where this was not possible, a suitable word 
has been inserted between two marks '[ .... ]' and a marker pointing to 

the margin has been added. Where it was not possible to insert a 

suitable word, two dots between brackets have been inserted '(.. .. )'. 

11. Additions to the manuscript are indicated by the following marks 

Cf... 15. 

12. Qur'anic verses are written in the original Uthmani script of the 

'Source Qurdn', which copes well with the reading by 'Asern 

according ljafý. These have been extracted from the Ijarf company9s 
CD (see bibliography for details). Variant readings are documented. 

Qur'anic verses are given between brackets showing the name 

of the surah, and the number of the verse '[ ... ]'. Verses that have not 
been given by the author himself have been inserted into the margins. 
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13.1 have verified the genlline pronunciation of the generally-authorised 

recitations, together with the different relations regarding them, from 

the generally approved books of recitation (using three different, 

approved sources). As for anomalous relations, I have verified them 

from anomaly books or from the principal books of exegesis. 
14. Prophetic traditions are taken from Ijad-ith collections. The book title, 

volume, chapter, page and number of each Had-ith are given. The 

whole Ijadith text, or parts of it, are recorded when the author refers to 

the theme of the liadlith between the marks ".. .. 
". 

15. Significant terms employed in the book are defined by reference to 

Ijad-ith, Islamic jurisprudence and other authorities where necessary. 
16. The proverbs used in the book have been authenticated through 

reference to proverb collections. 
17. Poetry and iambuses have been verified by referring to relevant 

sources, including works on poetry and its interpretation, lexicons and 
dictionaries. The names of the poet, the poem itself and the collection 
have been given. Missing hemistich has been filled in where 

necessary. 

18. The original full forms of idioms relating to transmission, such as 

'Thand and Nd', have been changed to 'Ijaddathand' and 'Akhbarand'. 

19. Grammatical errors have been corrected; the correct form has been 

given in the footnotes. 

20. Biographical sketches of most of the prominent figures referred to in 

the text have been included. Names, birth, tutor and students, 
important works and time and place of death have been recorded in 

each case. 
21. Since this investigation has depended upon a single manuscript, details 

of the author's copying from other works have been included in the 

margin, with references; paraphrases are also given with major 

references. 
22. Information regarding relevant denominations and sects referred to in 

the text has been given. Countries, places, rivers and other such scenes 

mentioned by the author are thoroughly defined. Comments are given 

where necessary, with full references. 
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23. Points of jurisprudence and the comments of relevant specialists have 

been recorded. For the ease of future research, a special index 

recording all such matters has been included. 

24.1 have retained the additions and rectifications, made on the margins of 

the manuscript by the transcriber, by writing the statement ' Inscribed 

on the margin of original text in different handwriting ', together with 

referring in the notes to the place of such an addition on the relevant 

sheet of the original text of the manuscript. 

25. Cases of incorrect spelling (one letter in place of another) or distortion 

(a word in place of another) are made clear. The correct form is given, 

with a full reference. Correctible errors have been replaced and noted. 

26. Minor mistakes, such as the missing of a dot (ýý for ýL) are not 

recorded. 
27. Whenever the author wrote ' It has been mentioned above... ', or ' It 

has been stated before... ' and the like, I referred in the notes to the 

right place of the point in question. 

28. Technical indices have been formulated in the following order: 

Qur'anic Verses 
Prophetic Ijad7ith 

(iii) Poetry 

(iv) Proverbs 

(v) Biographies of Prominent Figures 

(vi) Author's Sources 

(vii) Terms and Definitions 

(viii) Jurisprudence and Legal Rules 

(ix) Sources and References 

W General Contents 

29. Sources and references are ordered alphabetically, beginning with the 

author, book title, publisher, edition number, date, and places. 
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Conclusion: 

In concluding our study, there are two different aspects that need to be addressed. 
The first is an examination of our most important results. The second consists of a 
number of important suggestions and recommendations. 

I. Results of the Study: 

It is of paramount importance to consider the objective exegesis a 
systematic specialisation among other Qurdnic disciplines and exegeses, 

since specialisation in all realms and branches of learning and research is 

prevalent in our present times. In fact, all-inclusive knowledge is a divine 

attribute unavailable to any mortal. And though learned men among our 

ancestors used to have comprehensive knowledge, such attribute has 

become one attribute of the past centries. Our present world call for 

specialization and for acquiring deep knowledge in one branch of learning 

in order to a chieve progress and creativity. 

2- Another significant result of this research project has been an increased 

awareness of and hopefully an increased benefit from, the cultural heritage 

of Islam. In particular, it has led to a greater understanding of the lives 

and histories of the Muslim scholars of the past. Spreading awareness of 

the learning of such great figures has helped establish a very strong 

connection with them. A genuine link with the source material has also 
been made during the course of this thesis. Moreover, this thesis has 

highlighted and emphasised the strength of the Islamic heritage. 

3- This thesis has also provided the Islamic library with an updated version of 

IM's valuable work. It seems certain that all members of society will 

benefit from IM's manuscript, both practically and spiritually. The subject 

of his book is both old and new simultaneously; it deals with an important 

aspect of reality and shows transparently the true inspiration behind life. 
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The work's reference to the Prophet's life and conduct is also significant; 

it provides a practical model and example to follow. 

4- This project has added an edited and revised manuscript to the list of those 

already published. It is also the first book written by IM to be published in 

modem times, and according to modem standards. The work is one of 

many discussions on IM's life and thoughts. It is to be hoped that this 

effort will be the first of many, so that IM's scientific and scholarly 

heritage will become available to future generations. 
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IT Suggestions and Recommendations 

Modem technology should be used more effectively to further scientific 

research,, especially in the various religious disciplines. We can not deny 

the amazing growth of technology. It is hoped that the use of such 
technology will enable future researchers to reach their full academic 
potential. Little benefit will be derived from technology if it is not used 
for the general good of humanity; indeed, the failure to use technology 

responsibly has led mankind to the brink of destruction. This fact should 

make future generations fully aware of their duty in taking up and 

overcoming this challenge. 

2- Manuscript centres, devoted to the research and revision of Arabic and 
Islamic texts, need to be established. They need to be professional in 

outlook and scientific in approach. Much work remains to be done in 

caring for these priceless documents, as well as in indexing the entire 
manuscript corpus. In order to facilitate greater and easier research, an 
international database network should be established on the Internet. This 

would help make the world into a small, well-connected village. The 

difficulties faced by researchers in this field, especially in locating 

manuscripts and in obtaining information about them, is clearly obvious. 
The duplication of research is a major example of such problems; 

researchers are often surprised to find that their subject has already been 

discussed by some one else many years ago. 

3- Universities should conduct publishing of scientific researches and 
Academic theses submitted by Higer-Education students; the difficulties 

that the students will incounter are well-known to all. And we are all aware 
just how much important these researches are, scientifically, ideologically 

and educationally. Unfortunately, many important works remain hidden 

away in University libraries; in a few fortunate cases, however, such works 
have been published through individual finance and effort. 
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4- Another recommendation is that universities should encourage research by 

removing key obstacles. In particular, provision of incentives as well as an 
increased number of research scholarships, would go a long way in 

addressing these issues. Awards for technical excellence would also draw 

much needed talent into the academic field. Higher education in the Arab 

and Muslim worlds is still facing many difficulties. If we compare these 

centres with Western institutions, we find that Western universities have 

long-term plans for supporting and developing research and researchers. 
There is room for improvement in the Arab and Muslim worlds. If our 

universities can move forward in this area, they will become a source of 

practical benefit to their communities. 

Finally, I hope that I have succeeded in completing this study in an accurate, and 

analytical manner. And it is Allah Himself who guides us to the right path. So, I ask 
him to prosper me, and I put my trust in Him, my creator, to whom I turn my face. 

Researcher: 

'Adniin B. 'Abd al-Razzdq al-ffamwi al-'Olabi 
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Appendices 
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L Manuscript Specimens 

(i) A copy of the front page of the manuscript. 
(ii) A copy of the second page, giving details of previous ownership. 
(iii) A copy of the ninth sheet of the manuscript, confirming the book's title. 

(iv) A copy of the last sheet of the manuscript. 
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A copy of the front page of the manuscript 
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A copy of the second page: 
The beginning of the manuscript, giving details of previous ownership 
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A copy of the ninth sheet of the manuscript, confirming the book's title 
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A copy of the last sheet of the manuscript 
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11. Biographical Information: 

Khaulah Bint Thalabah b. Asraml 77 was the wife of Aws b. al-Sdmit, brother of 

'Ubddah. It is due to her divorce, Erom her husband in pre-islamic times, known al- 
Zihar that the first verses of Sfirah al-Mujadilah are believed to have been revealed: 
"Allah has indeed heard (and accepted) the statement of the woman who pleads with 
thee concerning her husband and carries her complaint (in prayer) to Allah: and Allah 
(always) hears the arguments between both sides among you: for Allah hears and sees 

(all things)". 178 The marriage ended with Aws b. al-$dmit's declaring to his wife; 

"You art to me as the back of my mother". 179 

Hatib b. Ab! Baltaah b. 'Amr b. 'Umair b. Saldmah al-Lakhmi, from Yemen. He was 

an ally of Ban! Asad, and was commonly known as "Ab-a 'Abd Alldh". Some say that 

he became an ally of al-Zubayr. This was apparent from his dealing with the 

inhabitants of Meccd. In addition, he sent a letter to the Meccans informing them of 
Muýammad's plans to invade. Furthermore, verses relating to this episode were 

revealed in Sfirah al-Mumatabinah. In fact Ijdtib b. AbI Balta'ah defended himself 

and claimed that it was not true that his family had the protection of a Meccan clan, 

consequently Mubammad forgave him. 

In the year 6 AH. The Prophet sent ljdtib him as an envoy to the king of Egypt. In 

return, the king sent him back with three slave girls and Maria the copt, as a gift for 

Muhammad, who in turn handed the women to the care of his companions. The king 

acted in such a manner after hearing ljdtib relate four traditions, some of which are in 

the $abib of Muslim. He died in 30 AH. at the age of 65, and it is said that the caliph 

'Uthmdn led his funeral prayer. 180 

177 This woman is also referred to as Khaulah Bint Mdlik b. Tha'labah or as Khaulah Bint Hakirn Bint 

Walij, or simply as Khauwaylah- 
178 Al-Muiddilah: 1. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 

1703. 
179 Al-Isdbah, (comment No. 361); Asd al-Ghabah, 6/194, (comment No. 6879); Al-Isfii'db, 4/1830. 

Thesis: p. II 
180 Asd al- Gh dbah, 1/49 1, (comment No. 10 11). Thesis: p. 12. 
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Muhammad h- Myslymah b. Saldmah b. Khdlid Abfi 'Abd al-RaWin al-Anýdrl al- 
Madan-1. was an ally to Ban! 'Abd al-Ashhal. He was born twenty-two years before 

the advent of prophethood. He had named Mubammad in the pre-Islamic era. He had 

related some traditions from the prophet and took part in the Battle of Badr and in 

other succeeding battles, except Tabak as he had a leave of absence. Both his 

children and him were companions of the prophet. He was one of those who went to 

kill Ka'b b. al-Ashraf. Moreover, the prophet made him the temporary governror of 

al-Med7inah during some raids. Later on, he did not take part in the Insurrection and 
did not participate in the Battles of al-Jamal and of $uffin. He settled in Med-inah and 

al-Rabadhah. He died in Medmah after the murder of 'Uthmdn in 46 AH, at the age of 

seventy-seven. 
181 

Sultan b. Saldmah b. Waqsh b. Zughbah al-Aws! al-Anýdfli, brother of Salamah b. 

Salamah, known as Ab! Nd'ilah. According to a ýaý! ý report, he was involved in the 

murder of Ka'b b. al-Ashraf. He took part in the Battle of Ubud. He was a poet and an 

archer. 182 

'Abbdd b. Bishr b. Waqsh b. Zughbah. He took part in the Battle of Badr and died a 

martyr in the Battle of Yamamah, at the age of forty-five. He took part in the killing 

of Ka'b b. al-Ashraf, Ab-ft Dawofid related some traditions from him in al-FaO'il. 
Moreover., he was mentioned in al-Sah7h, in the report transmitted by Anas, who said 

that " 'Usaid b. Ijudair and him left the place of the prophet during a dark night. Then, 

the stick of one of them emitted light. But when they separated, the sticks of both of 

them emitted light". 183 

Al-Harith b. Aws b. Mu'ddh b. al-Nu'mdn al-Aws! al-Ansdfi-, nephew of Sa'd b. 

Mu'ddh (the Chief of al-Aws). He took part in the Battle of Badr, and died a martyr at 

the Battle of UbUd, at the age of twenty-eight. He also participated in the killing of 

18 1 Al-Isdbah, 3/364, (comment No. 7808). Thesis: p. 56. 

182 Al-ýsdbah, (comment No. 1146). Thesis: p. 56. 

183 Al-Isdbah, 2/254, (comment No. 4455). Thesis: p. 56. 
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Ka'b b. al-Ashraf, His name was mentioned in Sah7h al-Bukhdr7ý in the report of 
Jdbir, who said that 'Muhammad b. Salamah has brought two men with him: Ab! 

Aqyas b. Jdbir and al-liarith b. Aws. 184 

Al-Arqam b. Ab! al-Arqam. His full name is 'Abd Mundf b. 'Abd Alldh b. 'Umar b. 

Makhz5m, and he was also called "Aba 'Abd Alldh". His mother was Tamadur al- 
Sahmiyyah. Some said that he was the eleventh person to embrace Islam, but al- 
Ijakim said that he was the seventh. Al-Bukhdfi- stated that he was a companion of the 
Prophet. His house was on Mount $afa-, and the Prophet used to stay there the 

beginning of revelation. After 'Umar's confession of Islam, when the number of 
Muslims amounted to forty men, they left his house. Abmad, al-Udkim and others 

related traditions from him. He died in 55 AH. He took part in all of the battles, 

including Badr and UbUd. The Prophet gave him a house in Med-inah. 185 

'Abd Alldh b. Shabramah b. al-Tufail b. Hassan,, Aba Shabramah al-Dabb! (related to 

Pabbah). He was an inhabitant of al-K-ftfah, and was born in 73 AH. He was a 

trustworthy and ascetic character and later became a prominent Islamic jurist. He was 

appointed to the Justice of al-Sawdd (the green plains of Southern Iraq). He related 

traditions from Anas and the Tabi'ln (the Companions' Successors). 'Abd al-Malik, 

Sa'1d, Ibn al-Mubarak and others related traditions from him. He died in 144 AH. 186 

JI-Bard' b. 'jzib b. al-Ijarith b. 'AdI b. Aws al-Anýdrli. He was called "Ab-a 

'Amarah", though some said " AbfI 'Amr". Both his father and him were 

Companions. AýMad related Erom him that at the Battle of Badr, the Prophet 

regarded him and Ibn 'Umar as too young to take part in the fighting. He was then 

sent home. Neverthelessl he witnessed the Battle of Ubud, as well as fourteen others. 

He died during the rule of Muý'ab b. al-Zubayr in 72 AH. He fought beside 'Ali in 

the Battles of al-Jamal and $uffin. He related a number of traditions. 1 87 

184 Al-Isdbah, 1/273, (comment No. 137 1). Thesis: p. 56. 

185 Al-Isdbah, 1/43, (comment No. 73); Asd al-Ghdbah, 1/85, (comment No. 70). Thesis: p. 65. 

186 Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, 51250; Al-Ibarfi khabar man ghabar, 1/197; Al-Ansdb, 8/384. Thesis: p. 74. 

187 Al-Isabah, 1/147, (comment No. 618). Thesis: p. 75. 
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h b. Ab! 'Imrdn Abfi Mulýammed al-Hildl! al-Kfifi-. He settled in 
Meccd, and was one of the most renowned narrators of traditions. In fact, all scholars 
give him unanimous credit and cite him as an authority. He had a strong memory. He 

related from 'Abd al-Malik b. 'Umair, Ijamid al-Tawil, Ijamid b. Qays and others. 
Al-A'mash, Ibn Jurayj, Shu'bah, al-Thaur-1, al-Shafi'!, and others related Erom him. 

He died in 198 AH. 188 

Abi7 Sufydn b. al-Hdrith b. Qais Yaz-id b. I)ubay'ah al-Anýdrli al-Awsi. He was called 
"Abfi al-Bandt" (i. e., father of the daughters). He took part in the Battles of Badr and 
Uhud. In the latter he said, "I will fight and then return to my daughters". But when 
Muslims were defeated, he said: "0 Allah! I don't want to return to my daughters. I 

want to die in support of Your cause' . And he fought till he was killed. 

Consequently, the Prophet praised him for his behaviour. However, some state that 

he was killed in the Battle of Khaybar. 1 89 

As'ad b. Zurdrah b. 'Udas b. 'Ubayd b. Malik b. al-Najjdr al-Khazraji. He was called 
"As'ad al-Khayr 99 and also "Ab-a 'Umamah". He was one of the first men of al-Anýdr 

to embrace Islam, and he attended the three meetings of al-'Aqabah, hence his 

nickname " 'Aq-ib". In fact, as the Chief of Baid al-Najjdr, he was the first man to 

declare fealty to the prophet on the night of al 'Aqabah. Moreover, he was the first 

man to perform the Friday-noon prayer in Med-inah. He died in the month of 

Shawwdl, during the first year before the Battle of Badr, and he was the first person to 

be buried in the cemetery of al-Baql'. 190 

Sa'd b. 'Ubjdah b. Dulaym b. 1jdrithah al-Khazraji. He was called "Aba Thdbit". At 

the second pledge of fealty, he was the Chief of Ban! Sd'idah, and was the holder of 

al-Anýdrs' flag in all battles. He was masterful, dignified, generous and zealous. 

188 Shadharat al-Dhahab, 1/354; Tahdhlb al-Tahdhib, 4/117; APlzdn al-I'tiddl, 2/170. Thesis: p. 77 

189 Al-Isabah, 4/9 1, (comment No. 543); Asd al-Ghdbah., 5/149, (comment No. 5960). Thesis: p. 79. 

190 Asd al-Ghdbah, 1/205; al-Tabaqdt al-Kubrd, 3/608. Thesis: p. 82. 
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After the death of the Messenger of Allah, he showed an interest in the Office of 
Caliph and demanded fealty from the people, at the house of Ban! Sd'idah. However, 

when the peoples' loyalty was given to al-$idd-iq (Abft Bakr) he did not declare fealty 
to him, or to 'Umar. Subsequently, he went to Syria and settled down in Ijawrdn till 

he died in 15 AH. He was buried in the countryside of Damascus. 191 

Abj Ayvi7b Khj1id b. Zaid b. Tha'labah b. 'Abd Alldh 'Awf al-Khazrdj! al-Anýdrli. He 

was known as "Abfi Ayyab. " His mother was Hind bint Sa'Id b. 'Amr. He witnessed 
al-'Aqabah, Badr, Uýud and all of the other battles. The Profit lodged in his house 

when he first came to Medmah as a Muhajir. 192 

'Abd Allah b. Rawdhah b. Tha'labah b. Imri' al-Qays al-Khazraj! al-Amýdrli. He was 
also called "Abfi MOammad", and his mother was Kabshah bint Wdqid. He 

witnessed al-'Aqabah, Badr, Ubud, al-Khandaq ('the Battle of the Trench') and all of 
the other battles, except the conquest of Meccd and other succeeding incidents. This 
is because he died a martyr at the Battle of Mu'tah; where he was the leader of the 

army at that Battle. He left no legacy behind him. He was a poet and used his poetry 

to defend the Profit; he recited some eloquent verses before he was killed. 193 

Mdfik b. Sa'sa'ah b. Wahb b. 'Ad-I b. Malik al-Amýdrli al-Khazraji. He was one of 

Ban! Mdzin b. al-Najjdr. Anas b. Malik related the Ijad-ith of al-Isrd' from him. 194 

Ubav b. Kab b. Qays b. 'Ubayd b. Zayd b. Malik b. al-Najjdr al-Anýdrli, "Ab-ft 

Mundhir". He was one of the participants in the second meeting of al-'Aqabah, and 
he witnessed all battles, including Badr. The Prophet said: "Congratulations for 

knowledge, Abd al-Mundhir". He also said to him: "Allah has en oined me to read to i 

you! " Moreover, the scholars of Ijadlith recorded many of his narrations in their 

19, Asd al-Ghdbah, 2/443; Al-Tabaqdt al-Kubrd, 3/613. Thesis: p. 83. 

192 Asd al-Ghdbah, 1/65 1, (comment No. 136 1); & 5/25, (comment No. 5707). Thesis: p. 92. 

193 Asd al-Ghabah, 3/129, (comment No. 294 1). Thesis: p. 95. 

194 Asd al-Ghdbah, 5/27, (comment No. 4597); Al-Isabah, 5/728, (comment No. 7645). Thesis: p. 15 8. 
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volumes of sah-1h traditions. Besides this, he was regarded as one of the six 

authorities of religious advice (fiqh). He died in 22 AH. 195 

Eavnah b. Ab! 'Imrdn Aba Muhammad al Su&dn b. V5 -Hildl! al-Kfifi. He was one of 
the outstanding and trustworthy narrators. The community of scholars have 

unanimously agreed on accepting his narrations. Moreover, his memory was strong. 
Al-Shdfi'l said: "I have never seen anybody whose knowledge is as large as that of 
Ibn 'Uyaynah and I have never seen anybody who is as adept at giving religious 

counsel, and at the same time reluctant to give it". He related from 'Abd al-Malik b. 

'Umayr, from IjamId al-Tawil, from Ijamid b. Qays and from others. Al-'Amash, b. 

Jurayj, Shu'bah, al-Thawr-1, al-Shafi'! and others, related traditions from him. ' 96 

'Urwah b. al-Abair b. al-'Awwdm b. Khuwaylid b. Asad al-Qurashl, Ab-a 'Abd 

Alldh al-Madani. Ibn Sa'd said about him: "He was trustworthy; a copious narrator of 
traditions, a jurist, scholar, trustworthy and strict". Al-'ljlI confirmed his 

trustworthiness and mentioned him among the Successors, he was also one of the four 

main jurists of Medmah. He was born in 23 Ali and died in 92 AH. 197 

'Amr b. 'Abd Wud a one of the Ban-1 Lu'ai branch of Quraysh. He was the 
Chief warrior and the most valiant man of Quraysh in the pre-Islamic era. He 

witnessed the advent of Islam, but did not embrace it. He survived until the battle of 

al-Khandaq, by which time he was more than eighty years old. In fact, 'Amr was not 

as famous as were other knights of the pre-Islamic era, like 'Amr b. al-Tufayl Bastamil 

and Ibn al-Ijarith. This was because they were bedouins who often engaged in raids 
for plunder. By contrast, 'Amr was a member of the settled Quraysh tribe, which was 

not generally inclined to raiding. His name was mentioned in the Sirah ('biography') 

of the prophet as 'Amr b. 'Abd Wud. 198 

195 Al-Isabah, 1/27, (comment No. 32). Thesis; p. 175. 

196 Tahdh7b al-Tahdhib.,. 4/117; Mzdn al-Itiddl, 2/170; Shadharat al-Dhahab, 1/354. Thesis: p. 204. 

197 Tahdhib al-Kamdl, 20/11, (comment No. 3905). Thesis: P. 209. 

198 Sirah Ibn Hishdm, 3/15 1; Al-Rawd al-unuf, 2/191; Al-A'ldm, 5/8 1. Thesis: p. 301. 
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'Ata' b. Ab7 Rabah 
-, - 

(his father's name was Aslam al-Qurash! al-Fihr-Q AbfI 
Muhammed al-Makk-i. He was a freed slave and an ally of the family of AbI 
Khaytham, governor of Meccd under Caliph 'Umar b. al-Khattdb (some reports 
mention him as the freed slave of Ban! Jumah). He was born in 27 AH and was one 
of the half-breed soldiers. He grew up in Meccd. He was trustworthy, knowledgeable 

and virtuous., although he related many Mursal &di-ths. However, some have said 
that his habit changed in the last years of his life, during which time he related few 

such traditions. He died in 114 AH. 199 

Muhammad b. Zivad, known as Ibn 'Arjbý (Abd 'Abd Alldh). He was a narrator of 
traditions!, a linguist and an authority on the genealogy of famous men. He was born 

in 150 AH, and was one of the inhabitants of al-Kfifah. He was, moreover, a copious 

poet. Furthermore, he was fostered by al-Fadl b. Mubammad, the author of al- 
Mufaddaliyydt. Tha'lab was a student of his. He died in 231 AH. He wrote many 

books, like al-Nawadir wa TafsIr al-Amthal and al-Bir. 200 

Ismd'! l b. Muhammad b. Yazid b. Mufzi' al-Ijurnyarli, Ab-ft Hdshim. He was an Imdrn! 

Shiite and an adept poet. In fact, Bashshdr and him were the best of the succeeding 

poets. Nevertheless, because he crossed the acceptable line in defaming certain of the 

Prophet's Companions and spouses, he became obscure and people rarely recited his 

poetry. He was born in Nu'mdn, near the River Euphrates in Syria, in 105 AH and 

201 grew up in al-Baýrah, and died in Baghddd in 173 AH . 

'Al-l b. 'Isd b. 'Al-l Abfi al-Ijasan al-Rumman-1. Al-Rummdnl was a member of the 

Mu'tazill School of Thought, a commentator and one of the greatest Arabic 

grammarians. His original home was in Samirra'. He was born in Baghddd in 296 

AH and died there in 384 AH. He wrote approximately one hundred books, although 

most of them have subsequently been lost. Some of his existing works are al-Nukatfil 

199 Tahdhlb al-Kamdl, 20/69, (comment No. 3933); Taqr7lb al-Tahdhib, p. 677, (comment No. 4623). 

Thesis: p. 316. 
200 Tdr7kh Baghddd, 5/282; Al-Fahrast, 69; Al-A'Idm, 6/13 1. Thesis: p. 33 1. 

201 Al-A'Idm, 1/322; Kitdb al-Aghdn7,7/2; Al-Biddyah, 10/173. Thesis: p. 343. 
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Ijdz al-Qurdn, Ma'dn7 al-Qurdn, and Kitdb al-Tafs7r. However, this term was not 
found in any of his surviving works. 202 

'Ubaid b. 'Umair b. Qatddah al-Laith-1, Ab'a 'Aýim al-Makki. According to Muslim, 
he was born during the lifetime of the Prophet. Another authority regarded him as 
one of the most eminent successors. He was a narrator of the people of Meccd, and 

scholars have unanimously adjudged him trustworthy. He died before Ibn 'Umar. 203 

Yahvd b. Abi Kathir aI-TjT His master was Abfi Naýr al-Yamdmi. The full name of 
his father was Ab! Kath-ir is Sdlih b. al-Mutawakkil, though some said Yasdr. Al-'Ijl! 

regarded him as trustworthy and AbInad b. Ijanbal deemed him equal to al-Zubr-1, 

even preferring his opinions when different. Moreover, Aba Ijdtim testified that he 

was a master and that he did not transmit anything except from trustworthy people. 
He recorded his transmission of Mursals from Anas. In addition, Ibn Ijibban recorded 
him as a trustworthy authority. Moreover, Yahyd b., Sa'id said: "The Mursals of 

Yahyd b. AbY Kath-ir are as plentiful as the wind. " They are all the same, collections of 

tradition transmitted from him. He died in 129 Ajj. 204 

Sufydn b. 'Abd Alldh b. Rabia b. al-Ijarith al-Thaqaft al-Wiff. He embraced Islam 

together with the Delegation. Muslim, al-Nasd'i, and al-Tirmidlill transmitted 

traditions from him. In addition, 'Umar employed him as an alms-collector at al- 
Td'if, and there is a Musnad relation by Ibn AbY Shaybah, stating that the Prophet 

employed him as the governor of that city. He witnessed the Battle of 1junayn, and 

his sons transmitted tTaditions from him. 205 

Thawban, a protege and leading Companion of the Messenger of Allah. Some said 

that he was a Ijakam7i (related to Ijakam b. sa'd b. Ijimyar) 'Arab, and some said that 

he was one of the S-ardt. The Messenger of Allah purchased and freed him. He 

202 Inbd'al-Ruwdh, 2/294; Wafayat al-A'yan, 1/33 1; Al-A'ldm, 4/317. Thesis: p. 346. 

203 Taqr1lb al-Tahdhýb, p. 377, (comment No: 4385). Thesis: p. 354. 

204 Tahdhib al-Kamdl, 3 115 10. Thesis: p. 359. 

205 Al-Isabah., 3/124, (comment No. 3317). Thesis: p, 396. 
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therefore served the Prophet until his death. Thereafter, he headed for al-Ramlah and 
then Ijoms, where he died in 54 AH. It is related that the Prophet said: "Who will 
assure me that he will never beg anything from people, so that I will assure him (of 

entering) the paradise? " Thawbdn said "Me! " So, he completely refrained from 

begging. 206 

Zur b. Hubavsh b. Hubdshah b. Bildl b. Khuzaimah al-Asad-1, Aba Maryam. He lived 
in both the pre-Islamic and Islamic eras. Yahyd b. Mu'ln deemed him trustworthy, 

and Ibn Sa'd regarded him as one of the Successors of al-K-afah, and as a reliable and 
copious transmitter of traditions. Moreover, all collectors of tradition have 

transmitted from him. He died during the time of al-Ijajjdj, before the Battle of al- 
207 Jamajim in 127 AH. 

'Abd al-Rahman b. AN Lav Abfi 'Isd al-K-afi, (his son was Mubammad b. 'Abd al- 
Rabmdn b. Ab! Layld al-Qdq-1; and his name was Yasdr). He was born on the 6"' day 

before the death of Caliph 'Umar. He was a trustworthy Successor from al-K-afah. 

'A He died by drowning in 83 H. 208 

Al-Fudayl b. Yyd b. Mas'-dd b. Bishr al-Tarnim! al-Yarb-a'!, Ab-ft 'All al-Zzihid. He 

was an extremely pious individual and a most persevering worshipper. He was born 

in Samarqand, grew up in Abyord, and wrote down Tradition in al-K-ftfah. Then, he 

headed for Mecca and settled down therein untill he died in 186 AH. He was deemed 

trustworthy by al-'Ijli, al-Nasd'!, al-Ddraqutn-i, Ibn 'Uyainah and Ibn Sa'd. All 

scholars of tradition transmitted from him, except Ibn Mdjah. 209 

Sahl b. Hunayf b. Wdhib b. al-'Ukaym b. Tha'labah al-Ansar-1 al-Awsi. He was also 

known as Abfi Sa'd and Abfi 'Abd Alldh. He was an early convert to Islam; he 

witnessed Badr and stood firm at the Battle of Ubud when others retreated (declaring 

206 Al-Isdbah, 1/413, (comment No. 968). Thesis: p. 411. 

207 Tahdhlb al-Kamdl, 9/338. Thesis: p. 419. 

208 Tahdhib al-Kamdl, 17/372. Thesis: p. 420. 

209 Tahdhib al-Kamdl, 23/28 1, (Comment No. 4763). Thesis: p. 427. 
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an oath of victory or death). He took part in the Battle of al-Khandaq, as well as all 
other incidents. After the Battle of al-Jamal, 'Ali appointed him as governor of al- 
Bagah, and he fought beside 'Ali at the Battle of $uffin. The Messenger of Alldh 
encouraged this fraternal relationship. He died in al-Kfifah in 38 AH, and 'All 

performed his funeral prayer. During this prayer he reiterated al-Takbir (saying 
'Allahu Akbar! ') Six times, though some have said five, saying, "He is Badr-1 (i. e., one 

210 
of those who fought in Badr)" 

. 

Abz7 Sindn b. Wahb. His first name was 'Abd Allah, though some have made it Wahb 

b. 'Ubaid Allah al-Asad7i. He was the first man to swear al-RioWan oath at 
Ijudaybiyah. He said, "0 Messenger of Allah! Open your hand so that I may swear 
fealty to you! " The Messenger said, "To do what? " He said, "To do what is in your 

mind and what is in mine! " The messenger said, "Conquest and martyrdom? " He 

said, "Yes! " So, he swore fealty to him and his action led many others to do the 

same. 211 

'Abd Alldh b. Saldm b. al-ljdrith Aba Yo-asuf One of the posterity of prophet Yodsuf 

and an ally of al-Khazraj. In other words, he was an Israelite and then an Anýdrfi. He 

was one of Ban! Qaynuqd' and an ally of Khazraj. His name was al-ljuýayn, but the 

Prophet changed it to 'Abd Allah. He embraced Islam soon after the Prophet arrived 

in al-Medmah, some have given the year as 8 AH. The story of his conversion is 

recorded by al-Bukhdfil. He is said to have asked about three things which only a 

Prophet could know; when the Prophet answered these questions, Abd Allah 

embraced Islam. The Messenger gave him the glad tidings of paradise. He died in al- 

212 Medlinah in 43 AH . 

Sinan b. Wabrah (or Wabr) al-Juhan-1, an ally of Ban! al-lidrith b. al-Khazraj. He is 

said to have taken part in a raid against the Ban-I al-Muýtaliq with the Prophet at which 

the battle cry was " Yd Mansfir Amit! " Abd 'Umar b. 'Abd al-Barr said, " He is 

21 0 Al-Isabah, 3/198, (comment No. 3529). Thesis: p. 432. 

21 1 Al-Isabah, 7/191. Thesis: p. 437. 

212 Al Isdbah, 4/118, (comment No. 4728). Thesis: p. 491. 
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Sindn b. Tarnim ". some said that he was Ibn Wabrah and that it was him who fought 
for water with Jahjdh al-Ghifar-l. As a matter of fact, however, the story as it appears 

in the authentic traditions does not mention either of them by name. 213 

'Awf b. Malik b. Ab7 AjýEf al-Ashia t 1. Some give his name as Abfi 'Abd al-Rabman, 
and others as Ab-a Mubammad. He embraced Islam in the same year as the Battle of 
Khaybar. He settled in Homs, and witnessed its conquest while holding the banner of 
Ashja'. He then moved to Damascus. The Messenger of Alldh encouraged his 

Eriendship with Ab-ft al-Dardd'. He died in 73 AH. 214 

'Abd Allah b. Oavs b. Salim b. liaddar b. Ijarb, aba Mfisd al-Ash'ar-1. His mother was 
Zabiah Bint Wahb b. 'Ak. He allied himself with Sa'id b. al-'Aý, then embraced 
Islam and setteled down in Ethiopia. After the conquest of Khaybar, the Prophet 

appointed him governor of parts of Yemen. He was also appointed governor of al- 
Bagah by 'Umar and of al-Kafah by 'Uthmdn. He acted as one of the two arbitrators 

at $uffin. Subsequently he deserted both parties. He had a pleasant style of Qur'anic 

recitation. He died in 42 AH. 215 

Ibn al-Haytham, Daw-ad b. al-Haytharn b. Isbaq, Ab-a Sa'd al-Tanfikh! al-Anbdr-1. He 

was a virtuous man from al-Anbdr and was a linguist and grammarian. He was born 

in 228 AH, and died in 316 AH. He wrote a grammar book concordant with al- 

K-afah grammarians and another book on the creation of Man and he composed some 

poetry. 216 

'Abj al-Hasan 'Al-i b. al-'Abbds b. Juraij al-R-ami. He was an eminent poet, on the 

same level as Bashshdr and al-Mutanabbi. He was of Byzantine origin. He was born 

in Baghddd in 221 AH, where he grew up. He died, also in Baghddd, in 283 AH. 

Some reports state that he never praised anyone without later defaming him. 

213 Al-Isabah, 3/190, (comment No. 3514). Thesis: p. 493. 

214 Al-Isdbah, 4/6105. Thesis: p. 498. 

215 Al-Isabah, 4/211, (comment No. 490 1). Thesis: p. 501. 

216 Al-A'ldm, 2/336; Bughyat al- Wa'ut, 246; Al-Jawahir al-Mu(ti-'ah, 1/240. Thesis: p. 56 1. 
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Therefore, his poetry was little used and it ultimately caused his death. He wrote and 

published a book of poetry, calling it by his own name. 217 

Abz7 Tammjm Habib b. Aws b. al-Ijarith al-Td'i. He was a poet, a man of letters and 

one of the masters of eloquence. He was born in Jdsim (one of the villages of Ijawrdn 

in Syria) in 188 AH. He travelled to Egypt and was summoned by al-Mu'taýim to 

Baghddd, where he settled. Therefore, he was put in charge of the Postal service of 

al-M'aýil for two years. He died in 231 AH. He memorised some 14,000 couplets, in 

addtion to long poems and stanzas. His poetry was characterised by a powerful 

eloquence. He was the author of DIWdn al-ffamdsah, and of Mukhtdr Ash'dr al- 

'Arab. 218 

Mundhir b. 'Amr b. Khunays b. Ijarithah b. Ka'b b. al-Khazraj! al-Amýarll al-Sd'id-1. 

He witnessed the meetings at al-'Aqabah, as well as the Battle of Badr. He was a 

tribal chief and died a martyr at the Battle of Bi'r Ma'finah. He was nicknamed 'al- 

Mu'niq Liyam-ftt'. 219 

Marthad b. Ab-1 Marthad al-Ghanawi. He was a Companion, as was his father Kindz. 

'A They both fought at Badr. He died a martyr during the raid of al-Raj! ' in 3 ý'H. 
220 

Al-'As b. Wd'il b. Hdshirn al-Sahm! al-Qurash-1. He was one of the main arbitrators 

of pre-Islamic era. He is thought to have been one of the revilers of Islam, dying as 

such. He led Ban! Sahm at the Battle of al-Fujjdr. However, he protected 'Umar 

from the harm of Quraysh after his conversion. He died from a poisonous animal 

b 221 ite. 

217 Tarikh Baghddd, 11/436, Al-A'Idm, 4/297. Thesis: p. 561. 

218 Tarlikh Baghddd, 8/248; Al-A'ldm, 2/165. Thesis: p. 562. 

21 9 Al-Isdbah, 6/217, (comment No. 8230). Thesis: p. 569. 

220 Al-Isdbah, 6/70. Thesis: p. 570. 

221 Ansdb Quraish, p. 408; Al-Muhabbir, p. 133; Al-A'ldm, 3/247. Thesis: p. 578. 
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Um4, yyah b. Khalaf b., Wahb, of Ban! Lu'ay. He was one of the leading members of 
Quraysh during the pre-Islamic era and was one of the fiercest opponents of Islam. 

He witnessed the advent of Islam, but did not embrace it. He was responsible for 

torturing Bilal al-Ijabash-1 at the beginning of the Islamic era. In the Battle of Badr, he 

was captured by 'Abd al-Raýmdn b. 'Awf, Bildl saw him and incited the other 
222 fighters to murder Umayyah, which they did 
. 

Al-Wal-id b. al-Mugh-irah b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. Maklizarn, Abfi 'Abd-1 Shams. He 

was one of the Chief Judges of the Arabs during the pre-Islamic era. He was also a 
leading member of Quraysh. He was called al-'Adl because he was equal in prestige 

to the whole of Quraysh. The whole Quraysh-i tribe used to ceremoniously cover the 

Ka'bah with a cloth; he had sufficient prestige to do this by himself. He held wine 
drinking unlawful, even before Islam and flogged his own son Hishdm for doing so. 

He was an old man at the advent of Islam, though he resisted its teachings and 

opposed it. He died three months after the Hijrd and was buried at al-Ijujo-an. He 

223 
was the father of Sayf-Alldh Khdlid b. al-Walid . 

'Abd Allah b. al-Zabar-i b. Qays al-Sham! al-Qurash-1, Abfi Sa'd. He died in 15 

AH/636 CE. He was the Chief poet of the Quraysh tribe during the pre-Islamic era. 

He was a major opponent of Islam and his opposition was very harmful. He fled to 

Najrdn after the conquest of Meccd. liassdn -The profet poet- recited some satirical 

verses about him. When he heard them, he returned to Meccd, embraced Islam, 

apologised for his past behaviour and praised the Prophet. The Prophet gave him a 

fine garment as a reward. During his travels he wrote about the story of the 

224 
elephant . 

Abz7 'Abd Alldh Muhammad b. Salldm b. 'Abd Alldh al-Jumaý-i (due to alliance). He 

was a master of literature and an inhabitant of al-Bagah. He was born in 150 AH and 

died in Baghdad in 232 AH. He was a Qadariyyah (fatalist). Scholars of Ijadlith 

222 Si-rah Ibn Hisham, 2/52; Al-Kdmil, 2/48; Al-A'ldm, 2/22. Thesis: p. 578. 

223 Al-Kdmil, by Ibn al-Athir, 2/26; Al-Muhabbir, p: 161; Al-A'Idm., 8/122. Thesis: p. 578. 

224 Al-Aghdni, 4/14; Al-A'ldm., 4/87. Thesis: p. 586. 
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therefore stated that whilst his poetry could be transmitted, his traditions could not. 
He wrote a number of books, including Tabaqdt al-Shuard' al-Isldmiyyin Wa al- 

Jdhiliyyin, Buyi7tdt al-'Arab and Ghar7b al-Qurdn. 
225 

Farwah b. Nawfal al-Ashia 7 al-&u: iji. He was a Successor. Ibn Ijibbdn placed him 

among the trustworthy transmitters of Ijad-ith. All scholars of Ijad-ith therefore related 

traditions from him, although al-Bukhafi did not. Al-Dhahab! stated in al-M-1zan that 

he was controversial and that his transmission was not adequately strong. By 

contrast, in al-Taqrilb Ibn Hajar described him as acceptable. Although his father was 

an actual Companion, there is some dispute among scholars about his own status. 226 

Sahl b. Mu'adh b. Anas al-Juhani. He was a Syrian, but settled in Egypt. He 

transmitted HadIth from his father, who was a Companion. Ibn Shahin held him to be 

a Companion too, although this is inaccurate. 'Abd Allah b. Luhay'ah said that he 

was a Syrian. Yahyd b. Mu'In described him as a weak transmitter. Ibn Ijibban, on 

the other hand, saw him as reliable; however, he also peculiarly listed him amongst 

the faulty. In al-Taqrlib Ibn Ijajar stated that he was acceptable, except where he 

relates liad-ith from Ziban. 227 

Daughters of Labid al-Asim, the Jew. They were sorceresses who bewitched the 

Prophet, tying eleven knots as a part of their spell. In reaction to this, Alldh revealed 

eleven verses (al-Mu'awwadhatdn) by which the Prophet was healed. Al-Bukhdt-i 

related in his $aý! ý, that 'Aishah said, "The Messenger of Alldh had been bewitched, 

so that he imagined that he was lying with a woman, which was not true... ". 

However, this 1jad-ith is too long to quote in full here. It is sufficient to note that at 

225 Tdrlkh Baghddd, 5/327; Al-Alam., 6/146. Thesis: p. 587. 

226 Tahdhýb al-Kamdl, 23/179, (comment No. 4722). Thesis: p. 592. 

227 Tahdhib al-Kamdl, 12/208. Thesis: p. 599. 
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the end of it comes the statement of the Prophet, "By the grace of Allah it has cured 

q-) 228 
me . 

'Uqbah b. 'Amir b. 'Abs b. 'Amr b. Ad-I b. Qays b. Juhaynah al-Juhan-1. He was a 

prominent Companion. He transmitted many Ijad-iths from the Prophet and was very 
knowledgeable on matters of jurisprudence and religious duties. He was an eloquent 

speaker, a poet and a author. He also participated in the collection of the Qurdn into 

one book. Moreover, he witnessed and participated in many battles and conveyed the 

conquest of Damascus to the Caliph 'Umar. He fought at $uffin on the side of 

Mu'dwiyah, who later made him the governor of Egypt. According to some reports, 

he died during Mu'awiyah's reign. 229 

228 Sahih al-Bukhdrl, Chapter of Medicine, Section of "Can Sorcery be expelled? " 4/1719, ("adith No. 

5765); $ablb Muslim, Chapter of al-Salam, section of Sorcery, 4/1719, (Ijad7ith No. 43/2189). Thesis: p. 
603. 
229 Al-Isdbah, 4/52 1, (comment No. 5605). Thesis: p. 604. 
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III. Glossary of Key Terms 

Tl-'U-bj, Habwan: he gave something expecting nothing in return and without making 

any mention of the gift. 230 

Al-ytidad: (from fadid which means 'breaking and separation'). The Ijadlith of Dhl al- 
Kifl states, inter alia: "It is unlawful that you break the seal... " (a euphemism for 

sexual intercourse). 231 

Kuwwirat (the sun): its light has been wrapped and folded like a turban and it has 

faded away and disappeared. 232 

Al-Walah: becoming insane with love. The expression 'Wallahah al-Ijub' means that 

'he was beset by love'. Al-Walah: Sadness or insanity through extreme sadness, 

bewildennent and fear. 233 

Al-R-1m: a thirsty camel that insatiably gulps water; a sick camel whose unquenchable 

thirst is the result of disease. Hence the Qur'anic verse: "Indeed you shall drink like 

diseased camels, raging with thirst". 
234 

_ 
235 

Ka' Lal-Ka' and al-Kd): weak, unable, a coward, one who has neither determination 

nor firmness, one who always recoils. A Ijad-ith states that: "Quraysh had remained 

Ka'-'ah till Abf, Tdlib died. But when he died they dared to attack him openly (i. e., 

-- 236 
the prophet) . 

230 AI-Qdmi7s al-Muhit, p. 1642, (root word: Habd). Thesis: p. 3. 

23 1 Lisdn al-'Arab, 7/207, (root word: Faddd). Thesis: p. 8. 

232 Lisan al-'Arab, 51156, (root word: Kawar). Thesis: p. 16. 

233 Al-Kulliyydt, p. 947; al-Qdmi7s al-MubTt, p. 162. Thesis: p. 27. 

234 Al-Wdqi'ah: 55. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 1679. 

235 Lisan al-'Arab, 12/627, (headword: Hayam). Thesis: p. 42. 

236 Lisdn al-'Arab, 8/312. Thesis: p. 43. 
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Dhubab ql-Sayf- the point of a sword. Al-Thalm ('in the sword'), a small cut in the 

sharp edge of the sword. 
237 

Al-la'meh: arms and armour. It said: 'Istal'am' ('he put on his accoutrements - spear, 

helmet, cuirass, sword, arrows )). 
238 

, 41-Tawashshuh bi Thawb: Throwing a piece of cloth over one's shoulder, 
Tawashshaý bi saiflh aw bi thawbih, 'Taqallad': 'he put on his sword', or 'he girded 

himself with his cloth', the latter use of taqaltid for clothes may be figurative. 239 

Ghabayq: he drank. Al-Ghabu-q: something drunk in the evening. Taghabbaqa: he 

milked an animal in the evening. 
240 

Al-Khirr-it: the skilful guide who finds his way through unseen roads and narrow 
241 desert passages . 

Al-Ishmam: (denoting a voiceless vowel); pursing one's lips as when trying to 

pronounce the letter " 0" (which indicates that the vowel is omitted) after uttering the 

last consonant (but without emitting any sound). This can only be recognised by 
242 

sighted people and not by the blind . 

Al-Rawm: pronouncing the vowels '0', 'U' or T with a low, almost inaudible voice. 
17,11 

Both al-Ishmdm and al-Rawm can only be learnt orally from trained reciters. - 

237 Lisan al-'Arab, 1/383; 12/87. Thesis: p. 46. 

238 Lisdn al-'Arab, 12/532, (root word: La'm). Thesis: p. 46. 

239 Al-Qdmas al-Mubýt, p, 315, (root word: Wishdb). Thesis: p. 88. 

240 AI-Qdmas al-Muh7t, p, 1180. Thesis: p. 89. 

241 AI-Qdmz7s al-Muhlt, p, 193. (root word: Khart). Thesis: p. 90. 

242 (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: D, Thesies: p. 117. 

243 Al-Kanzfi al-Qird'dt al-'Ashr, p, 99; Al-Nashr, 2/90. Thesis: p. 117. 
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Al-Rat': eating and drinking abundantly in rural areas. 244 

Adraiah: he folded it and put it in its wrapping. 245 

Al-GhIlah: a decoy and assassination. Qatalah ghilatan: to trick some one into coming 

to some place and kill him or her. 246 

Al-Akhmas: the arch of thefoot. 
247 

Rawi: rapidly mingling waters. 
248 

Al-Baqr. - piercing, boring, and expanding. Hence Umm Salamah's remark, 'If anyone 
249 

of the polytheists comes close to me, I will pierce (baqartu) his belly (batnah)' . 

'llm al-Hisab:. arithmetic. 
250 

Al-Judhadh:, a fragment. Jadhdhah: to break something. 251 

Nafashat al-Ibil: Camels that have dispersed during the nighttime only and have 
252 

gazed alone without their herd . 

Al-Rukhd': breeze, light, and gentle wind. Al-Rakhd': being wealthy. 253 

244 Lisdn al-'Arab, 8/112, (headword: Rat'). Thesis: p. 117. 

245 Lisdn al-'Arab, 2/269, (headword: Darj). Thesis: p. 119. 

246 Al-Qdmi7s al-Mubit, p. 1344. Thesis: p. 122. 

247 Lisdn al-'Arab, 7/30, (headword: Kharný). Thesis: p. 13 1. 

241 Lisdn al-'Arab, 2/285, (headword: Rawj). Thesis: p. 141. 

249 Lisdn al-'Arab, 4/74. Thesis: p. 158. 

250 Kashfal--ýunz7n, 1/662. Thesis: p. 158. 

25 1 Lisdn al-'Arab, 5111, (headword: Jadhadh). Thesis: p. 169. 

252 Lisdn al-'Arab, 6/357. Thesis: p. 179. 

253 Al-Qdmi7s al-Mubýt, p. 1661. Thesis: p. 184. 
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Al-Jandal: a rock that can be lifted by a man. Some have said that it refers to all 
kinds of stone. 

254 

Bakkaty: to have the last word in an argument. Bakatah: to hit someone with a sword 

or a stick; to receive bad news, or to be treated with bad manners. 255 

Azrd bih : detracted from the value of something or somebody. 256 

257 Al-Aknaf- sides. KanafAllah: the amulet of Alldh, the protective screen of Alldh . 

258 Al-Dhawd'ib: (singular, Dhu'dbah), locks (of hair) hanging down on the forehead . 

Tafassakh al-Ruba': one camel can not bear the heavy loads. 259 

Al-'As: a glass; a large container. 
260 

Al-Aybiah: (singular, qaba'), an outer-dress or gown. 261 

Al-Jadhbah: a piece of meat. 
262 

Al-Shanf- (plural: ashnaf; shunaf), ear-ring(s) wom on the upper part of the ear. Al- 

Qurt: ear-ring(s) wom on the ear lobe, (plural: Aqrat). 263 

254 Lisdn al-'Arab, 11/129. Thesis: p. 193. 

255 Al- Qdmfis al-Mubýt, p. 189. Thesis: p. 194. 

256 Lisdn al 'Arab, 14/356; Al-Qdmfis al-MubKt, p. 1666. Thesis: p. 195. 

257 Al-Qdmi7s al-MubTt, p. 1099. Thesis: p. 196. 
258 Al-Qdmi7s al-MubKt, p. 108. Thesis: p. 204. 
259Tdj 

al-'Art7s, 7/320. Thesis: p. 2 10. 

260 Al-Qdmi7s al-MubKt, p. 719. Thesis: p. 227. 

26 1 Lisdn al-'Arab, 15/168. Thesis: p. 248. 

262 Lisdn al-'Arab, 1/258; Al-Qdmt7s al-MubKt, p. 84. Thesis: p. 227. 

263 Lisdn al-'Arab, 7/347 & 9/183. Thesis: p. 248. 
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Al-Ramakah: a breeding mare. 
264 

Al-Sabakhah: (plural, al-Sibakh), salty and waterlogged land, of little agricultural 

value. 265 

Al-Akhal: the subclavian vein, in the middle of the arm. If this vein is cut, blood flow 

rarely StOPS. 
266 

Al-Salab: the spoils of war taken by the victor from a dead enemy. 267 

Al-Hawii: a night watch, a long time. 
268 

Al-Kard': in human beings, the part of the leg between the knee and the ankle. In 
269 

cattle, the thin part of the leg, which is almost bare of flesh 
. 

Al-Haialah: partTidge (plural: ýijdl). 270 

Al-Rawaghdn: evasion, dodging, practicing mean shifts. 271 

272 Al-Hai'ah: a light sleep during the early part of the night; reclining in bed . 

273 Al-Fanan: a straight bough, a rod, a branch . 

264 Lisdn al-'Arab. 10/434. Thesis: p. 248. 
265 Mu jam al-Buldiin, 3/183; Lisan al-'Arab, 3/24. Thesis: p. 302. 

266 Lisdn al-'Arab, 11/586, (headword: K41). Thesis: p. 304. 
267 Lisdn al-'Arab, 1/471. Thesis: p. 305. 
268 Lisdn al-'Arab, 14/372. Thesis: p. 309. 
269 Lisdn al-'Arab, 8/3 06. Thesis: p. 3 10. 
270 Lisan al-'Arab, 11/144. Thesis: p. 346. 
27 1 Lisdn al-'Arab, 8/430. Thesis: p. 397. 

272 Lisan al-'Arab, 8/367, (headword, Haja'). Thesis: p. 450. 

273 Lisdn al-'Arab, 13/327. Thesis: p. 459. 
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Marmfilah: adomed with gold or other precious stones. 274 

275 Al-Za 'inah: a woman riding a camel, inside a howdaj . 

Al-'Aqisah: tuft of hair, plait. 
276 

IM: is shortcut for Imam and is used in all thesis. 
277 

Istabtant: I have entered into the bottom of the valley. 278 

274 Lisdn al-'Arab, 11/294. Thesis: p. 470. 
275 Lisdn al-'Arab, 13/271. Thesis: p. 486. 
276 Lisdn al-'Arab, 7/56. Thesis: p. 486. 
277 Thesis: p. 19. 

278 Lisdn al-'Arab, 13155. Thesis: p. 520. 
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IV. Rulings on Issues ofJurisprudence and Doctrine: 

9 Al-Isti'ddhah 

The jurisprudential verdict of al-Isti'adhah (seeking the protection of Alldh from 

the devil) in prayers is a traditional practice, according to Shdfi'is and lianafis, 

and it is the established usage of Ijanbalis. In a statement transmitted from 

Ahmed, however, it is considered merely a precept. 279 According to Mdlkis, it is 

allowable in supererogatory prayers, and disliked in compulsory acts. 280 

9 Al-Tasmiyah 

The religious jurists have agreed that al-Tasmiyah (saying "In the name of Allah") 

is prescribed for all significant acts, whether acts of worship or not. It should, 

therefore, be uttered at the beginning of reciting the Qurdn, at Dhikr sessions 
(mentioing of Allah), when using transport, when entering into a mosque or a 
house (and also upon departure), when lighting and putting out the lamp, before 

sleeping, at the beginning of books, on the painful area of the body and before 

starting all important matters. Saying this phrase is a reward, although there is no 
blame attached to the person who omits it through forgetfulness. But if one omits 
it when slaying an animal, a Rule states that he should be held accountable as a 

trespasser. The Ijanafl-, Malik! and Ijanball schools regard this phrase as an 

obligatory part of slaughtering; the Shdfi'is, by contrast, regard as merely sunnah 

(the prophet's traditional practice). 281 

Jihad 

In general Jihdd is considered an obligatory duty on all Muslims. In the Qurdn 

Alldh says, "Fighting is prescribed upon you, and you dislike it". 282 

Subsequently, Muslim jurists have held jihdd to be far4 kifayah (an obligatory 

duty upon the whole Muslim community, which is fulfilled if some Muslims 

279 
perform it). 

_They 
sraffe-d-that jihad can either be carried out by career soldiers, or 

, Vdshiyah Ibn 'Abdin, 1/443; AI-Mqjmi7', 3/324-325; Al-Inýdf, 2/119. Thesis: p. 26. 
280 ffdshiyah a1-Dasz7q!. 1/25 1. Thesis: p. 23. 

281 tIdshiyah Ibn 'Jbdin, 5/190- 192,5/300; Sharb al-Zarqdn-1,2/73; ffdshiah al-Dasi7q7,1/102; al- 
Muqhni, 8/565; al-Muqni, 3/540; Nihdyah al-Muýtdj, 8/112. Thesis: p. 26. 
282 Surah. Al-Baqarah: 216. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 

91. 
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stated that jihdd can either be carried out by career soldiers, or by a sufficient 

number of volunteers; in this case, the rest of the community will be absolved 
from sin. Otherwise, all Muslims will be blameworthy. Allah Almighty says in 

the Qurdn, "It is not for the believers, To get forth together: If a contingent From 

every expedition, Go forth, To devote themselves, To studies in religion. And 

admonish the people, When they return to them, - That thus they (may learn) To 

guard themselves (against evil). Nor should the believers all go forth together: if a 

contingent from every expedition remained behind, they could devote themselves 

to studies in religion, and admonish the people when they return to them- that thus 

they (may learn) to guard themselves (agaist evil)". 283 However, in the case of 

two armies facing each other, jihdd is considered an obligation on all Muslims. 

Allah the Almighty says, "0 you who believe! When you meet a force, be firm, 

and call Allah in remembrance much (and often); That you may prosper. And 

obey Allah and His Messenger; and fall into no disputes, lest you lose heart And 

your power depart; and be patient and persevering: for Allah is with those who 

patiently persevere". 284 A surprise attack by an aline enemy is another case where 

jihdd is obligatory upon every Muslim. The third case is when a Muslim leader 

alerts the whole community to be vigilant and ready for sudden action. Allah 

Almighty says, "0 you who believe! What is the matter with you, that, when you 

are asked to go forth in the Cause of Allah, you cling heavily to the earth? Do you 

prefer the life of this world to the Hereafter? But little is the comfort of this life, as 

compared with Hereafter. Unless you go forth, He will punish you with a grievous 

penalty, and put others in your place; but Him you would not harm in the least. 

For Allah hath power over all things". 285 The prophet is reported to have said, 

"There will be no Hijrah (to Med-inah) after the conquest (of Mecca). It is only 

jihad and good intentions. And if you are alerted, be on the alert. " This is reported 

by both al-Bukhdfl- and Muslim. 286 

283 Al-Tawbah: 122. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 541. 
284 Al-Anfa-1: 45-46. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 483. 
285 Al-Tawbah: 38 (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 512. 

286 ffdshiyah Ibn 'Abdi-n, 
-31219; 

Al-Mughn7,8/346; Mughn! al- Muýtdj, 4/219; ffashiyah Al-Dasl7qi; 
2/174. Thesis: p. 97. 
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9 Loss or Damage to Property caused by Animals 

The cost of loss and damage caused by domestic animals should not be borne by 

the animal's owner if the damage occured during the day. This is because the 

owners of property should usually guard it during the day. However, the owner of 
the animal should bear the cost if the damage was caused at night. This is because 

animals should be tethered or kept undoors at night. The following incident 

provides the necessary evidence. It has been related that "a she- camel of al Bard' 

b. 'Azib entered into a field and caused loss and damage to plants. Consequently, 

the Messenger of Alldh decided that the owners of fields should keep them in 

daytime, and that any loss and damage caused by domestic animals in the night 

time should be borne by their owner". 
287 

_ 
288 

* The Doctrines of the people who preceded us 
A basic rule of Islam is that the beliefs and doctrines of previous nations should 

also be the doctrines of Muslims, unless there is specific proof of abrogation. 

However, scholars are divided into three main opinions regarding this matter. 289 

* Looking at the Fiancee 

Scholars have unanimously agreed that a fiance is allowed to look at his fiancee 

prior to marriage. There is, however, disagreement upon its status. The majority 

of them regard it as recommended, because it is enjoined in a sound Ijadilth 

transmitted by Mugh-irah b. Shu'bah. The idea behind it is that it helps encourage 

affinity and affection between the betrothed. According to the Ijanball school, 

however, looking is allowable for a man who wants to marry a woman, but only 

where he believes there is a fair chance of a successful proposal. It is stipulated 

that he intends to marry her. 

However, her awareness or permission has not been stipulated, since the 

permission of the Legislator is sufficient. Some of them even said that her 

unawareness is better, because she may adorn herself with something that would 

287 This tradition is related by the lmdm Abmad in al-Musnad, 17/80, (Ijadith No. 23 58 1) with a sound 

chain of authority, and by the Imdm Mdlik in al-Muwatta' 
288 Al-Mughni, 10/356-357, Al-Muwatta', 3/615, (Ijad-ith No. 1326). Thesis: p. 180. 

289 'Ust7l al-Sarakhsi, 2/99; Zdd al-Masir, 5/274. Thesis: p. 18 1. 
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deceive him. They agreed that it is allowable to look at her face and hands. As 

regards other parts of the body which a woman usually uncovers, (expecting her 

face, her hands and her feeQ Ijanbalis had two opinions. 290 

9 The Prostration of Sdrah $5d 
Both Hanafis and Shdfi'is, as well as some Hanbal! scholars, were of the opinion 
that the prostration during recitation of (S-drah $dd) is legitimate, though they 
differed regarding its actual place. According to the Hanaffs, it is to be performed 

at Allah's utterance "Husnu Ma', qb", whereas it is "Wa'andb", according to 
MdIkIs. Scholars, however, depended upon the Ijad-ith related by al-Bukhdt-i, on 
the authority of Ibn 'Abbas, that the prophet himself prostrated in (S-arah $ad), 

and also on other evidences. However, the majority of Shdfl'! and Ijanbal! 

scholars were of the opinion that the recitation prostrated is not strictly confirmed 
in (S-arah $dd), according to their famous view. They believed that this 

prostration is one of gratitude rather than one for the recitation itself They hold it 

as a desired act outside the prayer and as an unlawful act within it, going so far as 

to invalidate the prayer when performed intentionally. They inferred this view 
from a Ijad-ith related by al-Bukhat-1, on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas, who said that 

the prostration of (Surah $dd) is not strictly confirmed. They also used a Ijad-ith 

related by al-Nasd'i, who said that the prophet himself prostrated when he was 

reciting ($dd) and said, 'Daw-ad performed it as an act of penitence, and we 

perform it as an act of gratitude'. 291 

9 Perjury. 

According to AýMad and Milik, if one swears to give someone one hundred 

lashes with a whip and then ties one hundred whips together and uses them once, 

his oath would not have been fulfilled. 292 According to Ab! Ijanifah and al- 

Shafi'l, however, one would have been true to one's oath, if each whip of the 

290 Radd al-Mubtdr, 5/237; Mawdhib al-Jal-11,3/405; Nihayah al-Mubtdj, 6/183; Kashshdf al-Qind', 
5110; Raw4ah al-Tdlibin, 7/20; Jawahir al-M-11,1/275. Thesis: p. 259. 
291 Radd al-Muýtdr, 1/513; ffashiyah Al-Dasi7q!, 1/308; AI-Majmiiý, 4/60, Al-Mughn7,1/618. Thesis: p. 
365. 
292 Al-Qawdnin al-Fiqhiyyah, p. 164; Al-Mughni, 8/819; AI-Sharh al-Kabir, 2/143. Thesis: p. 380. 
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bundle hits him in the single lash. In fact, they made mention of the story of 
293 Ayy-ab and argued that his behaviour could be generalised . 

9 Recovery of Lost/Stolen Property 

The Shafi'Is said that the lawful owner can recover his right by any means 

whatsoever, whether of the same kind of property or not. Allah Almighty said: 

"And if you punish them punish them with the same thing they have done to 

you'. 294 However, this sameness should only be in matters of property and not in 

everything else. The Prophet said, "Whoever finds his property with somebody, he 

has the better right to recover it". However, 1janafis agreed with the Shafi'Is that 

the thing recovered should be of the same kind, not of another kind. The current 

opinion is that it may be of the same kind or otherwise. This is because of the 

widespread degeneration of morals and procrastination in repaying debts. On the 

other hand, it is well-known that Mdlilds and Ijanbalis are of the opinion that the 

lawful owner may only recover his right through law courts. In support of this 

they quote the Prophet, who said, "Return the property in your keeping to him 

who has entrusted it to you with it, and do not betray the one who has betrayed 

you". He is also reported to have given Hind, the wife of Abii Sufydn, the right to 

take from her husband, even without his knowledge. He said, "Take whatever 

will suffice you and your children, as agreed upon". This indicates that it is 

inevitable to resort to judicial authorities to take or recover the right thing itself or 

295 something of its kind 
. 

o The Ultimate Fate of the Jinn 

Ibn Ijazrn and others transmitted Abfi Ijan-ifah's statement that the Jinn will never 

be rewarded, except by being saved from Hell. This is based upon the verse in the 
1 296 

Quran regarding them, "He will forgive you your sin' . 
But forgiveness 

signifies covering. Moreover, it was transmitted from Laith b. AbY Sal-im that the 

Prophet said: "The reward of Jinns is that they will be saved from Hell. Then it 

293 Radd al-Muýtdr, 3/13 1; Mughn! al-Muýtdj., 4/3 3 0. Thesis: p. 3 80. 

294 Al-N41: 126. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 770. 

295 Mugn7 al-Mubtdj, 4/162; Radd al-Mubtdr., 3/219,265; AI-Sharb al-Kabir, by Al-Dardir, 4/335; Al- 

Mughni, 8/254. Thesis: p. 406. 
296 Al-$aff. 12. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 1741. 
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will be said to them, 'be dust! ' ". Furthermore, it was related that Abfi al-Zindd 

said: "When those predestined to Paradise enter it, and those predestined to Hell 

enter it, Alldh Almighty will say to the believers of jinns and of all nations, 'be 

dust! ' And, the unbeliever will say, "would that I were (mere) dust! ". 297 The 

other opinion is that they will be rewarded for obdeience and punished for 

disobedience. This is also the opinion of Ibn AbY Layla, of Mdlik, of al-Awzd'i, 

of Abi Yofisuf and of MOammad, as well as of al-Shafl'! and Ibn lianbal. 

Moreover, it is the opinion of their followers and of the followers of Mdlik. In 

addition, Ibn 'Abbas was asked wheather they would be rewared or punished. He 

answered: "yes, they will be rewarded and punished". This is however, a detailed 

issue, with many evidences to be considered on all sides. 298 Scholars have 

disagreed regarding the ultimate fate of faithful jinn. In fact, there are four 

opinions on this matter. The majority of scholars were of the opinion that they 

will enter into Paradise. Ibn Ijazm ascribed this opinion in his book al-Niýal to 

Ibn AbY Layld and AbY Yofisuf, The second is that they will never enter Paradise, 

but will stay nesrby its edges. Here they will be visible to humans, but humans 

will be invisible to them. This is the well-known opinion of Mdlik, al-Shdfi'!, 
Aýmad, Ab-ft Yo-ftsuf, Muýammad and Ibn Taymiyyah (in contradiction to what 
Ibn liazm ascribed to AbY Yofisufl. The third opinion is that they will occupy the 

Heights (i. e. Al-A'rdf). There is a Musnad Ijad-ith to this effect. The fourth 

opinion is that their case will be suspended endlessly. 299 

e Al-Zihdr (from Al-Zahr, 'the back') 

This term was originally used in pre-Islamic times in the situation where a man 

said to his wife, 'you are like the back of my mother to me'. In other words, this 

term was used as a form of divorce. Idiomatically speaking, this signifies a man's 

identification of his wife, or a prominent part of her body, with another woman 

297 AI-Naba': 40. (The Holy Quran, English translation of the meanings and Commentary), P: 1886. 

298 Akdm al-Murjdnfl Abkdm al-Jdnn, p. 54. Thesis: p. 419. 

299 Jkdm al-Murjdnj'iAhkdm al-Jdnn, P. 57. Thesis: p. 461. 
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who is eternally forbidden to him in marriage, or to some parts of her body which 

are prohibited to him to look at, such as the back, belly and thighs. 300 

* The Friday Noon Prayer 

It is desirable to come early to the Friday noon prayer. This is because Aba 

Hurayrah relates that the Messenger of Allah said, "whoever performs the major 

ablution on Friday and comes first (to the mosque) is like the one who offers a 

she-camel (in charity), and he who comes second is like the one who offers a cow, 

and he who comes third is like the one who offers a homed ram,, and he who 

comes forth is like the one who offers a hen, and he comes fifth is like the one 

who offers an egg. And when the Im5m (of prayer) stands up (to give the sermon) 

the angels themselves attend to hear the sermon". Scholars agree upon this 

relation. 301 

* Abrogation of the Verses of Patience by the Verse of Fighting. 

The Quranic verse, "And have patience with what they say" is reputed to have 

been abrogated by the Ayah of the sword. This Ayah, however, refers to the 

Quraysh. Moreover, some scholars have felt that the Almighty's saying, "and 

leave them with noble dignity" has been abrogated; having patience thus refers to 

other kinds of issues. Kinds of issues: it involves the dignified dispute and 

desertion which may take place among Muslims. Hence the statement of Aba al- 

Darda' "We fake a smile in front of some people, while our hearts are cursing 

them". But the first opinion is stronger, because the Ayah in question is speaking 

about the unbelievers of Quraysh, their refusal of the Prophet's Message and their 

promulgation of that position. So, this verdict regarding this situation cannot be 

sustainable. According to Ab-a Ja'far al-Na"ds, this verdict came before the 

injunction of fighting, after which Allah enjoined fighting against Quraysh. 

Accordingly, the Ayah of fight has abrogated the previous toleration. In addition, 

Ibn al-'Arab! said, "Patience and toleration have been abrogated by the Ayat of 

the Sword, and desertion and refraining have been put an end to. Instead, fighting 

300 Mughn7 al-Muhtdj, 3/353; Fatb al-Qadi-r 'ald al-Hiddyah, 3/225; ffdshiyah al-Dast7q7,2/439; Kashf 

al-Qind', 5/367. Thesis: p. 478. 
30 1 Thesis: p. 492. 
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and killing have been enjoined. On the other hand, the noble desertion as enjoined 
in the above-mentionedAyah is mere refraining from contacting with or speaking 
to the concerned people, without doing them any harm. 302 

* Al-Zakdh 

Jurists have agreed that the intention and handing over of property are two 

obligatory conditions for the fulfilment of al-Zakah. This relates to all forms of 
such alms giving, whether money, food or clothing. However, intention has its 

place in the heart. Handing over the property, on the other hand, is a practical 

condition; so that only by such giving can the outward conditions of al-Zakdh be 

fulfilled. Moreover, in order to support the dignity of the poor and to avoid 
hurting their feelings, it is unnecessary that they be informed. Instead, one should 

hand it over unwittingly. 303 

9 The 'White Nights' 

The white nights are the nights of the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth day of 

every lunar month (i. e., when the moon is in its fullest). The Messenger of Allah 

recommended fasting during these days. Abfi Dawfid related in his Sunan, on the 

authority of Ibn Milýdn al-Qaysi, who related that his father said, "The Messenger 

of Allah used to enjoin us to fast during the white days, the thirteenth, the 
304 fourteenth, and the fifteenth days and he said: 'they are like fasting for ever' . 

e Laylah al-Qadr 
There are many Ijadliths about the merits of the Night of the Decree (Laylah al- 

Qadr) and about seeking for it during the last ten days of Rama4an. 305 

302 Al-Nasikh wa al-Mansakh, by al-Nabbds, P755; AI-Ndsikh wa al-Mansdkh, by Ibn al-'Arabl, 2/403; 
AI-Muharrar al-Wajlz, 15/161. Thesis: P. 519. 
303 Radd al-Muýtdr 'Ald al-Durr al-Mukhtdr, 2/85; Ahkdm al-Qurdn, by Ibn al-'Arabl, 2/947; Al- 
Muhadhdhab, 1/17 1, Al-Mughn7,2/665. Thesis: p. 526. 
304 Sunan A& Dawz7d, Chapter of Fasting, section of fasting three days of every month, 1/744, Ijadilh 
No: 2449. Thesis: p. 552. 
305 Thesis: p. 566. 
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H. Index of Proverbs 

* More iniquitous than the judge of Sadam: p. 178. 

e The toughest imprisonment is one's being associated with one's antagonists: 

p. 240. 

e If you want to perform mediation, then let it be before combat is begun: p. 93. 

* They have scattered like the people of Saba' (i. e., separated widely): p. 245 & 

334. 

Like a mountain (i. e., outstanding): p. 404. 

Things have gone from bad to worse: p. 93. 

* To pour in one's dish from another woman's (i. e., when a women entices a 

man away from his wife): p. 309. 7 
* If an honourable man makes a promise, he should keep it as something even 

more obligatory upon him than merely repaying what is owed: p. 3 1. 

9 If he is hungry, fix him some food. (i. e., no problem! Nothing to worry 

"-U-out! ): p. 39. 
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Al-Hasan b. Yasdr 170 Thdbit b. Aslam 326 

Al-Uurr b. Qays 436 Thdbit b. Qays 443 

AI-Aýbugh b. Nabdtah 385 Thawbdn Mawld prophet* 411 
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AI-Akhnas b. Shurayq 

Al-Aqra' b, Udbis 

Al-Bard' b. kzib* 

Al-Bard' b. Ma'rofir 

AI-Fudayl b. 'Iydd* 

Al-Minhdl b. 'Amr 

Al-Miqddd b. 'Amr 

Al-Miqddd b. al-Aswad 

Al-Miqddd b. al-Aswad 

Al-Mu'tamir b. Sulaymdn 

578 

442 

75 

83 

398 

174 

Ubay b. ka'b* 

Um Shatik al-Qurashiyyah 

Umayah b. Khalaf* 

Yahyä b. Abi Kathir* 

Yoüsuf b. 'Abd al-R4män 

Zaid b. 'Amr 

486 Zaid b. Uärithah 

Zaid b. Arqam 

570 Zaynab bint Jatsh 

408 Zur b. Uäbish* 

*= These names have been selected for translation into English. 

175 

173 

578 

343 

352 

386 

288 

314 

500 

419 
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IV. The Author's Sources 

9 Ab-d Ddvv-ad al-Sajistdni, Sunan Abi Ddwi7d al-Sajistani. Study by Kamdl Yoftsuf 

al-Hfit. Muhammad Muhyy-1 al-Din 'Abd al-Hamid (ed. ). Beirut: Ddr al-Jindn. 
First edition. 1409/1988. 

o AI-Baghawl, Abfi Muýammad al-IjUsayn b. Mas'o-ad Tafsir al-Baghaw7 al- 

musammd ma'alim al-tanzil. Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah. First edition. 
1414/1993. 

9 Al-Bukhdt-i, Abd 'Abd Alldh MOammad b. 'Ismd'Il b. 'Ibrdhim. Sah7h al- 
Bukhdr-l. Beirut: Ddr al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah. First edition. 1412/1992. 

9 AI-Ddriml, 'Abd Alldh b. 'Abd al-Rahman al-Samarqand-i. Musnad al-Ddrimi. 
Faww5z A-bmad Zanirl! & Khalid al-Sab' al-'Alarn! (ed. ). Cairo: Dar al-Rayydn li 

al-Turath & Beirut: Dar al-Kitab al-'Arabi. First edition. 1407/1987. 

Al-Farra', Aba Zakariyyd Yaýyd b. Ziydd Madn! al-qurdn. Muhammad 'Ali al- 

Najjar (ed. ). Cairo: Al-Dar al-Migiyyah. Second edition. 1955. 

* Al-Ijakim, Abd 'Abd Allah Mubanimad b. 'Abd Allah al-Naysab-dr-1. Al- 

Mustadrak 'ala al-ýaý7ýayn- Muqaf-a 'Abd al-Qddir 'Atd (ed. ). Beirut: Dar al- 

Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah. First edition. 1411/1990. 

Al-JawzI, Abfi al-Faraj Jamdl al-Din 'Abd al-Raýmdn b. 'Ali b. Muýammad. Zad 

al-masir fi 'ilm al-taffir. AbMad Shams al-Din (ed. ). Beirut: Ddr al-Kutub al- 

'llmiyyah. First edition. 1414/1994. 

9 Al-Naods. Ab-a Jalar Aýmad b. Muýammad b. Ismd'll. Irdb al-Qurdn. Zuhayr 

Ghdzl Zahid (ed. ). Beirut: 'Alam al-Kfitub. 1405/1985. 
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o AI-Nasd'!, Abfi 'Abd al-Raýmdn Aýmad b. Shu'ayb. Al-Sunan al-kubra. 'Abd al- 
Ghaflar Sulayman al-Bandat-1, & Sayyed Kisrdw! Ijasan (eds. ). Beirut: Dar al- 
Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah. First edition. 1411/1991. 

Al-Naysdbfir-1, Ab-ft al-Ijusayn Muslim b. al-lljajjdj al-Qushayr-i. &ý7ý Muslim. 
Muhammad Fu'dd 'Abd al-Bdq-1 (ed. ). Beirut: Ddr 'Ihyd' al-Turdth al-'Arabi. First 
edition. 1376/1956. 

AI-Qurtubl, Ab-5 'Abd alldh Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Ansdri. al-Jdmi'li ahkdm 
al-Quran. Beirut: Ddr al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah. First edition. 1413/1993. 

9 Al-Suyürl, Jaläl al-Din 'Abd al-Ratmän b. Abi Bakr. Al-Durr al-manthoürji al- 
tafslr bi al-ma'thofir- Mukhtaýar taffir tarjumdn al-Quran. Beirut: Ddr al-Kutub 
al-'Ilmiyyah. First edition. 1411/1990. 

o Al-Tirmidh-1, Ab-a 'Isd Muhammad b. 'Isd. Sunan al-Tirmidhi. Mastafa- al-Bdz 
(ed). Beirut: Al-Maktabah al-Tijdriyyah. Ddr al-Fikr. 1414/1994. 

o Al-Tabarli, Abfj Jalar Muhammad b. Jaflir. Jdmi' al-bayan fl taffir al-Quran. 
Cairo: Dar al-J-11. Dar al-Ijad-ith. 1407/1987. 

9 AI-Zajjdj, Ab-ft Isbdq Ibrahim b, al-$afi. Ma'an7 al-Quran wa Frdbuh. 'Abd al- 
JaIII 'Abduh Shalab! (ed). Beirut: 'Alam al-Kutub. First edition. 1408/1988. 

9 AI-ZamakhshaCi al-Khawarizini, Ab-a al-Qdsim Ar Alldh Maýmaftd b. 'Umar. Al- 

Kashshdf 'an ýaqd'iq ghawdmi4 al-tanzil wa i uyun al-aqdwllfl wuji7h al-ta'wil. 

with Al-Kdfi al-shaft fl takhil-j aýddith al-kashshaf by Ibn Ijajar al-'Asqaldni. 

Muýtafa Ijusayn Aýmad (ed. ). Ddr al-Rayydn li al-Turdth. 1407/1987. NP. 

o Different books of poetry. 

o Ibn Anas, Mdlik. Al-Muatta'. Muhammad Fu'dd 'Abd al-Bdq-1 (ed. ). Tanis: 

Mawsofi'ah al-Sunnah-Dar Saýnofjn. Second edition. ND. 
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e Ibn 'Atiyyah al-Andalusi, Abd Muhammad 'Abd al-Haq b. Ghalib. Al-Muharrar 

al-waj7zfl tafs7r al-kitdb al-'az7z. Cairo: Maktabah Ibn Taymiyyah. ND. 

o Ibn Ijanbal, Abfi 'Abd Alldh Abmad b. Mubammad b. Ijanbal al-Shaybdni. Kitdb 

al-Zuhd. Muýammad al-Sald Basyofth-i Zaghlofil (ed. ). Beirut: Ddr al-Kitab al- 
'Arab!. Second edition. 1414/1994. 

* Musnad al-Imdm Aýmad b. ffanbal. Explanation by Aýmad Muýarnrnad Shdkir. 

Cairo: Dar al-liad-ith. First edition. 1416/1995. 

o Ibn HishZim. Al-Si-rah al-Nabawiyyah. Muýtaf-a al-Saqqd & lbrdh-im al-Abydfl- & 

'Abd al-Hafl-z al-Shalab! (eds. ). Beirut: Dar lhyd' al-Turdth al-'Arabi. First 

edition. 1415/1995. 

Ibn al-Jawz-i, Muh - al-Din Ab-d Muhammad Yofisuf b. 'Abd al-Rahmdn b. 'Ali 
. yyl 

al-Qurash-1 al-Taym7l. Ma'adin al-ibrizfl tafsIr al-Quran al-'Aziz. ND, NP. 

o Ibn Kathir, 'Imad al-Din abfi al-Fida' Ismd'I b, Kathir al-Qurash-i al-Dimashql. Al- 

Si-yrah al-Nabawiyyah. ND, NP. 

9 Ibn Mdjah, Ab-a 'Abd Alldh Muýammad b. yazid al-Qazw-in-1. Sunan Ibn Mdjah. 

MOammad Fu'dd 'Abd al-Baq! (ed. ). Beirut: Ddr al-Rayydn li al-Turdth. ND. 

9 Ibn Qanbar. Abfi Bishr 'Amr. Kitab Sl-bawyyh. 'Abd al-Saldm Hdran (ed. ). Beirut: 

Ddr al-RI. First edition. 1385/1966. 

9 Ibn Qutaybah, Abfi Muhammad 'Abd Allah b. Muslim al-Dayn-at-1. Ta'wil mushkil 

al-Quran. AI-Sayyed Abmad $aqr (ed. ). Cairo: Dar al-Turath. Second edition. 

1393/1973. 

0 Ibn al-Sunni, Aba Bakr Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Ishaq al-Danyatil al-Shdfi'i wich 

is known as Ibn al-Sunni. Kitdb 'amal al-yawm wa al-layylah, sulfik al-Nabyi 
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(p. b. u. h. ) ma'a rabbih 'Azz wa jall, wa mu'asharatih ma'a al-'ibdd. Abfl 

Muýammad 'Abd al-Raýmdn Kawthar al-Bum-i (ed. ). Jaddah: Ddr al-Qiblah li al- 
Thaqdfah al-lsldmiyyah & Beirut: Mu'assasah 'Ulofim al-Qurdn. ND. 

Manscripts: 

9 Makhtüt tafsir Mäkki b. Abi Tälib al-Qaysi: Kitäb al-hidäyah fi buloügh al- 

nihayah. A copy of the original manuscript, which is held in Morocco. This 

manuscript is among the manuscripts of the Jum'ah al-Mdjid Centre for Culture 

and Heritage, Dubai, UAE. 

9 Makhtfit tafsIr 'Izz al-Din 'Abd al-Razzdq al-Ras'an-i: Rumoilz al-kunoi7zfi taj-lsr 

al-kitab al-'aziz. A copy of the original manuscript, which is held in al-Maktabah 

al-Zdhiriyyah, Damascus. This manuscript is among the manuscripts of the 

Jum'ah al-Majid Centre for Culture and Heritage, Dubai, UAE. 
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Terms and Definitions 

Word Page 

'Ilm a4isab* 158 Al-Khan-Us 

'llm al-nujfim 158 Al-Khart-it* 

$ar-if al-qalam 157 Al-Khullah 

Al-'fJthkal 380 Al-Kundsah 

Al-'Ajam 558 Al-Kurd' 

Al-'Akkah 500 Al-Labn 

Al-'Alarn 303 Al-La'mah* 

Al-'Alfifah 250 Al-Labfis 

Al-'Aqlýah* 486 Al-Libd9 

Al-'Aqd 162 Al-Lldbah 

Al-'Aqr 186 AI-Mablý 

Al-'Arad 196 Al-Matb-db 

Al-'Araýdt 387 Al-Maghdfir 

Al-'Ardb 475 AI-Maghafir 

Al-'Arim 331 AI-Mahd 

Al-'Ass 227 Al-Mandtiq 

Al-'Azm 54 Al-Maradah 

Al-'Il 195 AI-Masb 

Al-'Iln 413 Al-Masad 

Al-'Ibr-isim 186 Al-Mathdn! 

Al-'Ihn 50 Al-Mayl 

Al-'Iqdl 310 Al-Mibdl 

Al-'Ibtijdz 305 Al-Mi'fin 

Al-'Ishdr 119 Al-Minjaniq 

Al-'Istild" 310 Al-Miktdl 

Al-'Iddihdm 462 Al-Milwdn 

Al-'Idld' 119 Al-Miqld' 

Al-'IftiddO* 8 AI-Mirt 

Al-'Ijif-ak 177 AI-Mizaj 

Al-'Ikhtindth 249 Al-Mubdjazah 

Word Page 

605 

88 

159 

194 

310 

299 

46 

181 

574 

295 

404 

601 

501 

51 

324 

248 

191 

369 

597 
10 

88 

582 

10 

172 

141 

155 

42 

515 

524 

93 
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Al-'Injd' 67 Al-Muddwalah 52 

Al-'Irjd' 119 AI-Muf4W 10 

Al-'Ishmam* 117 Al-Mughrith 39 

Al-'Istabraq 110 Al-Mujdladah 133 

Al-'Istibtdn* 520 Al-Mukdlabah 301 

Al-'Itikd' 459 AI-MuIO 25 

AI-Za'inah* 486 Al-Mumarrad 259 

AI-Zafi-f 145 Al-Murays! ' 493 

Al-ljaýdn 39 Al-Musdfirah 209 

Al-Ijabfi* 2 Al-Mutarakah 414 

Al-liabash 538 AI-Muthlah 193 

Al-Ijad-ftj 475 Al-NaOrah 526 

Al-Ijajalah* 346 AI-Naýab 196 

Al-Ijalaqah 480 AI-Nabaq 333 

Al-Ijarnim 400 AI-Naghal 194 

Al-liamdalah 24 Al-Namdriq 543 

Al-Ijashraj 471 Al-Naqab 447 

Al-Ijawdfil 562 AI-Narjis 174 

Al-Ijimdm 309 Al-Naw' 263 

Al-Hu rah 443 Al-Nawl 144 

Al-Ijullah 201 AI-Nawrah 261 

Al-pab' 173 Al-Naws 606 

Al-paghth 203 Al-Nazif 471 

AI-Par' 139 Al-Nizdl 303 

Al-$aýfah 308 AI-Nubl 131 

Al-$abr 3,43 AI-Qdýý 110 

Al-$adm 36 Al-Qdr 150 

Al-Sah-11 569 Al-Qag 382 

Al-$ahil Al-$awdmi' 215 Al-Qa-ad 191 

AI-Salawdt 215 Al-Qadd 132 

Al-Sifa-h 188 Al-Qadd-ftm 362 

Al-Tam! 42 AI-Qald'iý 277 

Al-Tamth 460 AI-Qalaý 15 
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Al-Tinfisah 143 Al-Qaldnis* 51 
Al-Tinfisah 174 AI-Qarý 51 
Al-Adam 163 AI-Qarýah 199 
Al-Adwd' 510 Al-Qarr 311 
Al-Akbal* 304 Al-Qarsh 586 
AI-Akhmaý 131 Al-Qawdfir 259 
AI-Aklab 46 Al-Qaylofllah 187 
Al-Akndf'* 197 Al-Qitr 322 
AI-Anafah 209 Al-Qibt 165 
Al-Aqbiyah* 248 Al-Qird 301 
Al-Aqnd 163 Al-R71b 184 
AI-Aradah 251 Al-Rabal 582 

AI-Arsdl 84 AI-Ral 395 

Al-Asdt-in 324 Al-Radakh 145 

Al-Asbat 208 Al-Rabad 323 

Al-Asndn 194 Al-Raha* 253 

AI-Athl 333 Al-Rakdyd 244 

Al-Bd' 88 Al-Rakhd'* 184 

Al-Batar 264 Al-Ramkah* 248 

Al-Bakam 195 Al-Rata'* 117 

Al-Balaq 50 AI-Rawaq 93 

Al-Bardh 269 Al-Rawdshin 535 

Al-Bafi-d 88 Al-Raw** 141 

Al-Bardh-ftn 249 Al-Rawm* 117 

Al-BaWl 518 Al-Ribdt 58 

Al-Baydah 481 Al-Rud' 191 

AI-Biya' 215 Al-Ruba'* 210 

AI-Bulghah 190 Al-RwaghZin* 397 

Al-Diba-j 460 AI-Sabb 517 

Al-Da' 588 AI-Sab' al-Owal 10 

Al-Dhawd'ib* 205 Al-Sabakhah* 302 

Al-Dhikr 135 Al-Sajsaj 345 

Al-Dhimdm 194 AI-Sakr 197 
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AI-Dhird' 88 Al-Salab* 306 

Al-Dhubaylah 132 AI-Salaf 211 

Al-Dwayrat 151 AI-Sarab 142 

Al-Fadddn 190 Al-ShaZiyah 131 

AI-Falaq 18 Al-Shatat 361 

Al-Faras Al-Mudammar 70 AI-Shadkh 193 

AI-Farsakh 116 Al-Shanaf* 248 

AI-Farsakh 88 Al-Shi'b 47 

AI-Fataq 197 Al-Shimrdkh 380 

AI-Fawr 50ý90 Al-Shukhods 188 

Al-Fayriizaj 324 AI-Sufrah 88 

Al-fiqh 162 Al-Sundus 460 

Al-Gdsiq 18 Al-Tabarruz 581 

Al-G-ilah* 122 Al-Tabb 595 

Al-Gasas 9 Al-Tabklt* 194 

Al-Gaabofiq* 88 Al-Takhoftm 211 

AI-Gadwah 142 Al-Tamarrugh 106 

Al-Gill 484 Al-Tasha'uth 389 

Al-Guraf 275 Al-Tasjiyah 143 

Al-Gurfah 42 AI-Tawakkul 54ý3 

Al-Hlm* 42 Al-Tawashshuh bi al-thawb* 88 

Al-Haj'ah* 450 Al-Thadlil 194 

Al-Hamal 179 Al-Thurayyd 603 

Al-Haw-ll* 309 Al-Turb 528 

Al-Rinihah 39 Al-Urjwdn 266 

Al-Rd 597 Al-Uswah 315 

Al-Jahdfil 562 AI-Waýd'- AI-Waýd'if 249 

AI-Ja' d 163 Al-Wat-is 80 

AI-Jadb 39 AI-Wabaq 403 

Al-Jadhbah* 227 Al-Walah* 27 

AI-Jafnah 325 Al-Wasim 163 

Al-Jandal* 193 AI-Wazagh 172 
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Al-Jarathim 387 Al-Ydqofit 225 

Al-Jafi-rah 374 AI-Yamm 164 

Al-Jazmd' 26 Al-Zabriad 225 

Al-Jirdn 92 AI-Zalzalah 41 

AI-Jism 600 AI-Zamnd 149 

AI-Jubb 115 AI-Zulfah 105 

Al-Judhddh* 169 Dhubab al-Sayf* 46 

AI-Juff 601 Jull al-dabbah 249 

Al-Ka" 42 Lujjah al-md' 259 

Al-Kazm 505 Ma'arrah al-jaysh 582 

Al-Kalm 192 Madhhab al-taýawwuf 153 

Al-Kardo-fts 251 Majddllý al-samd' 512 

Al-Kawr* 531 Mishkdh 110 

Al-Khatdti-f 582 Rd'fifah al-Bi'r 601 

Al-Khabd' 244 Rayb al-manofin 85 

Al-Khadd 255 sijdl 52 

Al-Khafa-rah 88 sijjll 110 

Al-Khamt* 333 Tabqir al-but-ftn* 135 

Al-Khamofish 587 Tajddub ahdab al-ra'! 85 

*= This name has been chosen for translation into English. 
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VI. Jurisprudence and Legal Verdicts 

" Opening Terms of Prayer: p. 455. 

" Al-Jinn: p. 419. 

" Laylah al-Qadr: p. 566. 

" Discretion and its verdicts: p. 18 1. 

" Particulars of having a look: p. 259. 

" The Friday Noon Prayer: p. 492. 

" Verdict of deeming those who willfully omit it rebellious: p. 26. 

" Jihad: p. 97. 

" Perjury: p. 380. 

" Al-Zihdr: p. 478. 

Al-Isti'adhah: P. 23. 

" Al-Zakat: p. 526. 

" The Ultimate fate of the Jinn: p. 461. 

" The 'White Days': p. 552. 

The Doctrines of Former Peoples: p. 18 1. 

" Al-Tasmiyah: p. 26. 

" Abrogation of the Verse of Patience by the Verse of the Sword: p. 519. 

" Loss & Damage to Propert caused by Animals: p. 180. 

" Recovery of Lost/Stolen Property: p. 406. 

" The Prostration of Sarah $ad: p. 365. 
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